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1 	 Introduction I 
Chapter-I: Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present an overview and nature of research 
study undertaken and the key factors that were influential in its inception. The 
chapter eommeneec with the introduction explaining the statement of the 
problem; concept; background; definitions; usage; scope and purpose of the 
study. The chapter further describes the hypothesis and differentiation between 
library mechanization and automation. This is followed by the scenario of 
automation in United States, Europe and developing countries. The chapter 
moreover details about most popularly used Library Software Packages in 
India. 
1 	Background Information 
The term library is understood to have been reaped from the Latin word `liher 
connoting book(s) placed in an organized manner for the purpose of use. The 
term traces its lineage back to preservation of written records to preserve 
human communication and is considered to have begun in the historic age. The 
library in historical terms is assumed to be collection of graphic materials 
arranged for easy use. taken care of by an itrdividual(s), familiar with that 
arrangement and available for use by at least some persons. However, with the 
trends of time libraries turned to an organized collection of general information 
and literature for the purpose of their utilization (Johnson, 1965). Libraries 
were assumed to he responsible for harboring the functions of collection, 
organization and circulation of their meager sources and services, but the 
phenomenal progress in technology and exponential growth in information 
made it obligatory for librarians to adopt new techniques and technology in 
order to cope up with the emerging circumstances. 
Like any other field, libraries were also at the threshold of information 
communication technology. The developments of which made the role of 
otherwise unused libraries, multi focal and multipurpose. Since centuries, 
Libraries have been most vibrant agents in transforming knowledge usually 
organized in print form; however, the application of machines to process and 
transfer this knowledge in a better way represents modernization of libraries. 
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\lodernization. nonetheless. \\ ith itself brings the new challenges that creates 
issues and concerns and lay added stress on any questionable area of prevailing 
structures. Although,there is high degree of cooperation between the prevailing 
and current technology primarily dominated with the computers, but the later 
one have an advantage over the old as it is equipped with qualities that better 
accommodate current circumstances. (Webb, 1987). 
The introduction of computers in various sections of libraries such as 
acquisition: cataloguing; circulation and periodicals offered libraries a new 
look. The primary interest of automating such operations does not designate 
elimination of man in favor of machines, but the choice of both in the tasks best 
suited to each. Computer technology offered hardware and software and 
conceptual foundations to build automated library system, where optimum use 
of man and machines is exercised to enhance the library operations and 
services (Il[eiliger & Henderson, 1971).Thus technology, hardware and 
software only provide a sketch that frames automation, but does not imply 
elimination of manual effort in libraries for disseminating knowledge. 
Automating rather, is primarily aimed at effective and efficient utilization of 
resources in minimum duration with least cost and effort, yielding maximum 
output and benefits both for library and their patrons. Since, technology has 
been producing wonders and will perhaps continue to renew and redefine every 
discipline and activity. Similarly, the unending development of computer 
technology brought library world to a new horizon where user friendly and 
economically flexible software packages are readily available; thereby, making 
librarians judicious to compare the strengths and shortfalls of different 
packages and choose the package for installation that is most appropriate to suit 
the requirement of both librarians and their end users. 
1.1 	Library Automation: Concept 
Library automation refers to a technical phenomenon of computerizing or 
automating the traditional library activities and services such as acquisition; 
cataloguing; circulation: serial control; information services and other related 
activities. Thus, the application of computers to perform various routine, 
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repetitive clerical functions and services of libraries in an efficient and 
automatic manner is designated as library automation. 	 - 
Throughout 20" century, Librarians have practiced with technological 
devices to help libraries in improving their in-house operations and services to 
their patrons. Library automation has been exploited both narrowly and broadly 
to the devices and efforts that consolidate the foothold of technology in library 
operations and services. Some have paralleled it with library mechanization 
while others used automation in the context of close co-operation of computers 
and libraries. Library automation as known now, has come a long way since 
mechanical devices notably typewriters, telegraphs, telephones and other 
accessories followed by punched cards and sorters were exercised in libraries. 
The purpose of applying these accessories was to eliminate the burden of 
muscle movement in the libraries, while the revolution that computers had in 
other fields was left to be realized in future. However, the elevation in 
mechanization and 	simultaneously the 	development 	in computer 	and 
communication technology steadily replaced the application of mechanical 
accessories 	with computers. 	Significantly, the 	growing,  exercise of these 
computers in libraries restructured and remodeled their operations and services 
(Wedgeworth, 1993). 
The concept of automation has a long history. The early Greeks, seeking 
freedom from the routine toil and drudgery of labor, conceived of devices that 
aright take over certain tasks. The word automation has been derived from 
Greek word 'automates' meaning "self acting". It refers to an apparatus, 
process, or system that is capable of operating by itself in an unassisted manner 
(Savage, 1996). Library automation is the performance of an operation, a series 
of operations, or a process by self activating, self controlling, or automatic 
means. Automation implies the use of automatic data processing equipment 
such as computer or other labor saving devices (Young, 1983). While 
mechanization eliminated the muscle movement in libraries, automation on the 
other hand exploited machines in process and transmission of information. The 
remarkable progress in computer technology resulted in the development of 
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more efficient hardware and software. The application of such hardware and 
software in libraries differentiated the concept of library automation and served 
as a breakthrough in processing and communicating information in a 
networked environment. 
1.2 Definitions 
Though there is globally no accepted cotmotation of library automation as 
some people call it as Mechanization some Computerization, while some prefer 
to recognize it as Automation. Nevertheless, due to its broad spectrum of 
coverage library automation has been variously defined by number of authors, 
the notable among which are encapsulated hereunder: 
'The New Oxford American Dictionary (2001) is of the view that 
automation is "tire use of largely automatic equipment in a system 
manufacturing or other production processes. 
The New Encyclopedia Britannica (1973) visualizes automation as a 
system in which there is significant substitution of mechanical, electrical or 
computerized action for human effort and intelligence and put forth an 
operation is commonly described as automated, if it is substantially more 
automatic than its predecessor. 
Swihart, Stanley and Hefley, Beryl. F (1973) describes library 
automation as the processing of certain routine clerical functions in the library 
with the assistance of computers or other mechanized or semi-automatic 
equipment. 
Halsey (1987) in collier's encyclopedia reflects library automation to 
industrial movement that started in US in early 1950's and defined it as a 
concept of production (integration of machine tools into a fully automatic and 
in some cases self regulatory system) automation which he defines as means 
considerably more than the clever coordination of series of machines. 
Wedgeworth (1993) envisions Library automation as a "term applied 
both broadly and narrowly to the tools and activities that incorporate 
technologies into library operations and services. 
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Dutta (1993) connotes "Library automation" as "computerization of 
house keeping activities and information retrieval function generally carried 
out by a library". 
Bazirjian (1995) howeve, visualizes library automation as the migration 
to second generation library system. 
Tyre (1995) defined Library automation as "flexible new muscle" 
extending its reach and making connection. 
Head and McCabe (1996) connote library automation as the flexibility 
of a system that managements can choose to use them in ways that occurred 
with their wishes. Zubbof however, is of the view that library automation is a 
process that helps to reduce various library operations to the smallest possible 
components. 
Cohn, L_ Kelsey and Keith (2002) are of the opinion that library 
automation no longer reflects only to computerize operations in a discrete, 
physical place, but has assumed a wide frame of reference namely that of 
enabling the library user to reach beyond what is merely local to an information 
and knowledge base that is truly global and interconnected. 
Feather and Sturges (2003) in international encyclopedia of 
information and library science, exemplifies library automation as a blurring of 
the notion of the library collections as seen as located in physical place. 
The design and implementation of ever more sophisticated computer 
systems to accomplish tasks originally done by hand in libraries is what Reitz 
'20114) feels about library automation. 
The invention of mechanical means like telegraph and typewriters 
'allowed by the major breakthrough of punched cards and sorters, improved the 
°her vise limited functions and services of libraries. The application of these 
echanical devices played a key role in attracting wide attention of users 
wards libraries. Henceforth, the accomplishment of manual operations and 
rvices by mechanical accessories forged the new concept that came to be 
sown as library mechanization. 
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Library mechanization was endeavored at handling complications and 
burdens of bulk, weight and distance at redeeming muscle and movement with 
machine, while automation is the name given to automatic or self controlling 
system of working environment (Riaz, 1992). Viewed on this background, 
mechanization is practicing with mechanical devices with chief intervention of 
mental and manual effort to accomplish repetitive clerical activities and 	_. 
services of libraries. However, due to its shortfalls it could not sustain for long 
but paved the way to the development of an advanced concept of library 
computerization. The advancement in communication technology, computer 
hardware and software packages globalized library computerization which 
often in modern terminology is taken as library automation. 
Library automation is an automatic or semi-automatic means of 
processing certain clerical functions, operations and services with the patronage 
and support of computers; hardwares; softwares; online products; CD-ROMs 
and LANs; etc. (Swihart & Hefley, 1973). Against this background, library 
automation differs from that of mechanization. in a way, where in place of 
principal intervention of manual and mechanical effort, computer systems; 
hardwares ; softwares; communications facilities; online and networked 
environment are practiced to execute different library operations and services. 
1.2.1 Historical Background of Library Automation 
Libraries have long sought technological aids to facilitate and enhance their 
services and to provide broader and more convenient access to traditional form 
of information processing. The impact of automaton on librarianship has long 
been an inviting subject in professional literature. In this regard, the 
innovations ranging from printing press to typewriters and then to micro 
computers had affected wide spectrum of library operations and services which 
extended from the description of an item to its circulation (Voight, 1956). 
Though, Automation in libraries is said to have begun in 1930s with the use of 
punch cards in circulation and acquisition sections. However, the focus of this 
period was that information could be stored and re-used and that machines 
could take these punch cards and can be programmed to perform predetermined 
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operations. The overall automation had begun with a librarian 'Herman 
Hollerith of US Census bureau who invented punched cards which were first 
used in University of Texas for Circulation control. Another development in 
this direction was book charging machine used by Montclair Public Library in 
1942 in New Jersey. 
Library of Congress in 1950, developed book catalogue with the aid of 
punched cards.but till 1960 most of these were used in special libraries. During 
the decade of 60s, a small number of Universities, corporate and large public 
libraries in US and UK put their efforts in the development of in-house library 
automated system. This period gained the idea of computers in libraries and led 
to the explosion of library automation in 60s and 70s. In 1961, IIP Luhn 
experimented computers in libraries to provide Keyword-in-Context (KWIC) 
index for articles in Chemical Abstracts. In the same decade, libraries ushered 
in the era of standards for exchange of data. By the mid 60s, library of congress 
used computers for producing Machine Readable Catalogue Records (MARC) 
with the purpose of creating bibliographic databases of library catalogues, 
which led to the development and adoption of MARC practices and established 
shared cataloguing cooperatives (Saffady, 1989). Quickly after MARC.Library 
of Congress begun MARCI followed by MARC II project for venturing in 
shared cataloguing among the number of US libraries. 
The decade of 1960s gained the momentum of computer application in 
libraries, the following decade ushered in online era. It has only been in 80s 
that automation has become feasibility, rather than a goal for future for large 
number of libraries. During the decade of 70s, a range of online services 
became available offering access from a computer terminal in library to 
bibliographic databases on remote computers. In 1974, a significant 
development took place when MARCH became basis of a standard, 
incorporated by National Information Standards Organization (NISO) USA. 
During the same period, US Department of Defense and Advanced Research 
Agency developed ARPAnet to link centers working on military research. By 
the end of the year, computers at the University 0! California and University of 
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Utah were connected to ARPAnet. In the following year, the University 	- 
College of London and Norwegian Royal Radar Establishment became first 
international sites to connect ARPAnet. The original applications of ARPAnet 
were Telnet, FTP and email for exchanging messages. The people recognized 
the usefulness of sending messages among themselves, thus turning email into 
"Internet". Although it may not have been ARPAnet's main priority, it ensured 
that internet became entrenched in the daily lives of millions of persons 
(Keefer & Tomas, 2001). 
The internet had revolutionized communications in academic and 
research communities in the developed world by about 1990. But, its 
breakthrough into wider world was a development of mid 1990s associated 
with the World Wide Web. The emergence of private sector Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs) was another aspect of Cyber revolution of late 1990s. From 
1995 onwards, the Microsoft Network (MSN) was integral part of windows 
operating system which dominated the personal computer market around the 
world. The companies such as Freeserve in UK and America Online (AOL) in 
USA were competitors in this direction (Feather, 2004). Now, widely utilized 
by libraries of all types and sizes, online search services were divided into 
multidisciplinary services that include DIALOG; BRS; ORBIT; 
WILSONLINE; DATASTAR and ESAIRS that provide data range of varied 
range of subjects for broad clientele and specialized services like National 
Library of Medicine (NLM) Search Service, STN International; LEXIS and 
WESTLAW that provide online access to one or more databases relevant to a 
single subject discipline, profession or activity (Saffady, 1989). 
With the substantial increase in the use of micro computers, the 
commercial system for searching reference database such as DIALOG, 
Bibliographic retrieval services begun. By the early 70s, some major 
breakthrough like Online Computer Library Center (OCLC's) cataloguing 
project which went online in 1971 and similar project by University of Toronto 
Library Automation Systems (UTLAS) occurred in library technology. The 
OCLC's project was remarkable development that facilitated technical  
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processing in library system. Few years later, Bibliographic Automation of 
Large Library Operations (BALLOTS) laid foundation for Research Libraries 
Group (RIG) which formed Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN). 
Similarly, another regional network Washington Library Network (WLN) got 
established to serve the same purpose (Riggs, 1992). 
These BALLOTS were designed to integrate closely with technical 
processing of library and contained wide search and retrieval capability by 
using truncated words, keywords and Library of Congress Subject Headings 
(LCSH). The decade of 70s,brought another trend in library automation which 
consisted growth of storage capability; expansion of telecommunication 
capability and development of computer industry. This decade also witnessed 
the emergence of other online networks like RIJN, WT.N and development of 
In-house circulation and existence of Turnkey' systems that allowed libraries 
to obtain hardware and software from vendors for automating their library 
systems (Reynolds, 1985). 
With the rapid development of low cost micro compeers, the library 
automation during 80s became possible for all sizes of libraries. At the same 
time,technology provided faster chips, additional Random Access Memory 
(RAM) and storage capacity leading to decrease in the size of computers which 
expanded use of micro computers tremendously into home, schools, library and 
offices. A significant invention has been online public access catalogue which 
replaced card catalogue in the early SOs (Riggs, 1992). By the same decade, 
number of automation packages became commercially available for standard 
Functioning of acquisition, cataloguing, circulation and serials control, all in 
one software package which helped to spread library automation in countries 
other than US and UK. The micro computers of 80s became useful tool for 
libraries, which put them to use from word processing to reference, circulation 
and serials. With the rise of computer networking by late 80s and early 90s, 
libraries begun to set up and purchase their own computers as well as to 
connect with other established networks. Many of these networks were not 
developed by librarians, but vendors,who supplied libraries with systems from 
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cataloguing to circulation. Additionally, various other software like: 
spreadsheets; word processing, data managers; dBase; Lotus 1-2-3; desktop 
publishing and searching for information through CD-ROMs became common 
during this period (Wallace & Joan, 1989). By the introduction of CD-ROMs 
containing softwares and databases, libraries in late 80s gained information in 
variety of options and remain connected to outside databases such as OCLC, 
DIALOG and RLIN. In this decade, information through CD-ROMs became 
more accessible than previously possible through print. 
The decade of 90s, saw significant development in library automation 
systems. It is by this decade, that widespread use of computers and internet was 
witnessed in libraries. Now, wider choice integrated library automation systems 
consisting Acquisition; Cataloguing, Circulation; Serials control and Online 
Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) modules were offered by vendors. The 
training and maintenance services provided by these vendors further eased 
automating library procedure. By this decade, the use of networks for e-mail; 
ftp, telnet; internet and connections to online commercial systems saw 
remarkable growth. The World Wide Web (WWW) begun to use at large scale 
in libraries. Libraries became able to connect to inter library loan systems with 
ever improving telecommunications. The expert systems and knowledge 
systems became available in this decade as both software and hardware 
capabilities have improved. The application of these expert systems improved 
productivity of processing more books, conducting more searches and serving 
more users each day. With the approach of new millennium, Integrated Library 
Management Systems offered user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
interface, and through hypertext technology, users are referred to other 
resources like electronic journals and other full text materials from in-house 
bibliographic or online public access catalogue records (Intuitive Products 
International, 2011). 
Now-a-days, most of the major academic, special and public libraries of 
the world have installed integrated systems or arc planning procurement and 
implementation of such systems to help librarians in providing effective access 
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to information resources held within the library or elsewhere. Technological 
developments will perhaps continue to open new opportunities for libraries to 
provide efficient, exhaustive and expeditious information services and to link 
them worldwide irrespective of any barrier (Lynch, 1991). But at the same 
time, librarians have to be ready to face the challenges that technology with 
itself will bring to the working environment of libraries. Against this 
background. it is said that technology has empowered libraries and has 
achieved all time success in improving their operations and functions for the 
sole purpose of better information deliver' to users. 
1.3 Significance of the study 
The research study undertaken here to assess the "Usage and Effectiveness of 
Different Software Packages" in the Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology 
(IIT). Delhi. Indian Institute of Technology (Il'l'), Kanpur and Kashmir 
University will be useful in addressing the obstacles and problems of 
automation in these libraries. The study will instill, inculcate and stimulate the 
libraries and research centers which are yet far away to foresee the certainty of 
great deal of progress and development that automated systems had on 
libraries. 
In addition, the study will be useful and instrumental for librarians, 
library and information specialists and other inter-disciplinary persons who 
somehow in one or the other way are engaged or interested in planning for 
automated library systems. The study will furthermore be useful and helpful for 
future researchers and students to foothold their knowledge base and will 
provide roadmap in guiding them in the areas that impinge their interests. The 
comparative study will moreover find its utility for faculty of the field in 
remodeling the Curriculum by paying attention to the software packages that to 
a large extent meet most challenges of library world in present scenario. 
Hopefully, the study will also be useful in keeping the library profession and its 
professionals vibrant among other professions in the contemporary technology 
driven world. 
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1.4 Scope and Limitation of the Study 
Libraries, like other fields have also adopted Computers for providing better 
and efficient services to their users and subsequently, the application of 
computers altered and remodeled the whole structure, scenario and working 
environment in libraries. Since, it was not possible to cover all the universities 
or all the IIT's in the present work, the researcher has therefore chosen a topic 
covering IIT Delhi. 1FF Kanpur and Kashmir University in this study. An 
attempt has been made to carry out an in-depth study of the above mentioned 
institutes' library. 
1.5 	Purpose of the study 
The purpose of the study undertaken by the researcher is to assess the "Usage 
and Effectiveness of different software packages" that are being used in the 
Central Libraries of Indian Institute of Technology (IIT); Delhi, Indian Institute 
of Technology (IIT); Kanpur and Kashmir University. A comparison will 
enable to find out the strengths and weaknesses of different packages used in 
these libraries. In addition, the purpose will also be to assess whether the 
packages used by the select libraries are catering the needs of these libraries 
and their heterogeneous users in present technology dominated world. 
1.6 Objectives of the Study 
Library automation constitutes an important aspect of large public and 
Academic libraries on which the efficiency and effectiveness of various 
housekeeping activities of the whole library system depends. As such there are 
many automated libraries in India which play a key role in disseminating the 
information to their users at their desktops. I-lowever, the present study 
revolves around the three prominent libraries, namely Central Library, IIT 
Delhi, P. K. Kelkar Library, I1T Kanpur and Allama lqbal Library, Kashmir 
University. 
the study has been undertaken with the following objectives in view: 
"[To provide a critical analysis of library softwares used by the select 
libraries and their operations to make specific suggestions for 
improvement. 
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➢ To examine the status and application of various modules of library 
automation software in the surveyed libraries. 
➢ 'l o investigate the staff competency in handling different applications of 
library software in Central Library. IIT Delhi: 1'. K. Kelkar Library, LIT 
Kanpur and Allama lgbal Library, Kashmir University. 
i' To assess the impact of training provided by the vendors on the staff of 
select libraries. 
➢ 
 
to highlight the role of library software in the enhancement of services 
of libraries under study. 
➢ To investigate the role of OPAC in the increased usage of library 
resources in the surveyed libraries. 
➢ To examine the satisfaction level of users with the overall services 
provided through automated library system. 
➢ To suggest the scope of improvement in library services through library 
automation software. 
1.7 Hypotheses 
Libraries of IITs and Academic Universities are regarded as heart and hub of 
the intellectual activities of their entire institution. The importance and 
necessity of these libraries in a country like India cannot be under estimated as 
various research and developmental activities in different disciplines like: 
Engineering; Computer sciences; Material sciences; Biological sciences; 
Chemistry; Physics; Astronomy; Humanities; Arts; Social sciences; etc. are 
being conducted in a favorable environment. 
To study the Usage and Effectiveness of different Software packages in 
the Libraries of Kashmir University, IIT Delhi and 111 Kanpur, the following 
hypotheses may be formulated. 
1. There is a significant difference in the awareness of library softwares 
among the users of Ills and Kashmir University. 
2. The usage of OPAC is higher in the libraries of IITs than in the library 
of Kashmir University. 
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3. The users of 11Ts arc more well-versed with the advanced search 
techniques in OPAC than the users of Kashmir University. 
4. The library staff in IITs is more equipped in handling the software than 
their counterparts in Kashmir University. 
5. All the surveyed libraries are using all the modules available in LibSys 
and Virtua softwares respectively. 
6. The user satisfaction level with respect to the overall services of 
automated library system is higher in IITs than in Kashmir University. 
7. More training is required by software vendors for the effective usage of 
all modules of both the softwares i.e. LibSys and Virtua. 
1.8 Library Automation: Worldwide 
Library technology like other fields, witnessed the supremacy of United States 
and United Kingdom. Though the lineage of term library automation' is traced 
back to 1930s, when punch cards developed by 'Hollerith' were first used in 
:Acquisition and Circulation systems, but in actual practice computer 
application begun to use in libraries in 1960s. The application of computers 
ushered American and British libraries in the era of computerization. Against 
this background, different techniques were introduced during mid 2011' century 
for streamlining circulation system, but the efforts taken during this century 
were by and large revolving around improving the manual system. However, 
some attempts were aimed to introduce mechanization to reduce the work of 
charging system (Martin, 1949). In addition, Texas University used photo 
charging system by making use of punch cards and Unit Record System of 
IRMI which focused on machine readable data. 
During the subsequent quarter century, a number of other libraries 
incorporated IBM's Unit Record System into their Circulation procedures. In 
this regard, IBM's Montclair system which resulted in most sophisticated 
automated Circulation system in pre computer era was an outstanding 
exception. But despite its proven success. the use of automated circulation, 
because of its non-cost effectiveness never reached great proportions in 
libraries. Till 1950s, the practice of automation in terms of machine readable 
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records had not became widespread, as they were in limited use in circulation 
section. However, their use in Illlinois Public Library made greater impact on 	-. 
acquisition section. The interest of computer application in libraries surfaced 
during 1950s and reached broader level in 1960s. Later, in this decade 
computer application introduced off line batch processing in libraries to 
enhance acquisition: cataloguing; circulation and serial control sections. By the 
mid 60s, more than 80 American academic libraries which shortly extended to 
150 libraries, computerized their circulation system. Similarly, acquisition 
section was also computerized. During early 60s, several libraries like 
University of California and San Diego attempted to go beyond the listing of 
serials by implementing procedures for check-in and clearing (Salmon, 1969). 
One of the most important landmarks of this decade was the evolution of 
Library of Congress MARC format. 	 _ 
The decreasing size and price of computers lead to the development of 
mini- computers. The emergence of mini computers ushered libraries in the era 
of online automation. Between late 60s and 70s, three trends like in-house 
projects, 'bibliographic utilities and pre packaged 'turnkey' automated 
systems evolved in the development of online library system. The first of such 
system was Illinois State library system. In 1967, Midwestern University in 
Wichita Falls Texas implemented online circulation system and in 1968, the 
Booth library at Pastern Illinois University in Charleston operated its own 
version of online circulation system. In the same year, Washington State 
University (WSU) library designed acquisition system, while university of 
Laval in Quebec set up online serials control system. By the decade of 70s, a 
number of academic libraries begun to incorporate mini computers in their 
circulation operations. The outstanding example was that of Ohio State 
University that facilitated users to search the item by all numbers, title key and 
a combination of author title key (Reynolds, 1985). 	- 	 - 
There were other large research libraries interested in online integrated 
system during this period. but actual implementation could be done only after 
several years of design, planning and experimentation. The Northwestern 
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online Total Integrated System (NOTTS), the Chicago Library Data 
Management System and Standford University's Bibliographic Automation of 
Large Library Operations (BALLOTS) were three famous large scale efforts. 
The impact of BALLOTS, because of its adoption of RLG on American 
librarianship during 70s and 80s has been greater than any other system 
(Wayne, 1974). By the mid 70s, automated efforts in technical processing 
turned to shared systems. Ballots remained exemplary illustration of in-house 
system and became basis of networking system first among California libraries 
and then to wider area of western America (Fayllot, 1972). The evolution of 
OCLC, RIG, WLN and UTLAS in 1967 extended their use by early 80s to 
several thousand North American libraries. Although, some libraries continued 
to develop their own in-house system for certain library functions, it was 
apparent by mid 70s that automated cataloguing was evolved in different 
directions and basis of this transportation was OCLC. In 1971, OCLC went 
online and though during its first year of online operation, OCLC remained a 
cooperative venture of Ohio academic libraries, but within four years, the 
number of libraries using OCLC increased to 800 (Research Libraries Group, 
1978). 
1.8.1 Library Automation: An Indian Scenario 
After witnessing great deal of progress and development that computers 
brought to the libraries of developed countries, a number of developing 
countries also envisioned the importance of computers in libraries and 
subsequently efforts were made for implementation of Information Technology 
(IT) in libraries. 
In this regard, Indian Statistical Institute (ISI), Calcutta was the first to 
install computer system in 1955, but as far the application of computers in 
Indian libraries is concerned, Indian National Scientific and Documentation 
Center (INSDOC) was possibly the first to computerize author and subject 
indexes of Indian Science Abstract (ISA) in 1965. However, in 1967, INSDOC 
brought out roster of `Indian Scientific and Technical Translators' with the help 
of computers. In 1973, INSDOC with the help of computers brought out first 
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union catalogue by the name of "regional union catalogue of scientific serials" 	- 
Bombay-Poona. In 1978, it initiated SDI service as a National Information 
System for Science and Technology (NISSAT) project with chemical abstracts 
and INSPEC databases with the use of CAN/SDI software of Indian Institute of 
Technology (lIT) Madras. In 1970s, many libraries ventured in preparing 
computerized databases. Through the initiative and financial assistance of 
NISSAT, many library networks like: CALIBNET; DELNET; INFLIBNET; 
PUNNET; NICNET; INDONET and SIRNET were notable networks that 
became operational (Sharma, 1995). 
Nevertheless, presently many institutions are engaged in imparting 
training for application of computers in library work through number of 
sponsored, ad hoc and regular refresher courses. Against this background and 
with emerging technologies and falling price of computer hardware and 
software, special libraries attached with research and development 
organizations along with College and University libraries attained prominent 
place in India. 'though the progress towards automation initially received luke 
warm response, but with the adequate grants from University Grants 
Commission (UGC) and respective State Governments, the number of 
academic and public libraries to automate their operations and services have 	- q'zp 
been increased (Sharma, 1995).  
1.9 Software packages popularly used in India 
Software is a set of programs written or developed to enable the computer to do 
desired operations. Application sotlware is a software, developed or written to 
enable the computer to carry out specific functions required by particular group 
of users. Library automation software package are application softwares that 
contains modules for all the specific activities that may concern a particular 
user group like a software containing modules for Acquisition work, 
Cataloguing, Circulation, Serials control and Documentation; etc. (Sharma, 
1993). Although,research centers and special libraries of the nation were in the 
forefront in developing library software packages, but most of the packages 
developed by them did not met library and user needs effectively, and hence 
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did not last long. Though number of library software packages are available 
both at national and international level. However, the most popularly used 
sotr\vare packages in Indian libraries are discussed here: 
1.9.1 SOUL 
Software for University Libraries (SOUL) developed by an inter university 
center Information and Library Network (INFLIBNET), is an integrated library 
management software for College and University libraries of India. The 
software is used to automate academic as well as other types of libraries. The 
centre (INFLIBNEI') responsible for design and development of this software 
provides downloading and mailing list facility to address the problems 
associated with installation and operation. 
Modules 
SOUL is known for its following user friendly modules: 
• Acquisition 
• Catalogue 
• Circulation 
• Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAL) 
• Serials control and 
• Administration. 
Standards 
SOUL is user friendly software, designed on Client-Server architecture. The 
software is compliant to international standards like: AACR 2; CCF; 
LMARC2land ISO 2709 standards for bibliographic formats, networking and 
circulation protocols. 
. - Platform 
SOUL operates on Windows 98/2000/XP/NT operating systems. The software 
supports multi platforms for bibliographic databases such as MY SQL, MS-
SQL or any other popular RDBMS. 
- Users 
SOUL is most popular library software, being used in more than 2016 libraries 
in India. University, College, Institution, District and Public libraries across the 
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Couinur\ use this soit\vare tur automating their housekeeping operations to 
provide better and efficient services to their users (INFLIBNET, 2010). 
1.9.2 LibSys 
LibSvs is an integrated library automation software package developed by Info 
Consultants Software Company, New Delhi. Its continuous growth and global 
recognition popularized it as standard package for Indian academic and special 
libraries. The open system architecture and continuous transition from host 
multiuser to client-server and finally web based solution makes LibSys an 
advanced multi dimensional library system. The powerful and user oriented 
web OPAC along with Windows based OPAC makes it an outstanding option 
for library environment. The software with its multi-lingual nature handles both 
Indian as well as international scripts. The package with continuous growth and 
development has generated LibSys suite comprising different LibSys products 
like LSl ase, LibSys7; LSPrcmia; LibSysX and LSDigital for digital libraries. 
Modules 
As integrated library management software, LibSys package contains following 
Modules. 
• Acquisition 
• Cataloguing 
• Circulation 
• Serials control 
• Article indexing and 
• Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) 
•- Standards 
LibSvs is built around its own centralized bibliographic database on MARC 
format supporting various types of materials in print as well as non-print form. 
The software is compatible to international standards such as CCF, USMARC, 
OCLC, MARC and non MARC formats. Being Indian in origin, LibSys is also 
compatible with CCC. 
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.- Platform 
LibSv s package operates on Windows NT, UNIX, Linux and NOVELL 
operating systems. LibSys can be made available on any preferred RDBMS 
such as Oracle or SQL Server. 
Users (international) 
"1'hc package as an integrated library management software has got global 
acknowledgement and is being used in some foreign countries like: National de 
Universidad. Cost Rica (USA); University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka; University 
of Jaffna, Sri Lanka; and University of Kelaniya, Kelaniya Sri Lanka. 
r Users (National) 
.ibSv s is another popularly used library software package in Indian libraries; 
more than 1000 Indian libraries are using this package for better and efficient 
services to their users in automated environment. Some of the major Indian 
libraries that use LibSys for automating their operations and services are: 
IGNOU. New Delhi: AMU, Aligarh; Madras University, Chennai; Allahabad 
Uiiiv.  ersity, Allahabad and Rajasthan University Jaipur (LibSys Corporation, 
200x). 
1.9.3 Alice for Windows 
Alice for \Vindo\vs is an integrated library automation package that effectively 
and efficiently manages and controls library operations performing all 
functions that a modern library system requires. The vast experience of Alice 
has proven it reliable and achieved the status of leading library automation 
software of the world. 
Modules 
Alice for Windows is globally known for the robustness of its modules. The 
software contain following modules: 
• Acquisition 
• Circulation 
• Management 
• Periodicals 
• Journal indexing 
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• Multimedia 
• Multilingual 
• Subject authority 
• Web enquiry 
• Book hire, and Patron self check 
Besides the main modules, the software have some sub modules like Union 
catalogue; Inter library loan; Rapid retro; SDI; Z39.50 server and Library 
services. 
Standards 
Alice for Windows supports USMARC format;however, the software does not 
support Unicode standards. 
Platform 
Alice for Windows operates on Windows Ni' platform. Alice for Windows: 
however; does not require Relational Database Management System (R!)BMS) 
as it runs on its own database. 
. - Users (international) 
Its international association has around 17000 installations all around the world 
and more than 80 offices around the globe. Softlink Asia which markets and 
promotes Alice for Windows has installations in countries like Sri Lanka, 
Banzladesh, Maldives, Nepal and Pakistan. 
.- Users (National) 
At present the Alice for \Vindows has about 250 users in India which makes it 
one of the popular software used by Indian libraries for automating their 
operations and services. Some of the major Indian libraries that use Alice for 
Windows are: Union Public Service Commission (UPSC), New Delhi; Centre 
for Environmental Planning and Technology University, Ahmadabad; Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Institute Cochin, Kerala; Dhirubhai Anlbhani 
International School, Munlbai; Indian Agricultural Statistics Research Institute, 
New Delhi: Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Ahmadabad; Indian Institute 
of Petroleum Management (IIPM). Gandhinagar; NIRMA University, 
Ahmadabad and many more (Softlink Asia, 2007). 
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1.9.4 Granthalaya 
It is a complete library automation package. designed and developed in FoxPro 
by Indian National Scientific Documentation Center (INSDOC) New Delhi. 
INSDOC is marketing and promoting this package for library automation in 
Indian libraries and research centers. 
I- Modules 
Granthalava software contains seven modules. Since the package has different 
modules, the library can implement either complete package or acquire stand-
alone module depending upon the needs of the library. The modules of package 
are: 
• Data Administration 
• Query Circulation 
• Acquisition 
• Serials control 
• Technical processing and 
• Library administration 
Standards 
Granthalava is compatible with CCF and facilitates import and export of data 
from ISO 2709 and ASCII format is also possible. 
Platform 
Granthalava package operates both on MS-DOS platform and UNIX platform. 
Users 
The package is used by many Indian libraries. However, some of the major 
libraries that use Granthalaya software are National Science Library, INSODC, 
New Delhi and Nuclear Science Center Library, New Delhi (Saxena & 
Srivastava, 1998). 
1.9.5 Suchika 
Suchika is an integrated software package for library automation, designed and 
developed during 1996 by Defense Science Information and Documentation 
Center (DESIDOC). Delhi for its Defense Science Library and other libraries 
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and Technical Information Centers of Defense Research and Development 
Organization (DRDO), scattered all over India. 
r Modules 
Suchika comprises different modules, either all modules may be implemented 
at one time. or modular-wise implementation can also be made depending upon 
the needs of the library. The modules comprise: 
• Acquisition 
• Circulation 
• Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) and 
• Serials control 
Standards 
The package is compatible with international standards like CCF, ISO 2709 
and AACR 2 and allows data conversion from Computerized Documentation 
System/ Integrated Set for Information Systems (CDS/ISIS) etc. 
Platform 
The package has been developed in 	language and is available on MS-DOS 
and UNIX version platforms keeping in view the requirements of big and small 
libraries of DRDO. 
i Users 
The package is used in many Indian libraries and Technology Information 
Centers. Its both DOS and UNIX versions have been implemented at Defense 
Science Library; New Delhi. DESIDOC has also decided to offer this package 
to non-DRDO libraries at nominal prices to help them in their automation 
(Saxena & Srivastava, 1998). 
DESII)OC has also developed Defense Library Management System (DELMS) 
for use in its library and libraries of DRDO. It has facilities for all 
housekeeping activities and services. 
Platform 
DELMS is available on UNIX. Xenia and DOS platforms. The Package uses 
COBOL programming language (Sharma, 1993). 
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1.9.6 Maitreyi 
This package has been developed by Computer Maintenance Corporation of 
India (CMC) for Calcutta Libraries Network (CAI.IBNE'I') with the support of 
NISSA'1'. It is the first package which has been developed in India for library 
network program. providing specific network and communication facilities. 
. Standards 
The package uses '1'CP/IP as communication software with X.25 protocol in 
addition to library management functions. 
Platform 
The package has been developed on INGRES as the underlying framework and 
works in UNIX platform (Saxena & Srivastava, 1998). 
Users 
CMC Calcutta is marketing and promoting this package for automating 
housekeeping activities and services in Indian libraries. This package is also 
used by many Indian libraries fhr automating their operations and services. 
1.9.7 Sanjay 
This library software package has been designed and developed by DESIDOC, 
Delhi with the support of NISSAT, by augmenting CDS/ISIS (Ver 2.3) to cater 
the needs of library management. 
.- Platform 
Sanjay- version 2.0 operates on MS DOS Version 3.2 or above (developed by 
augmenting CDS/ISIS (Ver 2.3). 
Users 
The package is marketed by NISSAT, New Delhi at nominal price. Sanjay 
software has been implemented in many Indian libraries. However, Technology 
Bhawan Library and Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) (R&D) libraries, New Delhi 
are some of the major libraries, where this software is being used (Saxena & 
Srivastava, 1998). 
1.9.8 Virtua 
Virtua is a Windov\s based Client-Server library automation software package 
application developed by Virginia 'Technology Library Solutions (VTLS) Inc; 
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the first lihrar\ automation vendor at Blacksburg USA. The software is an 
Integrated Library System and is acknowledged by more than one thousand 
eight hundred libraries in forty two countries across the globe. The software is 
based on six technologies: Relational Database Management System 
(RDBNIS): Rapid development tools; three tier Client Server architecture; 
database ware housing: Unicode support and ATM network optimized 
applications. These technologies facilitate database management handling, 
sOIlware development and network delivery. 
Modules 
Virtua has achieved global recognition by virtue of its robust features and 
modules. The sohhvare is versatile with following modules. 
• Acquisition and Fund Accounting 
• Cataloguing 
• Circulation 
• Serials control 
• Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) 
• Statistics and Reporting 
• Chameleon Gateway. 
Standards 
To provide robust foreign language capabilities, Virtua uses the Unicode 
standard which is designed to support all major languages. The software 
supports all formats. It accommodates different versions of MARC standards 
such as USMARC: UKMARC: CANMARC: SE\VMARC; etc. Besides above, 
Virtua is also compatible with MARC 21 format. 
Platform 
Virtua is a Windows based Client-Server architecture. The software operates 
on UNIX and Linux operating systems and uses Oracle Relational Database 
Management System (RU13MMS). 
Users 
Although Virtua is one of the leading library software in the world;however, 
because of its non-cost effectiveness, it is not as widely used in Indian libraries 
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as the above mentioned softwares. Nevertheless, some Indian libraries like 
National Library, Kolkata, Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU), New Delhi; 
Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore, IIT Madras and Kashmir 
University, Srinagar are using Virtua software for better and efficient 
automation of their operations and services (VTLS, 2008). 
1.9.9 LIBRIS 
LIBRIS is a comprehensive library management system optimizing the 
utilization of library facilities by members and management of library functions 
by the library staff. 
Modules 
I'llis package consists ot'different modules like: 
• Acquisition 
• Cataloguing 
• Circulation and 
• Periodicals 
Platform 
LIBRIS is available on INGRES, 'C' languages and can be used in single user 
version on MS-DOS platform, while as on Multi user version; it can be used 
UNIX platform. 
Users 
LIBRIS software package is used by many Indian libraries, however, State 
Bank College, Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, India International 
Center. Physical Research Laboratory, Sri Venkiteswara Central library and 
Electronics Corporation of India Limited are some of the major institutions that 
have used LIBRIS package for their library automation (Ravikuniar, 1995). 
1.9.10 "TULIPS 
I'ata Unisys Library Information Processing System (TULIPS) is a 
comprehensive library package developed at TUL Bangalore Center for better 
and faster information dissemination to users as well as computerization of 
certain housekeeping activities of libraries. 
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Modules 
This package like other packages also has different modules like: 
• Acquisition control 
• Cataloguing 
• Circulation 
• Serials control and 
• Utilities 
Platform 
TULIPS software package is developed under Oracle and uses RDBMS. The 
package operates on UNIX platform 
users 
This package is also used in some Indian libraries for automating their library 
system. American Studies Research Center, Hyderabad and Ramakrishna 
Institute of Culture. Calcutta had also installed this system (Ran jan, 1995). 
1.9.11 Librarian Ver 3.0 
This software package is a codeless library management package developed by 
Soft-Aid. Pune. It is a menu driven and user friendly software used by persons 
having little or no previous background of computers. 
Modules 
Librarian software package has following modules: 
• Cataloguing 
• Circulation 
• Serials control 
• Acquisition 
• Budget control, and 
• 13ihlio-'.raphic services. 
' Platform 
Librarian package operates on DOS (Ver 3.2) and above in single user mode. 
'While as multi user mode operates on Xenix and Novell Network (Ravikumar, 
1995). 
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1.9.12 WINISIS 
1VINISIS is a Windows version of Computerized Documentation 
System/Integrated Set for Information Systems (CDS/ISIS). It is information 
storage and retrieval software developed by UNESCO to satisfy the needs of 
many institutions, especially in developing countries. The software supports 
three languages: English, Arabic and French. No conversion is needed when 
moving from CDS'ISIS DOS TO CDS/ISIS for windows 
Standards 
Data interchange function is based on the ISO 2709 international standard used 
by leading data base producers. CDS/ISIS for windows (WINISIS) fully 
supports MARC' 21 format. 
Users 
Though the earlier versions of this software was MS-DOS based, but still it was 
used in many small libraries and corporate libraries, as well as some sections of 
lartc academic libraries in India for their automation. However, due to the 
availability of standard integrated library management software in Indian 
market. a very few libraries are still using WINISIS. 
1.10 Resource Sharing through Automation 
In 1974, Research Libraries Group (RLG) comprising Harvard; Yale; 
Columbia and New York public library was set up with the objective of 
resource sharing, collection development and preservation and conservation of 
library materials. However during 70s, Washington State library designed an 
online bibliographic system which event online in 1977. By 1978, the 
\Vashington Library Network was used in 12 public and 9 academic libraries in 
the state and 2 other libraries in Alaska, while 3 libraries in Idaho and 1 in 
Oregon later joined \V'L.N (WLN Reports, 1979). In the same year, University 
of Toronto Library Automation System (UTLAS) was established in Canada, 
but its impact on United States has been limited. By the end of the decade, 
UTLAS increased its membership to 200 libraries and later extended to US and 
Japan. 
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Though, WLN, OCLC and RLIN made tremendous impact on American 
librarianship during 70s in providing online cataloguing,bul their impact on 
Circulation. Acquisition and Serials check-in was negligible (Reynolds, 1985}. 
However. commercial vendors of automated library system in the arca of 
online circulation handled other technical processing. In this regard, Computer 
Library System Inc.(now CLSI) at Cleveland public library in 1972 was the 
early commercial vendor. The tirst effort involved Acquisition system,but soon 
it turned attention to Circulation with the development of LIBIS 100 system 
which came to known as "Turnkey system". By 1975, five couimercial vendors 
were offering '1"urnkey automated circulation; however in 1977, several new 
vendors like DataPhasc. Geac and Universal library system entered the market. 
But,CLSI was more powerful with 177 installations and more than 300 other 
libraries using it. The fastest growing competitor was Data Phase with 50 
installations, followed by Geac with 22 and Gaylord, active since 1978, had II  
installations by 1981. In 1977, the Plessey Online Circulation system became 
popular in Great Britain and had 9 users in USA and Canada (C. L. Systems, 
1981). 
The early 80s represented an intense period in the development of online 
catalogue, However, since mid 80s, Online catalogue implementation have 
been dominated by Integrated Library Systems (ILS) which combine database 
management and catalogue access capabilities with Circulation control, 
Acquisition. Serials control and other operations. Such systems may be 
implemented as complete turnkey configuration of hardware and software or as 
prewritten software packages designed to operate on library-owned mainframe,  
mini-computer or micro computer. Vendors in this direction include CLSI; 
Geac; NOTIS; Dynis; OCLC; Virginia Tech; Data Research Associates; 
Carlyle; Conistow Information Systems; Universal Library Systems; George 
Town Medical Library; Washington University; IBM; Sirsi; UTLAS and many 
more recently designed systems have been active in marketing and promoting 
library automation. The newest and most widely publicized approaches to 
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online catalogue implementation were the growing number of vendors offering 
Public Access catalogue systems on CD-RUMS (Saffady, 1989).  
As more libraries obtained online catalogue, interest turned to 
retrospective conversion of bibliographic records. Thus, many retrospective 
conversion projects in 1980s resulted in explosion of MARC records in union 
catalogues like OCLC and RLG. Also in the 1980s, MARC broke out of the 
ASCII and extended Latin character sets when one of the major networks, 	- 
RLG. developed standard character sets for many languages. During 1990s, 
MARC format evolved in reaction to the exciting possibilities of internet 
technology. This format addressed several major issues including the need to 
provide linking to actual resources from bibliographic record. An additional 
development in this period has been an attempt to separate MARL data 	_. 
elements from MARC structure (ISO 2709) to represent highly developed 
MARC data elements in Standard Generalized Mark language (SGML) or 
Extensible Mark Language (XML). Further in 1990s, the strong availability of 
systems that fundamentally support MARC 21, and the MARC 21 orientation 
of several of the large record repositories like OCLC, have been an incentive 
for countries to rethink and realign this formats with MARC 21. This 
globalization of original MARC format has moved the international MARC 
community towards a new level of consistency through standardization of 
content designation that was not possible in early years. The complete 
alignment of MARC format used in US with CAN/MARC from Canada in 
1997 has been beneficial to North American libraries that already corporate in 
many ways. The decision of British library in 2001,to cease the maintenance of 
United Kingdom Machine Readable Catalogue Records (UKMARC) in favor 
to MARC 21 also had major impact on global MARC standardization for 
library automation (McCallum, 2002). 
More recently the application of expert systems made great impact on 
library activities such as reference services, indexing, cataloguing, Decision 
Support System and front end systems for database searching. 'these expert 
systems serve more patrons, especially at peak hours resulting in more user 
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satisfaction and without having to hire more reference librarians. With the 
development of more advanced silicon computer chips; enlarged storage 
capacity; faster access; ever improved telecommunication links and ability to 
quickly process. store, disseminate and retrieve information has made the 
current information delivery services to flourish (Aluri & Riggs, 1988). All 
these developments and landmarks played a vital role in automating American 
and British library system and served as a road map for developing countries to 
automate their library system for better and efficient services to users. 
1.11 Conclusion 
Libraries since human civilization have been most vibrant agents in 
transforming knowledge usually organized in print form; however, the 
application of computers to process and disseminate this knowledge to users 
represents modernization of libraries (Kimber, 1974). Like other professions, 
libraries also witnessed the threshold of information communication 
technology for their modernization. Libraries harness these technologies to 
enhance their operations and services to meet the needs of heterogeneous users 
promptly at their desktops as most library functions are closely related to 
search and retrieval purposes. The phenomenal progress in these technologies 
and exponential growth in information along with users technical competency 
made libraries and librarians obligatory to adapt new techniques and 
technology to cope up with the pressing problems of' libraries in technology 
dominated world. 
The application of computers/computerization followed by easy 
availability of library automation software packages and dynamism of 
technology metamorphosed the role of otherwise underused libraries 
multipurpose and multi focal. The frequent use of library software packages 
with :lice for Windows; LibSys; SOUL and Virtua in particular, redefined 
restructured and remodeled the whole library scenario. These software 
packages emerged as effective, efficient and automatic replacement to manual 
and prolonged library operations and services. The application of these 
softwares in libraries reduced time lag; negligence; sub standards and 
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inefficiencies. Their frequent usage made library collection living and promptly 
y 
	
	 accessible and simultaneously raised the status of librarians and library 
profession vibrant on par with other professions. 
1.11 CHAPTERIZATION 
The study consists of seven chapters each of which deals with various aspects 
of the research work as discussed under: 
CHAPTER-1: Introduction 
This chapter introduces the whole study undertaken. The chapter starts with the 
introduction explaining the background behind the research. It discusses the 
genesis of library automation, definitions, purpose, objectives, hypothesis, 
scope and limitation of the study. The development of automation in US, 
Europe and developing countries are also discussed here. In addition, it also 
explains the popularly used library software packages in India. 
CHAPTER -2: Review of the Related Literature 
This chapter reviews the literature that was scanned to study the various trends 
of library automation, library software packages and integrated library systems. 
It deals with the various aspects of library automation with respect to 
Acquisition, Cataloguing, Circulation, Periodical control, and OPAC, etc. 
CHAPTER -3: Institutional Profile 
This chapter discusses the detailed account of three select libraries with respect 
to their history, collection, membership, and services. The broad objective of 
these libraries is to make better and effective utilization of their resources by 
P 	 enhancing the operations and services of their automated library system. 
CHAPTER -4: Methodology 
In this chapter, a detailed discussion has been carried out on how sampling has 
been done; data has been collected, different techniques and methods that have 
been used for data collection and the problems that were faced during the data 
collection. In the end, discussion on data analysis and interpretation has also 
been described. 
`I 	 CHAPTER-5: Staff perspective of Library Software 
In this chapter, the investigator has analyzed and interpreted the data obtained 
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front the librar, staff of all the surveyed libraries. Notably, the different 
modules of LibSy s and Virtua software packages that are in operation in the 
sur%eyed libraries have been discussed in a broader way. 
C1I. PTER-6: Opinion of Users about Automation 
IIere the data analysis and interpretation are discussed in a broader way. 
Various tables. graphs and figures have been drawn to explain the different 
aspects and activities of central libraries of IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Kashmir 
i 1niversity related to library automation. In addition, users response regarding 
the usage of library software and OPAC in particular has also been analyzed in 
detail. 
CIIAPTER -7: Summary, Findings and Conclusion 
l leis chapter gives the summary of major findings and suggestions recommended 
for the improvement of status of library automation in the central libraries of IIT 
Delhi. 11T Kanpur and Kashmir University. The findings are deduced from the 
study undertaken and the one based from the results of data collected. 
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Chapter-2: Review of the related literature 
2 	Introduction 
There have been so many surges in the literature of library automation that it is 
not possible to review all the available literature. Ilowever, an attempt has been 
made to review a reasonable amount of literature both from Books and 
Periodicals, produced in India a well as abroad on the theme library automation 
and related to software packages. The literature reviewed indicates a global 
view of the automation that libraries witnessed since the application of 
Laformation Communication 'Technology (ICT) in them. 
2.1 Books 
In their study, (Hciligcr & Henderson, 1971) revealed that automation reflected 
all areas of technical processes of libraries, but it never intended at the cost of 
human exit from libraries. It is rather, the choice of both man and machine in 
the tasks best suited to each. Authors have described that no library can enjoy 
the prior benefits of automation until the system is well defined, identified, 
analysis is properly done along with testing of hardware and software. 
Nevertheless, they pointed out that automation efforts should be focused on 
housekeeping operations. 'Though this study is good, but it suffers a drawback 
of being old. 
The landmark study of (Salmon, 1975) has thrown light on the process 
of automation in the United States of America. He covered the history of 
automation in the USA along with the experiences that libraries met during the 
process of automation. This study is useful for the present work particularly 
highlighting the developments that has taken place in the field of library 
automation in the USA. 
The work of (Saftady, 1983) highlighted the development of automated 
Circulation; Acquisition; Cataloguing; Reference services and prewritten 
Circulation Software. But, these systems were initially limited to West 
Germany only; however their use later extended to Italy, Canada and South 
Africa also. Nevertheless, with the development of integrated systems, On-line 
operations and 'Turnkey Circulation systems also took place. Author pointed - 
_V~si5 
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out the though On-line catalogues are not still widely popular, but number of 
libraries have implemented such systems on an in-house or Turnkey basis. 
Moreover, his study revealed how sonic operations were automated, but it 
paved way for integrated systems which are designed to support all 
housekeeping operations. 
In his study (Horny, 1954) revealed the introduction of automated 
systems and to achieve maximum benefits out of them as a challenge for 
librarians'. Though resource sharing and biter Library Loan are most attractive 
benefits of automation, but he pointed out that major impact of automated 
systems is on in-house operations. This study was limited to Circulation, 
Acquisition and Cataloguing sections only. 
The study conducted by (Lovecy, 1984) revealed that automation is 
becoming focal attention of libraries, but it requires positive operational 
justification along with pros and cons test, and it is important that automation 
never gets out of hands. Author also revealed that automation should not he 
assessed on what librarians' can do with the systems, but what systems can do 
with libraries. This study pointed out finance as the major problem for 
choosing automated library system. 
The remarkable study of (Reynolds, 1985) focused on the development 
of automation in i?SA. He covered the history of automation in prominent 
American Ijbraries. The study revealed that though manual system was 
enhanced, but it did not solve all problems. Significantly. OPAC merely 
identified the item, but does not help in identifying these items on the shelves. 
He also revealed that earlier in-house operations like Serials system, 
Acquisition and Catalogue system were abandoned; however, Circulation 
system survived. Besides above, he outlined that automation has rapidly 
changed from early technical support system to On-line technical support 
system. This study is relevant to present thesis as it critically examined the 
historical development of library automation. 
The work of (Marsterson, 1986) revealed that automation evolved in an 
Ad-hoc way rather than careful coordination and comprehensive planning. He 
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mentioned that libraries initially automated specific issues; however, problem 
was to replace the inefficient activities. Author pointed out that projects were 
started without analyzing the existing system and staff expertise. He outlined 
that problem is not how to design an automated system, but to implement the 
systetn and train the staff to operate it. In addition. he revealed that an effective 
library system demands commitment from staff and it needs a justifiable 
training program and participative approach to design a good automated library 
system. This study is useful for present work as it covers the desirable 
knowledge of IT for the today's libraries. 
A comparative study of three systems namely Plessey, Automated 
Library System (ALS) and Olivetti for automating issue and Circulation control 
was conducted by (herring & Mackenzie, 1986). However, their study was 
limited to Cataloguing and Circulation sections of the City Libraries of London 
only. Authors pointed out staff training essential at an early stage of 
automation; however, inadequate finance is a major problem of implementing 
automated library system. This study is useful for present thesis as it critically 
examines different automated systems. 
Similar study was conducted by (IIirshon, 1988). Ile outlined lack of 
foresight and judgment as the problem before undertaking automation in 
libraries. Author mentioned that though large academic and research libraries 
switched to automation with the development of MARC and OCLC's 
cataloguing project. But, automation was limited to Cataloguing, Acquisition 
and Circulation sections only. Nevertheless, with the development of On-line 
services by OCLC, library automation moved into new era of On-line Public 
Access Catalogue (OPAC). 
The study of (Stahl, 1988) highlighted the process of integrated systems 
for automating all housekeeping operations by single integrated package. 
However, he revealed that implementation of such integrated packages is not a 
onetime project, but an ongoing process to keep the system viable. In addition, 
author pointed out that Virma software developed by VTLS, Inc which added 
authority control functions is most appropriate for implementing a good 
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automated library system. This study is relevant to present thesis as the study 
critically examined the process of integrated library software packages for 
implementing successful automated system 
Similar study regarding different library software packages was 
conducted by (Lane, 1990). She revealed that libraries face number of 
challenges for automation. Author mentioned that before any investment on 
automating, the project must begin with careful consideration of number of 
planning issues. She also pointed out that automation is not an end with the 
selection of hardware and software only. but it demands psychological 
preparation of staff and patrons for many challenges that automation will bring 
to library operations. Author has also rightly advised that librarians have to 
prepare themselves mentally. 
In their study (Neiscky & Martin, 1990) covered the automation of 
Czechoslovakia State Library. Authors mentioned that library used Modular 
Automated Library System on government grants. This system uses both ISBD 
and Czechoslovakia National standards that are convertible to UNIMARC 
standard. The library is using customized version of CDS/ISIS system. Though 
this study is good to present the problem of a particular library, but it also 
suffers drawbacks as the study fail to cover any standard library software 
packages. 
The study of (Watcher, 1990) focused on number of issues before 
implementing automation in libraries. Author mentioned that trained staff, 
software quality and training from vendors are necessary before 
implementation. Significantly, he also pointed out that it is possible that 
unforeseen expenses will increase during automation; therefore, it is better to 
include unforeseen costs prior to implementing the project. This study is good 
as it critically examined the noteworthy prerequisites before implementing the 
project. 
The study by (f rasher, 1991) revealed that librarians face real challenge 
to achieve maximum benefits out of computers. He mentioned that though 
automation has become imperative, but it will riot solve all problems of 
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libraries. Further, he pointed out that along with the benefits, librarians' will 
have to face the challenges of automation such as Retrospective conversion, 
extensive training for library staff, appropriate vendor for qualitative hardware 
and software and librarians efficiency to handle automated systems. lie also 
outlined that human factor will still have a key role in libraries. Since, this 
study has covered the status of many Indian University libraries thus it is useful 
for present doctoral thesis. 
The study of (Lynch 1991) deals with the development of integrated 
library systems in which author has mentioned that the libraries which skip the 
initial step of automated Circulation and directly implemented full integrated 
systems faced great trouble and unexpected expenditures. IIe pointed out that 
most of the major academic and public libraries in America have either 
implemented or, are planning to implement integrated systems as soon as 
budget permits. Besides above, this study outlined that though it is not easy to 
find stable and high quality software; however, most of the libraries find at least 
one vendor with appropriate software package for implementing automated 
functions. 
The work of (Riggs, 1991) in an edited book has described a brief sketch 
of library technology. He mentioned that libraries started using technology in 
the U.S.A in the form of punched card system. However, its use was limited to 
Circulation section. Nevertheless, with the passage of time, the use of 
computers expanded in the mid-sixties as Library of Congress started 
producing MARC records. In the following decade OCLC, RUN and WLN 
have been established as regional and international networks to serve co-
operative ventures. The author also mentioned that in the early 1980, 
emergence of On-line Public Access Catalog have been witnessed as a shift 
from manual catalogues. He also outlined the future impact of technology in 
the libraries and how stall' is going to be affected particularly by expert 
systems. 
The study of (Dutta, 1993) discussed the development of different 
library software packages in Indian context. Author mentioned that the readily 
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availability of packages like TULIPS; Sanjay; Maitrayee and Libsys made 
housekeeping operations more effective. She revealed that these packages 
overcame the drawbacks of previously used softwares. Her study outlined 
inadequate finance, as well as lack of desire and vision as the major problems 
on part of majority of librarians for automating Indian libraries. This study is 
limited to Indian medical libraries only. This study is useful for present thesis 
as the study critically evaluated different library software packages. 
The significant study of (Harovu, 1994) revealed that the operational 
efficiency of Indian academic libraries gained significance only during last few 
years. He mentioned though research and development centers developed 
library softwares, but their packages could not proved successful. However, the 
package like Libsys gained popularity among Indian libraries. IIe also outlined 
that Professional bodies and Library science schools should take note of 
Western packages relevant to Indian libraries lbr efficient services. This study 
is relevant to present work as it critically compared and evaluated difterent 
library soitwares. 
The study of (Sharma, 1995) highlighted the development of automation 
and networking in Indian context. Author mentioned that though computers are 
broadly applicable to housekeeping operations, but Indian libraries are still less 
afibeted because of paucity of funds and inexperienced staff. He pointed out 
that though number of packages both in-house and commercial Avereadily 
available, but he suggested selecting the package that is compatible with the 
hardware in hand and possessing advanced features and user friendly interface. 
In their study (Kochar & Sudarshan, 1997) highlighted some of the 
significant achievements of automation in USA and India. Authors mentioned 
though Indian libraries are using computers since two decades, but it is only 3-
4 years back that they became serious towards automation. Though, their study 
is limited to some sections only, but they revealed that automation has affected 
most of the library processes. Nevertheless, they pointed out poor planning, 
poor design and poor implementation as major bottlenecks of automating 
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Indian libraries. This study is useful for present work particularly focusing the 
developments that has taken place in automation both in India and America. 
The study of (Cohn. 1998) highlighted some of issues that need to be 
addressed before implementing computerized library system. Author 
mentioned that those having particular interest in automating should be 
involved in planning before migrating to new system. Additionally, staff and 
users have to be familiar with it. lie also suggested a comparison of different 
available packages. Though his study covered various operations, but it 
remained limited to UK only. This study is useful for present thesis as it 
discussed the measures to be taken before implementing the automated system. 
Automating library operations will certainly overcome the challenge of 
literature explosion. space problem and cost hike of conventional printing 
resources (I3harduwaj & shukla. 2000). 1 lowever. they mentioned that before
going for automating. the aims and objectives along with advantages and 
disadvantages of automated systems should be well defined. Against this 
background, they pointed out that the comparative study of different library 
software packages is necessary for selecting the hardware and software for 
completion of successful automation project. Significantly, this study is 
limited to Indian libraries only and thus is useful for the present thesis. 
The study of (Satyanarayana, 2003) has thrown light on MARC projects 
and different networks that extended support to library services. Author 
mentioned that the development of integrated systems and CD-ROMs put great 
impetus on automation. He pointed out that designing automated systems is not 
an overnight phenomenon. rather it requires well defined, cost effective and 
properly testing of hardware and software before putting the system into 
operation. Unfortunately, he suggested CDS/ISIS system suitable for 
computerizing any library system which is not a standard software package. 
However. he rightly outlined inexperienced staff, outdated hardware and 
software as major problems for implementing automation in Indian libraries. 
The study of (Kochtanek & Joseph, 2004) deals with the technological 
applications to libraries. Authors mentioned that initially automation was 
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restricted to Circulation section only, but later it supported other housekeeping 
activities too. However, authors revealed that present focus is on developing 
information systems to support end user. Nevertheless, they outlined that 
librarians should be able to identify library needs, evaluate various alternatives 
and assess the impact of automation on library operations. This study pointed 
out trained staff and good planning essential for implementing automated 
systems. 
Similar study was conducted by (Venketaramana, 2004) among Central 
University libraries of India. Author mentioned that more than half of Central 
Universities have automated their operations by using international standards 
for bibliographic exchange and documentation. He revealed strategic planning 
and trained staff as key to successful implementation. His study pointed out 
finance; lack of standard; well accepted software and untrained staff as major 
problems of automating Indian libraries. Though, his study covered major 
operations, but it is restricted to Central University Libraries only. This study is 
useful for present thesis as it critically examined several issues before 
implementing automated systems. 
The study of (Mittal, 2005) covered the history of library automation 
and networks that took place in America and Britain. He mentioned that 
development of these networks shifted libraries from semi automated to major 
automated systems. In addition, he mentioned that with the fast growth and 
marketing of computer, plethora of automated systems has been developed. 
Nevertheless, lie pointed out incompatible hardware; latest software; poor 
planning, design and implementation as major breakdowns that hamper 
automation projects. This study is limited to acquisition and Circulation 
sections only. This study is good as it highlighted the history of automation and 
networks in America and Britain. 
The study of (Jeevan, 2006) highlighted the initiatives of special and 
research libraries to convert manual operations into automated systems. Author 
revealed that though availability of software packages met various library 
demands, but many of the immediate needs could not he fulfilled. He 
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mentioned that software should be selected keeping in view all housekeeping 
activities. This study outlined cost, and competency of staff to accommodate 
new techniques as major problems of automating Indian libraries. 
Special libraries in India still face challenges of finance, trained staff 
and administrative support (Thapa. 2007). Author mentioned that there are 
libraries which still use CDS/ISIS package; however, she pointed out that 
standard and user friendly packages like I.ihsys and Alice for Windows should 
be procured. She suggested that comparative study of various packages will be 
helpful for selecting suitable software belore automating housekeeping 
operations. This study is useful for present work as it critically evaluated 
various library packages for automation. 
2.2 Articles 
'l'he study of ("I skevic. 1972) deals with the history of automation in the 
erstwhile USSR. Author has mentioned that how unit like circulation has been 
automated and paved way for integrated library operations covering all the 
sections of the library. This study; however, is confined to the small region of 
the former USSR. 
In his study (Freedman, 1976) has also highlighted some of the 
important libraries of America and how the development of OPAC as well as 
MARC influenced these libraries. 
The study of (0yemahinde, 1979) covered a University library of 
All- jean Continent. He revealed in his study how the process of automation 
started in Ibadan University Library with periodical section. I-Iaving realized 
the benefits, the University library started automation process of Circulation 
section. Significantly; the introduction of Bar-coding system proved very 
successful by way of eliminating long queries at the counter. The study of 
(Evans, 1979) is also almost similar in reporting the benefits of Bar-coding 
system, though the study covered a different library. 
In his work (Richmond, 1981) highlighted sonic achievements of 
Library automation. Nevertheless, author opined that automation is not a 
panacea as all the problems of' libraries cannot be solved merely with 
V 
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introduction of computers in libraries. This study is useful for the present thesis 
as the study critically examined the process of automation. 
The study of (Peake, 1981) deals with the development of library 
automation in Australia. He mentioned how operations like Circulation!  
Acquisition and Cataloguing have been automated in Australian University 
Libraries. His study covered National Library of Australia which purchased 
software that was developed by Washington Library Network, Though, his 
study revealed that the system is successfully transported and used for in-house 
processing within National Library of Australia, but it was limited to 
Circulation, Acquisition and Cataloguing sections only. 
Similar study was conducted by (Rajgopalan, 1981). He highlighted 
librarians' difficulties in monitoring growing collection; users; and catalogue 
cards. Author mentioned that Computerized Book Acquisition system was 
adopted in LIT Madras to minimize these tasks. Though, his study was limited 
to Acquisition section only. Nevertheless, he mentioned computerized book 
acquisition module with IBM 370/155 VS[ computing system and Tatal 
Integrated Package of Programs suitable to the needs of IIT Madras and any 
other similar type of library. This study is relevant to present thesis as it 
critically examined some Indian library software packages. 
The study of (Mendez, 1983) highlighted the progress of automation and 
networking among cultural centers, research institutes and Universities of 
Spain. He revealed lack of coordination and information policy at fundamental 
level among Spanish Libraries. Further, he found that out of 285 libraries, only 
9 libraries were automated while as 84 in the stage of automation. Rut, he 
revealed that automation is limited to some sections only. However, there is 
neither common acceptance of standards for bibliographic description nor a 
common format for input of data. Significantly; some of these libraries are 
using IBERMARC', a Spanish version of MARC II for Monographs and others 
use specially designed format. 
Inc study of (Freedman, 1984) highlighted the history of automation in 
large libraries of America. Author mentioned that initially automation was in- 
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house based and limited to some sections only. However, with the development 
of several networks, 'Turnkey' vendors had started facilities for On-line 
Circulation and Catalogue functions with Boolean search capability. IIe 
pointed out that automation is not a panacea. but a tool to enhance library 
operations and services. He also outlined that librarians should be aware that 
along with advantages, automation will come with a new set of challenges. 
This study is useful for present work as it throws light on the development of 
automation in American libraries. 
The study of (Woods, 1986) deals with the use of international standards 
for automating British Universities. He identified Retro conversion of library 
catalogues as the top issue of automation. The study mentioned influence of 
Bar-coding on automating Circulation. Author revealed that most of the 
libraries use in-house software. Ile pointed out staff expertise, finance and 
maintenance of hardware and software as the major limitations in automating 
British University Libraries. He outlined that apart from using BLAISELINE to 
access BLBSDs databases, some British Universities have joined hands with 
American consortium OCLC for maximizing conversion rate. Nevertheless, 
this study was limited to British University libraries only 
In their study (Harrison & Summers, 1988) highlighted the development 
of integrated library packages in Lancaster Library. The first operation to be 
automated in this direction was Acquisition section. This Lancaster's 
automated system has been a great success and was widely accepted by all 
levels of staff. This study is useful for present work as it examined the 
development of integrated library systems for automation. 
Similar study was carried out by (Cotta, 1989) in Technological 
University of Denmark. He mentioned, though, integrated systems had resulted 
in merging of Acquisition, Cataloguing and Periodicals sections of 
Technological University of Denmark and State Library in Aarhus, but there 
was no downloading facility of cxternally produced records due to the fact that 
library does riot want to use MARC format. This study is limited to Danish 
libraries with only three sections of the library automated, but still useful for 
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the present stud-, as the author has pointed out some shortcomings of an 
existing automated systems in libraries. 
The study of (Butcher, 1993) outlined the development of computer 
systems and services of new building at St. Pancras of British Library. This 
study concentrated more on what systems do to libraries rather than the 
technology by which they achieve their results. Author mentioned that this 
computer system will support reader admission system, On-line catalogue and 
Book requests. But, it is essential that the system must be user-friendly as many 
users w ill be unfamiliar with the new computer system. This study is limited to 
OPAC module only and it revealed that OPAC is designed in such a way that it 
provides open OPACs which later became Web OPACs and will be accessible 
across JANli1' network in London and other networks will link it to other 
Countries. 
In their study (Kreslins, et.al, 1994) has thrown light on automation of 
Latvian libraries. Authors discussed the standardization among Latvian 
libraries for bibliographic description. Their study mentioned that though 
recent OPACs like OKAPI offer key word and subject searching by using 
Boolean operators. but most librarians confirmed that they do not have any 
standards for use of partially or fully controlled vocabularies in OPACs. They 
also mentioned that there is no networking among Latvian libraries, however, 
tew libraries have linked their computers on LAN. Author opined that 
integrated software should be used in libraries. 'l'his study is limited to OPAC, 
Periodical subscription and Circulation sections oC some libraries of Latvia 
only. Still the study is relevant for the present doctoral thesis as it covers some 
useful aspects of OPAC. 
It is easier to automate small and new libraries, but there should be a 
definite computerization plan in which data entry is the first step (Ali, 1995). 
1 lowever, for University libraries, hardware and software should be selected as 
per the quantum of data it processes and services it offers. Author mentioned 
that though Il'I' Madras made efforts in this direction, but the softwares 
developed by it could not met all library needs. Significantly, commercially 
Ii 
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available packages like Libsys and Libris proved good for Indian libraries. 
Additionally, these softwares need lesser expertise and are more user-friendly. 
This study is useful as it covers Indian University libraries. 
The access and sharing of library resources depend on the use of 
computers and automation of various operations and services (Garclia & 
Butler, 1996). Authors discussed the characteristics of libraries with main 
emphasis on technological capabilities. Though, they revealed paucity of funds 
and technical understanding as two pressing problems for guiding and 
implementing automated library system. This study is limited to three libraries 
of Ghana. Kenya and Nigeria only, but still useful for the present work. 
The study of (Malik, 1996) has thrown light on the current status of 
automation in Pakistan. He mentioned that most of the Pakistani libraries use 
locally developed softwares. However, some libraries developed their in-house 
databases, but their condition is not good. Nevertheless, Lahore University 
library implemented INMAGIC package, but it too has limitations. Author 
pointed out though CDS/ISIS became operational in number of Pakistani 
libraries, but it is limited to some sections only. Owing to these drawbacks, 
major Pakistani libraries installed MINISIS package; however,. it also did not 
met all library needs. This study is good as it critically evaluated some famous 
soli are packages. 
Library automation is a course that constantly applies new technology as 
a replacement to manual procedures to enhance its functions for better services 
(Qiang, 1997). Author mentioned that automation is important for modernizing 
libraries, but he revealed that only well trained stall can maintain the 
automated system to perform the job in a better way. Author mentioned that 
PULAIS system was used to automate the housekeeping operations of Chinese 
libraries, but his study pointed out that this system is limited to Peking 
University Library and few other adjoining libraries only. 
Indian librarians face number of challenges in library management 
issues (Frances, 1998). These challenges largely affect the progress of 
computerization. Author revealed that there are certain compatibility and 
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suitability issues in selecting library software packages. He pointed out that 
some agency or certain mechanism should be established to continuously 
evaluate different software packages, which perhaps will meet the challenges 
of automating Indian library system. Though, his recommendations paved the 
way liar library professionals to automate their libraries. However, it did not 
gained wide acceptance and remained limited to Indian libraries only. 
The study of (Singlet', 1998) revealed that most of the Community 
Colleges of America have electronic catalogs, indexes and reference tools, but 
access to these resources From ot't' campus is limited. however, all Public 
Universities have full access to their materials both within and outside the 
campus. On contrary, Community College libraries have. limited computer 
facility, but efforts are being made to make their resources accessible both 
within and outside the campus by using ILLInet On-line system. However, he 
pointed out that automation of library materials and local networks such as 
Local Library System Automation Projects (LLSAPs) and ILLlnet system are 
providing computerized library system among 800 libraries. This study 
highlights useful points regarding automation of Community Colleges and 
Public University Libraries in America. 
The work of (Amaraweera, 2002) outlines the historical background of 
computers and their application in Sri I.ankan libraries for implementing 
automation. 'l'hough. he mentioned CDS/ISIS software package as the most 
appropriate for installation and automating housekeeping; operations of Sri 
Lankan libraries. I lowever. this study is not relevant in the present context, as 
CDS,ISIS fail to sustain against standard library software packages of present 
time. In addition, this study could not get wide recognition and is therefore 
limited to Sri Lankan libraries only. 
The study of (MacCallum, 2002) highlighted the process of 
development of MARC projects for sharing of bibliographic data. Author 
discussed the different networks for offering expanded services. She mentioned 
that with the remarkable increase in use of On-line catalogs, the interest in 
retrospective conversion of bibliographic records increased, as a result many 
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retrospective conversion projects resulted in creation of union catalogs. 
l'hough. her study is limited to Library of Congress only, but she outlined that 
MARC format addressed several major problems. This study is useful for 
present thesis as it critically examined the development of MARC projects 
which form the basis of library automation. 
The study by (Widernet, 2007) discussed the development of systems 
and softwares for school and small public libraries, but application of these 
soitwares is limited to some functions only. Author mentioned though TINLIB 
and Alice for Windows are having good features, but they are available in 
different modules. This study revealed that Alice for Windows is Z39.50 
Server complaint, but not Z39.50 Client complaint. Additionally, it is reported 
problematic as it does not have Liter Library Loan module. Though, this study 
is limited to school and small public libraries only, but it gained wide 
acceptance in Canada, t1K, Israel and America. Another study by Shabahat and 
Mehtab (2007) examined some library automation packages, but their study 
was limited to Indian context only. Additionally, the study was restricted to 
cataloguing module only. 
The study of (Mehtab & Amita, 2008) highlighted the awareness and 
use of OPACs for information retrieval in Indian libraries. Authors revealed 
that many users are still unaware of complex searching and face number of 
problems of recall and precision,however in some searches, they are not able to 
Lind relevant documents. They revealed that necessary training should be 
provided for using software in efficient way. However, they mentioned that 
users still consider OPAC as successful tool in retrieving library resources. 
Nevertheless, this Study is limited to OPAC module of live libraries of Delhi 
only. 
The work of (Tseng & Kuo, 2009) deals with the establishment of 
intellicnt automated library equipped with RFID and Self-checkout system. 
Authors pointed out unfamiliarity of users as the mayor problem in operating 
automated Circulation system. 'l'his study revealed that Ximen Open Book 
Intelligent library circulates and helps in Self-check out without any human 
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intervention. This stud\ is confined to Self-checkout and Circulation sections 
of few public libraries of Taipei Taiwan. 
The study of (Sajjad ur Rehman & Reham, 2010) highlighted the 
process of automation in academic libraries of Kuwait. Authors mentioned that 
though cataloguing section have been automated, but Circulation module has 
not been in use in largest University library namely Kuwait University. In 
addition, Serials management is not optimally utilized in academic libraries 
because most of the libraries are not using all its capabilities. Indeed it is 
considered to be most complex aspect of integrated systems. Authors also 
revealed that only three libraries in Kuwait provide access to their OPACs 
through their University website; however rest of the libraries does not use this 
facility. Significantly, this study is useful for the present work as it is also 
related with the academic libraries. 
Similar study was conducted by -(Gllosh & Panda, 201 1) among Central 
Libraries of Indian Institute of 'Technology (Il'l's). Authors mentioned that 
Libsys is most popular package among IITs; however, IIT Madras and IIT 
Roorkee respectively use Virtua and Troodon software for automation. They 
mentioned that Libsys supports international standards and incorporates to core 
functionality of Serials control although the Compliance is limited. IIowever, 
'l roodon package is limited to this end while as Virtua is sophisticated 
international library package that addresses full spectrum of library activities. 
Nevertheless, this study is limited to Serials control module of Libraries of 
Seven Indian Ilk. but still useful for present work as it examined the status of 
llTs. 
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Chapter-3: Institutional Profile 
Though the present study has been conducted among the Students including 
Post graduate and Research Scholars, Library staff and faculty members of 
Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur 
and University of Kashmir. However, this chapter will discuss a brief history, 
collection, Services, Sections and Membership of Central Libraries of IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and University of Kashmir. 
3 	Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Delhi 
Lou concept of the IlTs was first introduced in a report in the year 1945 by 
Shri. N. M. Shear, the then member of Education on Viceroys' Executive 
Council. Following his recommendations, the first Indian Institute of 
Technology (ITT) was established in the year 1950 in Kharagpur. The 
Government of India negotiated with the British Government for collaboration 
in setting up an Institute of Technology at Delhi. The British Government 
agreed in principle to such collaboration, but was inclined initially to start in a 
modest way. It was therefore, agreed that a College of Engineering & 
Technology should he established nl Delhi with their issislarce. A trust called 
the Delhi Engineering College Trust was established with the help of the UK 
Government and the Federation of British Industries in London. Later H.R.H. 
Prince Philips, Duke of Edinburgh, during his visit to India, laid the foundation 
stone of the College at Hinz Khas on January 28, 1959. The College of 
Engineering and Technology formally established in 1961 was declared an 
Institution of National Importance under the "Institute of Technology 
(Amendment) Act 1963' and was renamed `Indian Institute of Technology 
Delhi". It was then accorded the status of a University with powers to decide its 
own academic policy, to conduct its own examinations, and to award its own 
degrees. IIT Delhi established in 1963, is one among the seven institutes of 
technology in India established as centres of excellence for higher training, 
research and development in science, engineering and technology (ITT Delhi, 
2009). 
3 
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3.1 	Central Library, Indian Institute ofTechnology, Delhi 
The [IT Delhi Library System consists of a Central Library and 18 Department 
Libraries which collectively support the teaching, research and extension 
programs of the Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi. The Library 
facilities are available to every student, faculty members and Institute 
employees upon library membership. The Library besides having huge 
collection of books on Engineering, Humanities, Science, Literature and 
Management, houses a total collection of more than three lakh documents 
comprising of books, theses, journals, video cassettes and compact discs in the 
fields of Engineering, Humanities, Science, Literature and Management. 
3.1.1 Library Software 
The Library uses Libsys software package which is an integrated multi-user 
library management system and supports all in-house operations of the library. 
The LibSys consists of modules on acquisition, cataloguing. Circulation, 
serials, article indexing and OPAC. The [IT Delhi Library also provides 
services through its various divisions. All in-house operations in the library are 
fully computerized using the LibSys software package that also provides web-
based access to the online catalogue of the library. Retrospective conversion of 
bibliographic records has been completed. The database of books available in 
the library is being updated on day to day basis with details of recently 
acquired books. The LibSys package has been successfully implemented (IIT 
Delhi, 2009). 
Besides above, the Library also houses the headquarters of the 
"INDESI" (Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences and 
Technology) consortium that provide access to electronic resources to its 
member institutions comprising more than 628 members including 37 core 
member institutions, 60 AICTE supported institutions and 531 institutions who 
have joined the consortium under its self supported category (IIT Delhi, 2009). 
The collection and membership of the Library is given in break-up wise 
manner as under: 
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3.1.2 Collection and Membership 
Books 	 2,59,762 
Current Journals 690 
Bound Volumes of periodicals 1,02,232 
Standards 26,923 
Theses 3,591 
Pamphlet 1,095 
Microfilm/Microfiche   2,261 
Video Cassettes 
CDs/DVDs 
1,800 
1200 
`'[cmbcrship 
Students (Undergraduates) 2265 
PG Students 1635 
PhD 948 
Faculty 421 
Supporting Staff 1175 
3.1.3 Library Services and Facilities 
The Library provides Xerox tacility , Reference Services; General Assistance; 
borrowing facilities; Inter-library loan service; book bank and text book 
facilities. Video cassettes collection, web based computerised services, 
Electronic Reference Library (LRL) technology for access to bibliographic 
databases subscribed on CD-ROMs are other services of the Library. 
- OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) 
The Library's Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) can be accessed on 
Intranet and Internet to search more than 2,40,00 bibliographic records 
available in the Central Library through a web-based search interface or with 
Window Client of the LibSys. The OPAC can be searched by author, title, 
r 
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subject, classified number and publisher. 
Recent Additions to the books and Journals 
Monthly list of books added to the book collection of the library is circulated 
to all Departments/Ccnn-es. 1he issues of journals received in a month are also 
made available on the Library-s web site. 
> Reader's Assistance 
The Library provides assistance to users in activities ranging from location of a 
book to finding specific information required by a user. A suggestion book is 
maintained with In-charge Reader's Services,wttere the users of the library can 
suggest measures for improvements in the facilities and services of the Library. 
➢ Borrowing Facilities 
The Library members, according to their borrowing category, can borrow 
stipulated number of books at a time against their bar-coded patron card. 
Inter Library Loan (ILL) and Resource sharing Facility 
The Library arranges to procure books and journals from other libraries 
in Delhi on Inter Library Loan (ILL). Xerox copies of research articles are also 
arranged from other IITs of the country under resource sharing agreement 
signed by all IlTs. The JCCC interface made available through INDLST-All 
India Council of Technical Education (AICTE) Consortium facilitates inter-
library loan and document delivery amongst IITs, Indian Institute of Science 
(IISc) and Indian Institute of Management (Illv1s). 
➢ Photocopying Facility 
the Library provides within its premises photocopying facility through an 
external vendor on reasonable charges. 
➢ Text book and Book Bank Facility 
The Library maintains a separate collection of textbooks that are recommended 
by the concerned departments / centres for different courses offered at IIT 
Delhi. Text books can be consulted within the library premises on deposition 
of membership card at the Textbook counter for a limited period not exceeding 
90 minutes. The Book Bank is also housed in the Text book Section of the 
0 
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Central library. The Book Bank holds multiple copies of selected textbooks for 
makinyi them available to the students for the entire duration of a semester. 
i#'- Video Collection and Video Viewing Facility, 
l lie Central Library. lIT Delhi has a collection of 1,460 video cassettes. Most 
of the video cassettes in the library consist of video recording of series of class 
room lectures delivered by the IIT faculty to the undergraduate engineering 
students. These video recordings are done by the professional video recorders 
employed by the Educational Technology Services Centre. The library is 
equipped with video viewing facility consisting of two VCPs and video display 
units. 
3.1.4 Computer and Network Infrastructure 
l'hc Central Library has fairly well-developed computer and network 
infrastructure to facilitate use of' its computer and web-based services. The 
Library has its own sub-LAN, hich in turn, is connected to the campus LAN. 
The Library has more than 65 Internet enabled PCs and eight servers. 20 PCs 
are exclusively earmarked for users including; 10 PCs for OPAC search. 
The Library is a part of fibre optic based campus-LAN, which, in turn, is 
hooked to 5 Mbps VSNL radio link and 5 Mbps connectivity from ERNET 
society. In addition, Institute has acquired 34 Mbps connectivity through 
Reliance. 'I he Library has more than 75 Intbrmation Outlets ([OS) that links a 
computer node to the campus I,AN and to the Internet. All 65 PCs in the 
I.ihrary are connected to the internet. 
3.1.5 Institutional Repository at 11T Delhi 
he [prints a ll'l' Delhi has been set-up to host tall text of research publications 
cif faculty and researchers of the IIT Delhi using Dspace, open source digital 
library software developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The 
F,prints(ci lIT Delhi provides a platform for faculty and researcher to deposit, 
reuse and share their research publications. 'I he repository also has the ability 
to capture. index, and store, disseminate and preserve digital materials created 
in the institute. The electronic documents in the repository include scholarly 
communications (articles and pre-prints). theses, technical reports, archives of 
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Departments and the Institution as a whole, and other textual material. The 
faculty and researchers can register themselves with the digital repository and 
submit their pre-prints (pre-refereed version of an article), post-prints (post-
referred final version) and publisher PDFs (if allowed by the publisher). 
3.1.6 Database of Research Articles by the Faculty and Researchers 
I lie Library maintains a \\ch-enabled database ot'research articles published by 
the taculty and researchers of IIT Delhi. The database consists of 11,645 
research articles and their abstracts that appeared in international peer-
rc\ IC\\ed journak Indexed by Science Citation index (I11' Delhi, 2009). 
3.1.7 \` eb based Computerized Services of the Library 
Electronic Reference Library (ERL) Services 
l'he Library uses silver platter's electronic reference Library (ERL) technology 
to enable simultaneous and integrated web based access to ERL complaint 
reference databases available on Cl) ROM or other magnetic media to multiple 
users across the Institute Campus LAN. Access through the ERL interface is 
easier and faster since the contents of CD ROM database are transferred on to 
the hard disc of server in a one step process. Bibliographic records in the 
database are directly linked to the full text articles on the publisher's site using 
Silver Linker. 'I he databases available on the ERL include: World Textiles 
(1970) and Biotechnology Abstracts (1980). 
: Network based Cl) ROM Search Services 
'I he Library has complete collection of Indian Standards, ASTMI standards and 
Library and Information Science Abstracts (1,ISA) on CD ROM that is 
available on the campus network. 
Print journals and access to their electronic version 
'li c Library Subscribe to 690 Current journals and the JSTOR, Project MUSE, 
Willey Inter Science, full-text resources. Moreover, several print journals are 
also accessible online from the publisher's website. Links to these full-text 
electronic journals are available through the library website as well as through 
the LihSvs web OPAC. 
V 
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CD -- Mirror Server at the Library 
~A CD Mirror server has been installed in the library that mirrors CDs that 
comes With books acquired in the library as well as other resources like 
encyclopaedias, databases, conference proceedings, e-books;etc. 
:- I:lectronic books 
the institute has access to electronic books from e-brary, AMS Books online, 
Elsevier book Series on Chemistry. life Science and Methods in Enzymology 
throuh the Science Direct, Springer electronic hooks and Wiley Inter-science 
electronic Books. 
3.1.7.1 Electronic Resources through the INDEST-AICTE 
Consortium 
The 111 Delhi `Beets access to over 10,000 full-text electronic journals and 6 
bibliographic databases from a number of publishers and aggregators through 
the INDES I'-A1CTL• Consortium. The INDEST-AICTE Web Site 
(indest.iitd.ac.in or http:/ipaniit.iitd.ac.in/indest) hosts search and browse 
interlaces to locate these _journals and their URLs. 
3.1.7.2 UI~.LNET Databases 
The Central library, IIT Delhi is a member of DI;LNET. The users at IIT Delhi 
can access databases hosted by I)ELNI: I' (I IT Delhi, 2009). 
3.2 	Indian Institute of Technology (11T), Kanpur 
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur came; into existence in 1960, as an 
'institute of National Importance under an act of Parliament and amended in 
1963. 11T Kanpur is carrying out original research of significance and 
technology development at the cutting edge. It imparts training to students to 
make them competent. motivated engineers and scientists. Presently, there are 
12 departments and 5 Interdisciplinary Centres in the Institute. One of the 
premier institutions established by the Government of India, 11'1- Kanpur, aims 
to provide meaningful education, to conduct original research of the highest 
standard and to provide leadership in technological innovation for the industrial 
growth of the country. The institute began functioning in the borrowed building 
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of l iarcourt Butler technological Institute in 1959 with 100 students and a small 
lhculty. The institute now has its own sprawling residential campus, the 
combined record of its past and present faculty and students along with the 
alumni spread across the world is awe-inspiring (I1T Kanpur, 2005). Vith the 
path-breaking innovations in both its curriculum and research, the institute is 
rapidly gaining a legendary reputation among all IITs of the Country. 
3.2.1 P.K. Kelkar library 
The Central library of' III Kanpur was established in the year 1960, and was 
renamed as P. K. Kelkar Library in 2001 after the name of its founder 
Purushottam Kashinath Kelkar. 1'. K. Kelkar Library is an academic library of 
the Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur (II'l'K) with a collection of more 
than 3,00.000 volumes and subscription to more than 1000 periodicals. It is one 
of the best libraries in the nation housed in a three-storey building with the total 
6973 m2 floor area. The Abstracting and Indexing periodicals, Microform, CD-
ROMI Databases, Technical Reports. Standards and Theses are important part 
of this collection. Each year. on an average 4500 books and journal volumes 
are added to the collection (llT Kanpur, n.d). The collection and membership 
is iven as follows: 
3.2.2 Collection and Membership 
Books (general and ref rence) 	225,000 
ISI standards 	 10,000 
Cartographic materials 	 550 
Periodicals (back volumes) 	 190,000 
Cur rent subscribed journals 1227 (excluding INDEST-AICTE e-Resources) 
Print only 
	 610 
Print plus Online 	 628 
Online only 
	 18 
Technical Reports 	 25,500 
Ill' Kanpur thesis 	 15,200 
Following is the area-wise breakup of the Library's collections 
Science 	 35% 
I` 
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Technology 	 32% 
Humanities and Social Sciences 	28% 
Other Areas 	 5% 
\Membership 
C: nder raduate 	 2255 
Postgraduate students 	1516 (including M.Tech,MDES, MBA) 
Ph.D. 	 747 
B.Tech. 	 1410 
Dual Degree (B.Tech. -- M.Tech.) 	516 
M.Sc. (two years) 	 168 
M.Sc., Ph.D. (Dual Degree) 	 11 
M.Sc. (Five years integrated) 	 344 
Faculty Members 	 357 
Supporting staff 	 900 (1I) 
3.2.3 Library Software Package 
'l'he Library migrated from a self designed iit-KLAS (Kanpur Library 
Automation Software) to LibSys software. It has recently procured LSPremia, a 
web centric software package for libraries from LibSys, and a dedicated server 
to meet the requirements of in-house library functionalities and services, more 
so in the context of digital library environment (Annual Report, 2006-07). 
3.2.4 Library Services and Facilities 
F.K. Kelkar Library provides following services to its users: 
:- Circulation 
A large number of' books and journals from reference, textbook, and general 
collection areas are also consulted by users within the library. Circulation 
facility has been extended to the superannuating faculty and to the institute 
alumni against a specified deposit. 
Document Delivery Services, Interlibrary loan & Consultation 
Facility 
lo Gfum11Icl11ent the computerized information services, the library provides for 
t 
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the delivery of the copies of available documents against specific requests by 
external users. In keeping with its tradition of maintaining close cooperation 
.vith other academic libraries and sharing resources with them on a mutual 
basis, the library also borrows books for its users from other libraries for short 
durations. 
Inter-Library Loan (ILL) services are extended free to sister II"I's, IISc, 
Clt'lt, BARC, host of INDESI members and other technical institutions and 
Universities. Consultation facility of the library is extended to 798 external 
Users including 214 NICEE programme participants. 
.- iit- KLAS-Library Automation System Support Services 
Resides. having I.ihSvs software for automating the library operations, the 
library has now its own library application programme, named the iit-Kanpur 
Library Automation Software (iit-KLAS). The software is a fully integrated 
library automation package for computerizing the various functions of a 
library. 
•- Digital library' 
Ill' Kanpur has a rich digital library including CARS (Computer Aided 
Reference Service). OPAC, and providing Access to Online Services. 
• Access to online services 
I lie Library is pros icling access to online journals, database and CD collection. 
• Digital Library Initiatives 
The following digital library initiatives are taken up by the library: 
i) Submission of theses by PG students direct to the library in 
CD form started from May 03, 2006. 
ii) Access to Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETD) 
Library's ETD collection consisting of 9309 M. Tech!MDes and Ph.D theses as 
a first subset to Institutional Repository (IR) is accessible on intranet through 
ilttp:// 172.28.64.70:8080ldspace/ 
. Setting tip Digitization Facility 
l'ro\ ision for digitization faeilit\' with a high speed overhead book scanner 
r 
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(Minolta PS7000) and a server with capacity of one TB to host the content has 
been made available in the library. 
• Launching of 'Faculty/Academic Staff Publications' 
'Faacult,%Academic Staff Publications' consisting of papers published in 
eon terence/journals, lecture notes, delivered lectures/speeches, technical/ 
project reports and the like has been launched as a second subset to the IRs. 
The work is in progress. 
- Weekly New Arrivals Alert 
The library has started sendin<_ weekly e-mail alerts to the academic staff' and 
students tier the hooks added to the library during the preceding week. 
Automated Circulation Facility in Reserve Collection 
Automated 'Issue/Return' facility in Reserve Collection, predominantly used 
by underuraduates. is available in the library. 
C1)-ROM Database 
('reatiou ot' C'I)-kO Ms database for the following categories using WINISIS is 
tin progress: 
i) Accompanying material to books journals 
ii) Books only on CD-ROM 
iii) Journal only on CD-ROM 
i%- ) Conterence Proceedings Submission of Theses (Annual Report, 
2006-07). 
:- Periodicals and Documentation 
f'hc collection of back volumes of periodicals is divided into three sequences 
which are on the top floor in the library. 
Compact Shelving Sequence consisting of periodicals up to 1965. 
Indexing and Abstracting journals 
The bulk of other back volumes have been placed on the racks in a 
single alphabetical sequence. 
The Library maintains a card catalogue and online catalogue service for 
information about the holdings of' periodicals and the location of individual 
titles. The currently subscribed journals are placed in the departmental funding 
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order. the sequence in each division being alphabetical again, also located on 
the top floor. The latest issues are displayed on the slanting covers of the 
pigeonholed racks. A rotating Linedex, in alphabetical order of titles, has been 
maintained for easy location of the current journals. Periodicals, single issues 
of bound volumes are not issued for home use except for overnight reading by 
the faculty members. Newly checked-in-journal issues are displayed on the top 
floor, three times a eek, and the bibliographic details of the same placed on 
the nLt\\ork (117 Kanpur, n. d.). 
3.2.5 Other Services of the Library 
- Computerized Current Awareness Services (CAS) 
t ~sin~ ahtitract-hased ('l)-RO\l databases, the library provides Current 
:A\\areness Services (CAS) to its subscribers. 'l'hrough this service, users are 
provided a quick view of the contents page of what is being published in 
journals worldwide on any particular area of interest. 
SI)I and RSS Services 
Selective Dissemination of Information and Retrospective Search Services 
cover information based on a user's exclusive interest profile. SDI and RSS 
sere ices are available against payment of the fixed tariff. 
CI) Server 
I he Library has been building the collection of some information resources in 
C1)-RO\1s and other magnetic media. Among them are some of the most 
important abstract-based databases. With its well-equipped CD workstations, 
information seeking and researching has become a great deal more fun and 
01 
	
	 easier than ever before. The CD- ROM databases are available for remote 
over Local Area Network. 
Regional Library of Mathematics 
"l he National Board of l ligher Mathematics (N131 IM) has accorded the status of 
the "Reeional Library of Mathematics" for the northern zone to lIT Kanpur 
Library . In this capacity. the library has been given an annual grant of' Rupees 
ten lakhs for subscription to mathematics journals and for the dissemination of 
mathematics information to the members of the Board by way of monthly CAS 
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service entitled the  Current Mathematics Literature." Students and teachers of 
mathematics from any college / institute are allowed to use the library free of 
any charge. 
Manpower Development and Training 
The library has developed the necessary infrastructure, know-how and 
techniques to (a) impart advanced training in computer application, and (b) to 
convert any traditional library into a modern computerized system. The Library 
has so far conducted many short-term courses on computer application for 
library and information professionals from the Regional Engineering colleges 
and Polytechnic Institutes spread over the country. Sponsored by AICTE and 
Polytechnic Boards respectively, the course structures are designed to prepare 
the trainees to make a smooth transition from the traditional librarianship and 
information work to the modern computerized systems, such as the one IIT 
Kanpur Library has developed. The Central Library, IIT Kanpur can no longer 
be viewed as a mere collection of hooks. It is a door to the growing world of 
information, a dynamic system that nurtures and enhances the pursuit of 
knowledge (IIT Kanpur, 1999). 
3.2.6 E-Journals at ]1T Kanpur 
The Library has started subscribing to e-journa s from the year 2003. It 
provides access to around 1000 full-text electronic journals. The library 
subscribes to free e journals. subscription e-journals, and scholarly journals. It 
is a member of INDEST Consortia and subscribes journals through this 
consortium. The Library provides access to e-journals campus wide. Only 
authorized members of the institution can access these e-journals within the 
campus. Library-wide IP filtering and Campus-wide IP Filtering are the 
connection methods provided to the users for accessing Science and 
Technology journals. 
3.2.7 E-Resources through INDEST-AICT1t Consortium 
As a core member to the I DFST, 111K academic community is entitled to 
access 6500 full-text e-resources and 6 bibliographic databases. Besides earlier 
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services of NDEST-AICTE. The following new services were started during 
2008-09 through NDEST: 
➢ American Mathematical Society: 
i) Online access to three journals 
ii) AIMS Books Online 
➢ American Institute of Physics/American Physical Society: 
(Online access to their twenty four titles with complete back files). 
➢ New Services 
i) Journal of Optical Society of America: A & B 
ii) Applied Optics (Annual Report, 2008-09). 
3.3 Kashmir University 
The Kashmir University was established immediately after independence in 
1948 as the centre to conduct examinations, however, in 1956 with the 
establishment of three postgraduate departments, it became a full-fledged 
University as University of Jammu and Kashmir. The Kashmir University is 
situated at l-]azratbal, an idyllic area on the western side of the fabulous Dal 
Lake of Srinagar and held in veneration by the Muslims for the beautiful 
mosque that enshrines the holy hair of Prophet Muhammad (Peace he upon 
him) (University of Kashmir, 2011). The unique combination of lake and 
mountain scenery, and the impressive calm and serene ambience provide a 
highly congenial atmosphere for the philosopher's contemplation and the 
scientist's research. 
Presently, the University has 13 faculties, 38 teaching departments, 15 
research and other centres. Over the years, the University has evolved at very 
fast rate, with all the major faculties managed by experienced academicians, 
some of whom occupy places of eminence in the academic world. The 
University was accredited as "A Grade" University by the National Assessment 
and Accreditation Council (NAAC) of India in 2002. Besides the departmental 
libraries, the University has a fully computerized centrally-heated Central 
library, called Allama Igbal Library, with a vast collection of books, leading 
national and international journals, magazines and internet facility. The 
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location of the library, a magnificent edifice, at a walking distance from the 
various departments of the University, renders it easily accessible to teachers, 
research scholars and students of the University (University of Kashmir, 
2011). 
3.3.1 Allama Igbal Library 
l'he history of Allama lgbal Library goes back to 1949 with the inception of' 
"University of Jammu and Kashmir". The Library was established to cater to 
the academic and research needs of the scholars, students and teachers of 
Jammu and Kashmir. With the split of the erstwhile Jammu and Kashmir 
University in 1969, the collection of the library was shared by the libraries of 
two Universities Viz., University of Jammu and University of Kashmir. In 
1975. the Central Library of Kashmir University was shifted to its present 
multistoricd building. In 1984, it was renamed as Igbal Library and as Allama 
lghal Library in July 2002. This Library (the largest in the state) is presently 
the Centre of the University Library System, having forty-three Seminar 
Libraries attached with different lDepartments. Centers, and the Institutes of the 
University. The Allama lqbal Library has 16 Divisions in well decorated and 
centrall\, heated halls managed by well qualified professional staff (University 
of Kashmir, 2012). The Library also provides useful and research oriented 
services to the reading community in calm, cozy and clean atmosphere. The 
collection and membership of library is given below in break-up wise manner: 
- Collection 
Books 6.31217(approx) 
Journals (Back volumes) 56,513 (approx) 
Current Journals 297 (Print) 
Manuscripts 415 
Rare Hooks 1442 
l)icitized Books 1800 
Microfilms 22 
Microfiche 515 
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Membership 
- - 	- a   	1'.G Students - - - - 
	
5960 
	
b 
	
Ph.D/M Phil 
C 
	
'Ceachers 
d 
	
Others 	 751 
Besides above, the library also houses lgbal collection, Usmania collection, 
hrilok chand Mehrooml Collections Donated by Prof. Jagan Nath Azad. 
3.3.2 Services Provided by Allama lybal Library 
Fully automated issue and return of books. 
•- Online Catalogue of its own collection and other networked libraries. 
Retbrence services through qualified staff: 
Reprographic services to all members. 
Database services through INFLIBNET. 
Bibliographic services. 
Internet services to meet the academic pursuits of students & teachers. 
Inter Library Loan/ Resource sharing through all networked libraries. 
Selective Dissemination of Information and Current Awareness services. 
The Library is also subscribing one of the leading portal services of 
India known as J-Gate service where under the contents page, abstract and full 
text articles appearing in more than eight thousand five hundred reputed 
scholarly Journals in sciences and social services are made available to the 
users online. Xeroxing facility is provided to the readers on the table. The V- 
u 
	 SAT and Radio link connectivity installed in the library provides much needed 
internet facility to the faculty members. research scholars and PG students. The 
users are availing this facility through 48 computers installed in its newly 
established Internet Access Centre. Various local National and International 
news papers are available online to the users t'or keeping them up-to-date. 
3.3.3 Extension Activities 
Besides the discussed routine services, the library undertakes different 
extension activities like organizing Exhibitions and Extension Lectures by 
i 
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eminent academicians, conducting computer training programs for staff and 
faculty and publishes indexes and other reading material for guidance of 
students and promotion of research (University of Kash mir, 2012). 
3.3.4 Library Software 
The library started with CDSRSIS software in 1997 for automating its 
housekeeping operations. However, after realizing the shortcomings of the 
software, the library in 2003 migrated to SOTJL (Software for University 
Libraries). Nevertheless, after facing the problems in SOUL software 
particularly with RFID compatibility, the library switched over to Virtua 
Software of VTLS Company in 2008. Notably, the integration of RPID with 
Virtua software has been successfully implemented. Besides the above 
software's, the library is using KLIBNE'P for connecting all major libraries of 
the Valley. 
3.3.5 Internet Access Centre 
The Library has recently started a number of IT based services for the users. 
With the establishment of campus networking and network based Internet 
Service; Allama lqbal Library is becoming part of the Virtual Library System. 
Besides, its own and departmental library collection, it is providing online 
access to various resources available on World Wide Web (WWW). The users 
can have easy access to catalogues of the collection of other reputed national 
libraries across the globe. 
3.3.6 Contribution from INFLIBNET Centre, Ahmadabad 
The INFLTBNF.T centre has extended cooperation to this University Library 
from time to time for the automation and networking of the activities carried 
out in the library. The centre has actively supported Ibr; Retro-
Conversion, Data base service, Softwares , Web Services, Training and V-SAT 
facility. In addition, the library is collaborating with various national and 
international organizations connecting with information dissemination. 
3.3.7 Divisions/Sections ofAllama lqbal Library 
24x7 Library Facilities Centre 
Right at the left side of the basement of library is located 24x7 library facility 
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centre which remains open round-the-clock throughout the year. It houses latest 
material for the students preparing for competitive tests and civil service like 
LAS, NET. GAT, KAS and TOEFL examinations. Besides, the availability of 
networked computers, the centre enable users to surf Internet round-the-clock; 
daily, local, national and some international newspapers are also displayed here 
(Allama lgbal Library, 2011). 
OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) 
Allama lqbal Library is an ISO 9001: 2008 certified library. Its OPAC facilitate 
Basic and Advanced search; External Databases; Viewing records; Managing 
your session; Using the chart; Using filters and Search history. The help button 
which helps users in step wise manner is also available in its OPAC. It allows 
users to search for all the resources available in the library. Users can also 
check their library account (University of Kashmir, 2011). 
➢ Manuscript Gallery 
Viewing of Manuscripts is free, but it has been created for research purpose 
only. Allama Iqbal Library also provides downloading facility for requisition of 
forms of books and E-Resources access form (UJniversity of Kaslnnir, 2012). 
Browsingllnternet Access Centre/Documentation center 
Offer Internet service to the faculty. students and others. Adequate assistance is 
provided to access information on web. \Vi-Fi configuration of laptops is also 
done here. Documentation center prepares information for dissemination to the 
scholars and students of the university. 
Circulation Counter and Library Innovation and Support 
Center 
Circulation section is dedicated to the issue of library membership cards, issue 
and return of books. While Library Innovation and Support center is 
responsible for all the if related works of the library and maintains the Library 
IT management setup. 
D Text Books/Reference /Lending/RFII) card Printing Section 
Rich collection of core text books relevant to the courses taught in the 
3 	
q0e\'.;u 
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University are kept in this section. Users can browse through the book racks 
and can also take the help from the section In-Charge in locating their relevant 
books. Reference division possesses encyclopaedias, dictionaries, directories, 
handbooks and books on Kashmir, etc. Personal help to the users in retrieving 
information from the library sources is given here. Lending Section possesses 
rich collection of general books to the courses taught in the University. 
Urdu Section and Urdu Back Files 
Books on literature and Urdu language are available here. Urdu Back files 
process books and journals on Urdu, Kashmiri, Islamic studies, Arabic and 
Persian, etc. It also holds the special collection viz. Usmania Collection. 
Y 'technical Section/Automation Section 
Responsible for computerization, data migration, import/export of data and 
data generation compatible to International Standards such as MARC2I. 
AACR-2, MARCXML and ISO-2709. This Section also acts as a nodal agency 
for networking of libraries and information centres in colleges and affiliated 
colleges of Kashmir University and institutions of higher education in Jammu 
and Kashmir State with an aim to promote scholarly communication and 
resource sharing. 
^. Reprography and Housekeeping 
Adequate Xerox, printing and allied services are available for users at nominal 
charges. Housekeeping division functions for maintenance and upkeep of 
various divisions of the library. Besides, it ensures cleanliness and sanitation in 
the library. 
9 International Resource Cell (11W) 
The British High Commission has established International Resource Cell in 
the library, where resources on Gender Studies, International relations, 
Economics. Politics, Conflict Management, Sociology, etc. are available to the 
users. It is a vibrant centre where activities like book reviews, video 
conferencing, film screening, face-to-face discussions with eminent 
personalities and workshops are held regularly, besides access to some 
indispensable source materials both in print and electronic form. 
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3.3.8 E-Resource Centre 
E—Resources centre is a vibrant centre of Atlanta lqbal Library giving access to 
various online resources including a number of databases. Besides the online 
resources, current journals of various fields in print are available to the users in 
this centre. The Centre, with 53 computers and well equipped audio-video lab 
has evoked a good response from the user community. It is one amongst the 
fifty University libraries in India selected by the University Grants Commission 
for free online access to scholarly journals (published all over the world) under 
its UGC-INFONET programme (Allama Igbal Library, 2011). 
3.3.8.1 Online Digital Resources 
The online digital resources are discussed in break up wise manner as under 
> Databases (Bibliographic Databases) 
It comprises of Web of Science (Through N-List Programme); InfoTrac; JCCC 
(J-Gate Custom Content for Consortia); ISID; Delnet; SciFinder Scholar 
(Chemical Abstract Service); MathSciNet (Mathematical Abstract Service); 
Royal Society of Chemistry. 
➢ Online Databases (Full-text) & Online Libraries (Digital 
Libraries) 
Online databases comprise collection of Elsevier's Science Direct; Springer; 
Taylor & Francis; Emerald (LIS) and EBSCOhost. Online Libraries contains E-
brary 45000A titles and Questia. 
> Open Access Resources 
Open Access Repository of Allama 1,1bal Library contains collections of 
theses, journals, university publications, research papers/ articles, E-paper 
clippings and extension lectures. fl-Resources access of Allama lqbal Library 
is limited to bonatide members only (University of Kashmir, 2011). 
User Id 0 
Password 
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r Virtual resources 
S. No. 	Source 	 URL 
1 	Baen Free Library 	http://www.haen.com/librar  
Ic hal Cyher Libraryhtt /(w~v~v.i balcvberlibran 
3. - -Project Gutenburg 	http://www.g utenberg.net 
Digital Library for 
4.  Earth System http://www.diese.org/library 
Education 
5 Directory of Open http:/iwww.doaj.org/  Access Journal 
http:liwww.uciis.nic.in/ G Judgement Information 
Svstein 
The Complete Works 
7. of \Vi!ham 	 http://shakespeare.nmit.edu/works.htm! 
Shakespeare 
8. Islamic Resources 	htt pJ~ -hvwwww.gcu.edu. k/lil 
	
/is lam. htnl 
Thousands of  
9. Newspapers Listed by 	http://www.onhnenewspapers.com 
Country & Region 
(University of Kashmir, 2012). 
Consortium E-Resources (Full-text) 
This contains UGC-lntoNet Digital Library Consortium. All electronic 
resources subscribed under UGC-InfoNet Digital library consortium are 
available from the publisher's Website. 
3.3.8.2 Acquisition/Processing and Departmental Libraries 
Acquisition centre acts as a procurement of books and allied materials for the 
whole Allama Igbal Library system. Processing section is responsible for 
classification, cataloguing and RFIU tagging of books and allied materials. 
While Departmental libraries section takes care of the requirements and 
functioning of sctninar libraries of various departments and research centers. 
3.3.8.2 Periodicals (Science Back files) 
Besides Internet facility to research scholars, it also holds bound volumes of 
the scholarly journals on science published within and outside the country 
across the globe. 
r 
.net 
3 
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3.3.8.3 Periodicals (Social Science Back files) 
Besides possessing the large scholarly journals on social science published 
within and outside the country, this section also houses a sizeable collection of-
1-lindi and Sanskrit literature and it also maintains archives of both local and 
national newspapers right from 1959. This floor is also responsible for 
conducting workshops and training programmes in I_ibrary Automation. Here 
usetul materials in many formats are downloaded and properly organised for 
the use of library members. 
3.3.8.5 Less Used Collection Section 
Though it houses less used books, but they are very useful, properly shelved, 
arranged and catalogued. In addition, it also maintains Theses and Dissertations 
of various disciplines shelved in a systematic order.. 
3.3.9 User Education 
User education facility is the permanent feature of library. This facility has 
been started in view of fresher students being unfamiliar with different services 
and sections of the library (Allama lybal Library, 2011). 
• 
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Chapter-4: Methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
Research Methodology is defined as the design of procedures and methods by 
means of which the identified problem will be studied. It is concerned with 
population under investigation; how sample will he drawn from population and 
how large should be the sample; where and when will the study be conducted; 
what are the operational definitions of variables relevant to the research 
problem and how will the needed research data be collected and analyzed 
(Busha & Harter, 1980). Research Methodology is a way to systematically 
solve the research problem. It may be understood as a science of studying how 
research is done scientifically. In it the researcher studies the various steps that 
are generally adopted by a researcher in studying his research problem along 
with the logic behind them. It is necessary for researcher to know not only the 
research methods or techniques but also the methodology (Kothari, 2004). 
Methodology has its own implications and necessity in scientific and 
systematic way of investigation, because objectively any research investigation 
cannot be obtained until it is carried out in a very planned and systematic 
manner. Scientific investigation involves careful and proper design, use of 
• standardized tools and tests, identifying adequate sample by using sampling 
techniques, qualitative procedures for collecting data and then careful 
tabulation of data and use of appropriate statistical techniques for analyzing the 
data. 
4.2 Different types of Research Methodologies 
Though there are number of research methodologies; however, the noteworthy 
methodologies among them are discussed here under: 
4.2.1 Experimental Method 
Experimental research differs from other research approaches through is greater 
control over objects of its study. The researcher strives to isolate and control 
every relevant condition which determines the events investigated, so as to 
observe the effects when the conditions are manipulated. Chemical experiments 
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in the laboratory are the purest form of this type of research (William 
Nicholas, 2005). 
4.2.2 Scientific Method 
Ue\\ e\ defines Scientific Method as an 'active, persistent and careful 
consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of 
grounds that support it and the Further conclusions to which they end' (Kumar, 
1992). 
4.2.3 Survey Method 
lull and Albau►n define survey research as 'a systematic gathering of 
information, from a sample of respondents for the purpose of understanding 
and/or predicting some aspect of behavior of' population of interest' Here, 
researcher is concerned with the art and science of' asking questions and/or 
observing behavior to obtain information (Kumar, 1992). 
4.2.4 Case Study Method 
Case Study has been defined by Steuart as the examination of a single situation, 
person, groups or institutions as complex \\,holes in order to identify types and 
procedures (Cauvery et al., 2003). 
4.2.5 Historical Method 
I listorical research has been defined by Burg as the systematic and objective 
location, evaluation and synthesis of evidence in order to establish facts and 
draw conclusion about past events. 
4.2.6 Descriptive Method 
Instead of examining records, descriptive research relies on observation as a 
means of collecting data. It attempts to examine situations in order to establish 
what is the norm. i.e. what can be predicted to happen again under the same 
circumstances (William Nicholas, 2005). 
4.3 Questionnaire design 
Despite being the most popular research technique, questionnaires produce 
infamously low response rate unless the researcher administers them 
personally. Questionnaire design involves great deal of common sense and 
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personal experience (Pickard, 2007). The investigator has designed a set of 
two questionnaires for the present thesis, one for the users of IIT Delhi, I IT 
Kanpur and Kashmir University and the other for library staff of Central 
Library IIT Delhi. P. K. Kelkar Library IIT Kanpur and Allama Iqbal Library 
Kashmir University. Out of the two questionnaires, the one designed for the 
users is based on structured pattern and is in definite order and format. The 
aspects covered in this questionnaire are: awareness of users about automated 
libraries. awareness about library sottwares. about OPAC (Online Public 
Access Catalogue) and its search facilities: user satisfaction with statI and 
overall retrieval system. Similarly, the questionnaire designed for library staff 
also consists of number of questions in definite order and format. I-lowever, this 
questionnaire is divided in two parts viz general and specific questions. This 
questionnaire also covers various aspects like library automation; library 
sott\\are packages: networking; different modules of the softwares and 
Integrated Library System (ILS). In present doctoral thesis. Census method was 
adopted for data collection in case of library staff where as in case of users, 
under Stratified random sampling, random sampling Was adopted for the 
purpose of data collection. "l'he questionnaire administered among users is 
given in Appendix-11while as the one administered among library staff is given 
in Appendix —I . 
Besides the distribution of questionnaires among both the staff and users 
of the select libraries, the investigator also visited the websites of all the three 
surveyed libraries and personally observed the status of library automation, 
OPAC and other search and retrieval facilities. 
4.3.1 Pilot survey 
Before starting the main process of data collection, the Investigator conducted a 
pilot study. The pilot study indicates the embarrassing areas of enquiry. It 
throws up important clues in regard to the wording of questions, and may also 
suggest addition or elimination of certain indicators and variables. Discovery of 
probably responses and relevant dimensions of questions through pilot study 
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can thus lead to formulation of' more meaningful questions (Sharma & Jain, 
2008). 
14 
4.4 	Population and selection of Sample 
A 'Sample' as the name implies, is a smaller representation of' a larger whole. 
The observation of sonic phenomena in complete detail would involve such a 
mess of' data that analysis would be slow and tedious. Moreover, to analyze 
large quantities of material is wasteful when a smaller amount would suffice 
(Goode and Hatt, 2006). All items under consideration in any field of enquiry 
constitute a 'Universe' or 'Population'. A complete enumeration of' all items in 
population is called as Census enquiry. It can he presumed that in such enquiry, 
when all items are covered, no element of chance is left and highest accuracy is 
obtained. But, in practice this may not be true. Even the slightest element of' 
k 	 bias in such an enquiry will get larger and larger as the number of observation 
increases (Kothari, 2004). The present study was conducted among the staff 
and users of' two premier institutes of' national importance and one of the State 
Universities of' India. I Icre, Census method is adopted for the staff because the 
population in all the select libraries is very small. 
Against this backdrop. samples were selected by using stratified 
sampling method (having Students, Research Scholars and Faculty Members). 
Strati lied random sampling method is a combination of random sampling and 
purposive sampling. Under this system the universe is first divided into number 
of strata or groups based on single criterion. Then from each group member of 
0 	 Items are selected randomly. Under stratified random sampling, random 
sampling was adopted. Random sampling is the most popular method and 
random does not mean haphazard selection of units from a universe, it refers to 
all units in the population getting equal chances of being selected (Cauvery et 
al., 2003). The researcher selected a sample of 527, 315 and 555 out of total 
population of 5269, 3143 and 5550 users respectively in all the three select 
libraries for this study. Thus, 10% of' total population was taken as a sample. 
+ 	 This sample was randomly selected. 'I he investigator visited personally Central 
Library of III Delhi, 1'. K. Kelkar Library of' IIT Kanpur and Allama Iqbal 
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Library of Kashmir University and approached the librarians of respective 
libraries for seeking permission to collect the necessary data. 
4.5 Methodology Adopted 
Since, the present doctoral thesis is concerned with the usage of library 
software by Students, Researchers and Faculty members of IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Kashmir University; hence Survey method was adopted for the 
present work. 'Though there are number of techniques available for data  
collection, however worth mentioning among them are questionnaire; 
scheduled: interview, observation, etc. There are three commonly used 
techniques for gathering the data in survey research; the Questionnaire method, 
the Interview method and the Observational method. Notably, the investigator 
has used questionnaire for collecting the data for present study. However, this 
has been supplemented with the interview as and when required. 
The data for survey research is usually obtained by means of 
questionnaire, a series of pre-determined questions that can be either self- 
determined, or administered by mail, or asked interviews. Since, questionnaires 
arc considered the single most popular data collection tools in any research 
involving human subjects (Pickard, 2007). Therefore, questionnaire is key 
important tool used for present work to collect necessary data. The investigator 
has designed a set of two questionnaires, one for the Library staff and another 
for the users of the select libraries. The investigator personally visited all the 
three select libraries and has approached to the librarians and users of IIT 
Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Kashmir University to collect the necessary data. 
Significantly, a pilot study has been undertaken to check the validity and 
objectivity of the prepared questionnaires. Subsequently, questionnaires were 
administered for data collection. The two questionnaires, one for the staff and 
other for the users were pre-tested before finalizing them. The main purpose of 
pre-testing was to find out the users opinion, the language used and to rule out 
any ambiguities, doubts and pitfalls so as to get the target responses and results. 
The questionnaire for users was distributed among twenty users of select 
libraries. The respondents were asked to note down the dillictdties while 
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filling;  up the questionnaire. During the whole exercise several suggestions 
were put forth both from the respondents and from the librarians. Against these 
suggestions, necessary modifications have been carried out after the pilot study 
to design the final questionnaires.  
4.6 Administration of Questionnaires to Users 
The investigator has approached directly to users and handed over 
questionnaires to them. Significantly, care has been taken to have a 
representative sample of total population of students, though the random 
sampling was adopted. A total of 527 questionnaires were administered for a 
population of 5269 users comprising 3900 UG students and PG students 948 
Research Scholars and 421 Faculty members in the month of April 2010 among 
the users of Central Library, 111 Delhi. Similarly, 315 questionnaires were 
administered for a population of 3143 users comprising 2028 UG students and 
PG students and 758 Research Scholars and 357 Faculty members of P. K. 
Kelkar Library, ITT Kanpur in the month of Tune. 2010. Though there are 6000 
students registered with Kashmir University, however some about 850 students 
are pursuing their courses from different colleges which are affiliated with 
Kashmir University. Therefore, a total of 555 questionnaires were administered 
in the month of August, 2010 for a population of 5550 users comprising 4750 
PG students, 400 Research Scholars and 400 faculty members of Kashmir 
University. 
The ultimate response rate from the library users of ITT Delhi, II T 
Kanpur and Kashmir University are found to he 89.75"/0, 92.380/u and 90.63% 
respectively. The response rate of users is shown in the table given in next 
chapter. 
4.7 Administration of Questionnaire to Staff 
In case of staff, the researcher has approached directly to the staff after getting 
the permission from the librarians and handed over questionnaire to them. 
Significantly, care has been taken to collect the information from whole staff of 
the population, though Census Method was adopted. In this method, all units of 
the population are selected to test one or more characteristics of all those units. 
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The units are often an actual national population, or it can be national literacy 
rate or number of books in a particular library, etc. This type of study is often 
conducted by Government agencies. The investigator has personally handed 
over the questionnaire to librarians of respective libraries. Apart from this, the 
same set of questionnaire has also been handed over to the in-charges of  
different sections of these libraries. These in-charges have provided 
information pertaining to their sections and subsequently all the filled-in 
questionnaires have been submitted to the librarian of the institute. Notably, the 
librarians cross checked all the information concerning different sections and 
merged them in one set of questionnaire. 'Ire investigator was given back this 
filled-in questionnaire having consolidated information of all the sections. 
4.8 Interview Method 
It is an important element on the part of research methodology to explain the 
steps which are being taken to help the respondents to make them feel at ease, 
and to enable them to feel some degree of control over data collection process 
(Oliver, 2008). Interview is the face-to-face conversation between the 
researcher or his agent (who hopefully knows what he wants from the 
respondent) and the respondent who has the desired information in his mind or 
possession. As questionnaire method has certain limitations to collect the data. 
Therefore, to enrich the qualitative data from the questionnaires, the 
investigator adopted the structured interview method for data collection. 
Structured interviews are those in which questions are posed in a face-to-face 
situation and the respondent is offered a complete list or some of the potential 	- 
answers. Questions to be asked are formulated before the interview. Apart from 
above, the investigator felt that for filling the gaps in information provided by 
the respondents, scheduled method would he most appropriate. Therefore, 
scheduled method was also adopted for the purpose. Schedule method is a 
technique of collecting data by sending schedules through an enumerator. The 
enumerator contacts the respondent, gets the replies to the questions from him, 
but tills up the schedule in his own handwriting (Kumar, 1992). The 
investigator has used all the three methods for present work. Apart from these 
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methods, the investigator also consulted various printed and electronic 
resources such as annual reports; pamphlets; brochures; newsletters; websites 
and other records to cross-check the validity and authenticity of the data 
provided by the respondents. 
4.9 	Problems in data collection and their solutions 
Despite their busy schedule and work pressure, the Librarians of IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Kashmir University helped a lot during the whole exercise of data 
collection. In fact, they arranged a separate meeting for this purpose and 
showed a lot of interest in providing valuable suggestions regarding the present 
doctoral thesis. However, while collecting the data for this study, the librarians 
of all the select institutes had devoted sufficient time for filling up the 
questionnaire. When the investigator visited the Central Library of IIT Delhi in 
the first visit, the librarian could not provide required data instantly due to his 
busy schedule. Similarly, the librarian of IIT Kanpur and Kashmir University 
also could not fill up the questionnaires at the first visit, due to their work 
pressure. However, when the investigator again approached the head of Central 
Library IIT Delhi after a couple of months, he was kind enough to provide all 
the useful data. In case of IIT Kanpur, the librarian assured to send the filled-in 
questionnaires within short span of tine. Unfortunately it took couple of 
months to reach the post at Aligarh. In Kashmir University, the librarian 
provided some useful suggestions and asked to leave the questionnaire and the 
tilled-in questionnaire had been returned to the investigator after a week. 
It is noteworthy to point out here that investigator had also used several 
data collection techniques such as interview, observation and document review 
to check the validity and reliability of collected data. 
4.10 Standard Followed 
American Psychological Association (APA, 2010) format has been followed 
for providing bibliographical references. The two examples of this format are 
mentioned hereunder: 
Adams, Roy 1(1986). Information Technology and Libraries: A Future 
for Academic Libraries. London: Croon Helen. 
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➢ Butcher, Roger (1993). An Overview of British Library Automation at 
St. Pancras. Prugram, 27(3), 281-292. 
4.11 Analysis and Interpretation of Data 
The data collected from I1T Delhi, 11T Kanpur and Kashmir University through 
questionnaires was scrutinized by comparing answers to one question with 
answers to related questions so as to check the consistency and compatibility. 
The investigator used a self designed coding sheet and statistical counting was 
done for each response. The data obtained through questionnaires has been 
cross checked by the data obtained through interview and observation. Finally, 
the data have been organized; analyzed; compared; consolidated; tabulated and 
interpreted by using tables, percentages and statistical techniques. The software 
package MS-Excel and Chi-Square statistical tests have been used to verify the 
validity of results. In the light of above data, useful findings, recommendations 
and conclusion have been derived. 
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Chapter-5: Staff Perspective about Library Software 
This chapter discusses in detail the analysis and interpretation of responses 
obtained from the library staff of Central Library. IIT Delhi; P. K. Kelkar 
Library, 11"I' Kanpur and Allama Iqbal Library, Kashmir University. To 
evaluate the 'E1iectiveness of different Software Packages used by the libraries 
of IFF Delhi. I1T Kanpur and Kashmir University'. a well designed 
questionnaire was prepared for data collection and administered among the 
library state' of these libraries. The collected data is presented and analyzed as 
under: 
Table - I Status of Automation 
S. No Libraries Software I2DB`IS 	Operating system 
	
— in use 	 Server 	Clients 
I 	11T 	LibSys 	SQL 	Linux Windows 
Delhi server 
2 	IIT Kanpur 	I.ibSys 	SQ1. 	Linux 	Windows 
server 
3 	Kashmir 	Virtua 	Oracle 	Linux 	Windows 
tin iversity 
Status of Automation 
In the perspective of automation in libraries, the responses received from staff 
reveal that the major operations and services in all the select libraries are 
automated. \Vith respect to software package used for automating library 
operations and services in the above mentioned libraries, the response received 
from staff in table-I shows that Central Library, IIT Delhi and P.K. Kelkar 
Library. IIT Kanpur are using LibSys software. WhileAllama Iqbal Library, 
Kashmir University is at present using Virtua software package of VTLS 
Company for automation. 
LibSys is an integrated library management software package designed 
to run on wide spectrum of hardware/software platforms in Client-Server 
environment. I.ibSvs is built around its centralized bibliographic database 
based on Z39.50 format. It is observed that LibSys software used by Central 
Library, Il'l' Delhi and P. K. Kelkar Library: IIT Kanpur is installed on Linux as 
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a server platform having any version of Windows as a Client. When asked  
about the reasons of using Linux, it was opined that Linux has stronger 
database security than other operating systems. The menace of virus is unheard  
of in the Linux world. In turn, it helps to save extra expenses on buying anti 
viruses to protect the database. The Cost factor is another obvious advantage of 
Linux as it is freely available. The best part of Linux is that it is open source. It 
means besides getting it free of charge. users will be able to modify the source 
code to suit their desires by adding more features or removing undesired ones. 
Contrary to that. Virtua software package is a Windows based Client-
Server application. Virtua is a flexible, fully integrated and standard based 
integrated library system. It is noted that Virtua software used by Allama Igbal 
Library. Kashmir University is installed on Linux server platform with 
Windows as a Client. Virtua software necessarily requires Oracle RDBMS at 
its back end. While as Central Library IIT Delhi and P. K. Kelkar Library, ITT 
Kanpur runs LibSys on SQi. server as backend RORMS. 
The Central Library, FIT Delhi has been using LibSys software since 
1999. However, library started with LibSys4 version and then migrated, in 
2007, to LSPremia version of the software. On being asked about the reason of 
installing LSPremia version, the staff opined that this is art enhanced version 
having user friendly features with better interface. This version supports multi-
lingual scripts. It was revealed by the staff that LSPremia version faces 
problems with web OPAC and does not support RFID compatibility. Therefore, 
the library is soon going to switch over to LibSys7 version. The LibSys7 
version has web OPAC interface with enhanced features. It is also compatible 
with RFID technology. 
On the other hand, P. K. Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur in 2007 switched 
over from in-house designed IIT Kanpur Library Automation Software (it-
[(LAS) to LibSys software. The software was developed and installed in 1987 
by computer science department along with some library professionals of IIT 
Kanpur. After using iit-KLAS for nearly 20 years, it was felt that iit-KLAS 
lacks updating and upgraded versions to accommodate the future expansions 
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tier satisfying the emerging needs of library and its users. Against this 
backdrop, the library switched over to LibSys software. LibSys accepts the 
cataloguing data entry in formats like USMARC, OCLC, etc. which was not 
possible in iit-KLAS. This feature facilitates import and export of data in 
MARC and non-MARC formats from established bibliographic databases. 
Significantly, this facility is used by both the surveyed IIT libraries. Moreover, 
LSPremia version of LibSys used by surveyed IIT libraries also supports 
UNICODE standards. 
Since. SOUL software was not compatible to handle the large collection 
of resources in Arabic. Urdu and Hindi Languages of Allama Iqbal Library, 
Kashmir University: thereby, it shifted from SOUL to Virtua software. Virtua 
is the first software to support fully UNICODE standards that enables it to deal 
with collection in bi-directional languages. Thus, helps in preserving the 
original language of resources. Significantly. these resources are displayed in 
OPAC in their original script. In addition. Virtua is also compatible with RFID 
technology which was another major shortcoming of SOUL software. Based on 
the above mentioned features, Allama Iqbal Library, in 2008, switched over 
from 'SOUL' to Virtua software of VTLS Company. 
5.1 	Support Services of the Software 
As tar as services of the respective vendors of the softwares is concerned, only 
Ill' Delhi had reported satisfaction, while the other two libraries have reported 
that vendors are not prompt in delivering the desired services. The staff of IIT 
Kanpur have complained that even after paying the Annual Maintenance 
Charges (AMC), representative from the LibSys do not turn up promptly in 
solving their problems. This may owe to the fact that Kanpur City is located at 
little far oft' from the location of LibSys Headquarter i.e. Gurgaon and New 
Delhi is very close from the Gurgaon. It is because of this reason; LibSys 
people have been attending all the calls and responding promptly to 11T Delhi. 
As far as Kashmir University is concerned, it is located quite far from the 
Virtua Ileadquarter located in Greater Noida. Moreover, reaching to Srinagar is 
difficult due to the non- availability of railway communication. Due to all these 
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possible reasons, Kashmir University might have not been getting a prompt 
response from the vendor for support services. 
5.2 Salient Features of the Upgraded version of the Software 
As reported by the staff of Central Library IIT Delhi, LSPremia version of 
LibS-,•s has more friendly features with better interface as compared to that of 
LibSys4. The LSPremia version of LibSys being used by select IIT libraries is 
also capable of centralized procurement with facility to manage location wise 
acquisition process of multiple libraries. Though, the UNICODE feature of 
LSPremia version has facilitated the storage and retrieval of records in 
languages such as Hindi etc. However, it remains to be seen that to what extent 
this feature will be used by the library. On the other hand, the staff of P. K. 
Kelkar Library. IIT Kanpur revealed that LibSys has enabled better 
cataloguing, efficient management of staff and better accounts management as 
compared to their in-house software iit-KLAS. It was also revealed that LibSys 
had more friendly features with better interface in comparison to iit-KLAS. 
Significantly. Virtua used by Allama Iqbal Library. Kashmir University 
made it possible to deal efficiently with bi-directional languages like Urdu, 
Arabic and Hindi collection of' the library. Notably, around twenty five 
thousand records in Urdu and approximately ten thousand records in Arabic 
and I Iindi have been created in Virtua database. Apart from this salient feature, 
Virtua also enabled the Rl ll) compatibility which was not possible in SOUL 
software. Another significant advantage of Virtua lies in the tact that it has 
virtually wiped away queues seen at the circulation counter with the help of self 
check-out and check-in facility. Users, at present, are enthusiastic in using self 
check-out and check-in stations. It is worthy to mention here that the 
circulation counter is still in existence to serve those who are not comfortable 
in using these above mentioned check-out and check-in machines. Needless to 
say, a library can not abandon the circulation system altogether, because there 
may be any technical problem in self check-out and check-in machines. 
Therefore, as a back-up support, we need to maintain the circulation counter. 
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5.3 	Modules of the Software Operational in the select libraries 
The different modules which are operational in the surveyed libraries are 
discussed below: 
Check!ist-IAcquisiaion Alodule 
Checkpoints IIT 	Ill 
Delhi 	Kanpur 
Kashmir 
University 
Enabled faster pre-order duplicate checking Yes Yes Yes 
Enabled to keep up-to-date vendor database Yes Yes Yes 
Facilitate easy preparation of purchase orders 	Yes Yes Yes 
Facilitates downloading of bibliographic data 	Yes No Yes 
from CD-RUMS, international databases like 
LC, OCLC, RLIN, WLN, etc. or vendor 
supplied electronic catalogues 
Enables electronic ordering and easy hook Yes No Yes 
selection 
Facilitate to send timely reminders and letters Yes Yes Yes 
for order cancellation 
Enabled 	to 	maintain 	up 	to 	date 	fund Yes Yes Yes 
utilization account 
Facilitates 	easy 	accessioning 	and 	invoice Yes Yes Yes 
processing 
Helps in preparation of vendor performance Yes Yes Yes 
report 
Facilitated prompt notification to users Yes No No 
5.3.1 Acquisition System 
An automated library system uses the power and advantages of computer 
facility to improve the various processes involved in acquisition. 
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Reynolds briefly compared both manual and automated systems as 
follows 
"Manual acquisition systems are extremely labor intensive as well as 
paper intensive and usually allow for only a limited range of 
management information to be compiled. Automated acquisition 
system, on the oilier hand, can substantially reduce the amount of 
paper shuffling and can perform a number of monitoring activities 
and generate reports that escape manual systems" (Reynolds, 1985). 
Against the above mentioned backdrop, it would be pertinent to mention here 
that in the manual acquisition section, the most tedious job is duplicate 
checking. However, this can be performed with much ease in an automated 
acquisition system. Hence, all the three libraries tinder study use this function 
with the help of the software. In a manual system, the libraries use to prepare 
manual records of all the vendors. Sometimes, the updation of these records 
uses to consume too much time. However, in an automated system, editing of 
any record is quite simple. Hence, all these three libraries use this facility in the 
acquisition module of the software. However, the purchase orders are also 
generated with the facility available in the sotlware. Significantly, both the 
softwares i.e. LibSys and Virtua provide easy preparation of purchase orders. 
Regarding vendor database, the updation is done as per the requirements. The 
staff of all the three libraries handles these operations with joy as these 
available features made editing quite simpler. 
When a library desires to acquire any book, the first step in that 
direction would be to enter the data either directly into the system or imported  
from some external sources such as databases like LC, OCLC, RLIN, WLN, 
etc. into its files. Although, acquisition system of both softwares enables 
electronic ordering and easy book selection facilities as mentioned earlier.  
However, it was observed that this facility is only used by Central Library, IIT 
Delhi and Allama Iqbal Library, Kashmir University. While as it remains to be 
seen that when P. K. Kelkar Library. IIT Kanpur will use this feature of 
acquisition system. It is important to mention here that the automated system 
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supports different modes of acquisition such as firm orders, on-approval, on 
exchange solicited gift items. Furthermore, once a decision to purchase any 
publication is taken by the library, the order should be procured and sent to 
vendors, publishers depending on the mode of acquisition for each of the items 
that are ready for purchase. Among all the surveyed libraries, software is used 
to carry out these activities. Significantly, the feature related to the use of 
international databases mentioned above is being used in IIT Delhi library as 
well as Kashmir University. Till now, this feature is not used by the staff of IIT 
Kanpur library. On being, asked, they replied that so far we have not received 
the desired level of efficiency in using the external bibliographic data. 
Regarding the reminders, the acquisition module of both LibSys and 
Virtua facilitates to send timely reminders and letters for claiming or 
cancellation of orders. This module of both softwares is able to amend or 
cancel orders which were prolonged and expensive in manual system. This 
feature helps in fast, effective and efficient control over ordering, claiming and 
cancellation activities. All the select libraries are using this facility. I lowever, 
the staff of P. K. Kelkar Library, lIT Kanpur revealed that they also send hard 
copy reminders for claiming and cancelling orders. 
A significant feature in an acquisition system is the management of 
allocated budgets and the preparation of financial statements. Notably, the 
allocation of funds is done in the beginning of fiscal year nevertheless, it could 
be re-allocated anytime during the financial year. An automated acquisition 
system should be capable to handle all the budgetary functions. Taking the 
advantage of available features, IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Kashmir University 
are maintaining their different budget heads using the available features of the 
respective software. It is worthy to mention here that the acquisition staff feels 
happy with these features, because in the manual procedure lot of calculations 
were needed to be done. Furthermore, there were always chances of human 
errors in the mathematical calculations. 
When an ordered item is received, it is important that all the Functions 
associated with receipts like invoice processing and payments are done to 
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enable the processing of further steps in order to make the item available 
before the user community. According to Reynolds, given below are some of 
the useful receiving functions. 
On receipt of an item, automatic notification should be generated by the 
system if the actual price exceeds the encumbered price by a specified 
percentage. On receipt, immediate updating of all files, including fund 
accounts, display of system-supplied instructions or options disposition of 
items (Reynolds, 1985). 
Regarding received item processing, the function is straightforward i.e. 
the item is received along with an invoice. The staff of lIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur 
and Kashmir University enters the details of invoice, copies supplied, cost price 
of the item, currency in which the cost is invoiced, etc., this is done in order to 
facilitate the further steps such as accessioning and invoice processing. 
Nevertheless, the staff of both the IIT's revealed that they face problemsin case 
of conversion of foreign currency rates. Apparently, this difference of opinion 
owes to the library management software. It seems that LibSys software needs 
a little bit of tuning to fix this problem. 
The vendor performance report shows how effective the service of a 
particular vendor has been. The report can show the supplies that the vendor 
has been able to make within different time intervals like 1-15 days, 16-31 
days. etc. and the ratio of the number of books supplied to the number ordered 
in a given period of tine. Both LibSys and Virtua acquisition systems help in 
the preparation of vendor performance report. It was revealed by the In-Charges 
of all the select libraries that they use this facility of acquisition module. This 
feature enables to produce comparative analysis of different vendors. It helps to 
know the status and reputation of a particular vendor in supplying the orders 
imely. 
Notably, the acquisition module of both LibSys and Virtua is capable to 
send prompt notification to users. LibSys allows sending user notification 
through SMS and e-mail. While as Virtua sends prompt alert to users through 
Really Simple Syndicate (RSS) updates. Users can subscribe to RSS feed of 
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frequently changing content in Chamo social OPAC. Chamo OPAC is 
enhanced version of OPAC. It is more interactive and user friendly than OPAC. 
By subscribing. users will receive updates via text messages or e-mails. 
However, because of ban on SMS facility in Kashmir by Government of India, 
this facility is not used by Allama Igbal Library. This facility lets the staff to 
quickly inform patrons about the status of their requested titles. It helps to keep 
the users updated of new acquisitions that are related to their field of study. On 
being asked, it was observed that Central Library. IIT Delhi sends notification 
to users about new titles through e-mail that is maintained in the users' profile. 
While as in P. K. Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur, this facility is not yet in service. 
On contrary, Allama Ighal Library, Kashmir University does not send 
notification to individual user through e-mail or SMS. Instead, it displays flash 
news of new acquisitions in the OPAC of the library. 
Checklist-2 Cataloguing Module 
Checkpoints Libraries 
IIT IIT Kashmir 
Delhi Kanpur University 
Helps in easy cataloguing Yes Yes Yes 
The cataloguing module of your software Yes Yes Yes 
supports easy and MARC' based data entry 
Enables import and export of data Yes Yes Yes 
I lelpful to do easy copy cataloguing like Yes No Yes 
~ downloading catalogue records from 
bibliographic databases such as OCLC, 
LC, etc 
Generate and maintain authority tiles Yes Yes Yes 
Enabled the maintenance of thesaurus Yes Yes Yes 
Produces Spine and Bar code labels Yes *Yes Yes 
Cataloguing module supports international Yes Yes Yes 
standards 
;l lowever, without spine labels 
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5.3.2 Cataloguing Module 
Automation of' cataloguing involves thc:-preparation of a record which can be 
read by a machine and also by human beings. This record is prepared by the 
cataloguer: the input of that record into computer is done with the help of either 
data entry operator or library stall, The most compelling reason to automate the 
cataloguing function of a library is to make the catalogue available for public 
access and also to remote users with the help of internet. Mentioning the 
advantages of automated cataloguing system, Woods stated that in manual 
system, all cards have to he drafted, checked, proof read, corrected, sorted and 
filed, if any book is moved to a new location, weeded out or manipulated, all 
the cards will have to be fixed out and corrected. On contrary, in a computer 
based system, file needs only one amendment to correct all the entries besides 
having various other advantages (\Voods, 1986). 
Raving realized these advantages of an automated cataloguing system, 
all the surveyed libraries have been using almost all the available features of 
cataloguing modules of LibSys and Virtua software. Respondents of these 
libraries have revealed that available features have proved very helpful and 
contributed in many ways to bring efficiency in the library. Significant 
advantages have been mentioned below: 
Respondents of all the three libraries opined that the process of 
cataloguing has been made easier with the help of library management 
software. It is noteworthy to mention that before application of the related 
PCatures, potential users in lIT Delhi. IIT Kanpur and Kashmir University had 
to wait around four weeks to get newly required material. However, this period 
has now been reduced considerably. In Kashmir University, the book is made 
available in five days while in IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur the waiting period has 
conic down to six days and seven days respectively. 
Cataloguing and its associated process like classification and subject 
indexing are among the most cost-intensive processes in a library. In a 
developed nation like USA, the cost of original cataloguing ranges between 25-
t1 dollars per book. '[hough it is not that much costly in India (Uaravua, 
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2004). It has been reported by the staff of all the surveyed libraries that 
automation has helped in reducing the cost of cataloguing books. This has been 
possible with the help of sharing catalogue records over networks and also by 
using MARC data from library networks such as INFLIBNET and Developing 
Library Network (DELNET). It is noteworthy to mention here that each 
surveyed library is either a member of INFLIBNET or DELNET. 
One of the most important reasons for the automation of cataloguing 
section is to achieve standardization. In this direction, all the surveyed libraries 
have made significant achievements and converted all their records in 
MARC21 format. 
Apart from the above mentioned benefits, the Virtua software is used for 
the downloading of some cataloguing records from important bibliographic 
data bases in Kashmir University. The counterpart feature available in LibSys 
software is also used by IIT Delhi; nevertheless, the ITT Kanpur does not use 
this significant feature of the software. 
In addition to these, among the surveyed libraries the Kashmir 
University is the only library which uses the Unicode feature for the input, 
storage and retrieval of bibliographic data. This primarily owes to the fact that 
a substantial number of books are available in Arabic. Persian and Urdu 
languages. However, only a handful of Hindi books are available in the 
surveyed ITT libraries which, till now, have not been given preference for the 
creation of database using Unicode feature of the LibSys. 
It is important to mention here that the two surveyed libraries namely P. 
K. Kelkar Library, ITT Kanpur and Allama Tgbal Library, Kashmir University 
were earlier using iit-KLAS and SOUL software. They have imported the data 
from these softwares with the help of import/export facility available in LibSys 
and Virtua softwares. It is equally important to mention here that these libraries 
did not have any problem in importing the data from earlier software. This task 
of importing the data has been done by the staff of respective libraries in the 
presence of representative from LibSys and Virtua software companies. 
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It is found that Central Library, IIT Delhi and P.K Kelkar Library, IIT 
Kanpur have completed retrospective conversion of their entire collection. 
While as Allama Iqbal Library Kashmir University has done retrospective 
conversion up to 80-90°i%. 
It was also revealed by all surveyed libraries that they found the 
authority tile maintenance very helpful in both the sottwares. However, the 
staff of all these libraries have been found quite fascinated with the availability 
for the generation of wide spectrum of reports. It is noteworthy to mention 
here, that these reports have saved a substantial amount of time of library staff. 
Hence, all these libraries generate almost all the reports related to cataloguing 
module. The staff of IIT Kanpur also revealed that with the availability of 
printed reports, no user complains about the illegible writings. Significantly, 
both the sottwares have the in-built facility for generation of barcode and spine 
labels. Notably. IFI' Delhi and Kashmir University have been using this salient 
feature of the software. Though Ill Kanpur is generating barcode labels, 
nevertheless, the spine labels are not generated. When, the investigator has 
pointed out this basic facility of cataloguing module operational in ii ,r Delhi, 
the In-Charge of cataloguing section of IIT Kanpur have responded with a 
positive note that our library, in future, will also Generate spine labels using the 
software. 
Regarding, the usage of thesaurus facility available in LibSys and 
Virtua. the library staff of all the surveyed libraries have yet to gain the 
confidence. The staff' of all these libraries revealed, though they are using 
thesaurus, but they still need more training for the fuller understanding and 
usage of thesaurus features. 
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C/reek/ist-3 Circulation Module 
Libraries 
Checkpoints II"1' 	II"I' 	Kashmir 
Delhi 	Kanpur 	University 
Creation of membership database of different Yes Yes Yes 
categories with different parameters 
Yes Yes Yes Helpful 	in 	generating 	Patron 	ID card 	with 
required 	size 	of 	photograph 	and 	barcode 
number 
Easy for staff to process loans, returns and Yes Yes Yes 
Circulation of library resources 
Supports automatic generation of due date slip Yes Yes Yes 
and generates automatic reminders for overdue 
items 
Supports integration with security system that No No Yes 
compliments 	the 	self 	issue, 	self check-in/ 
check-out features 
Generation of tines automatically Yes Yes Yes 
Facilitates 	Inter-Library 	Loan and 	makes 	it No No No 
easy 	to 	keep 	record 	of both 	inward 	and 
outward loans 
Helpful in stock verification and printing of No No Yes 
various types of statistical reports 
5.3.3 Circulation Module 
Circulation control has been one of the first applications of automated libraries 
durin2 1960s in the western world (Ilaravu, 2004). There are several aspects of 
circulation transactions and an automated system should be able to follow all of 
thrsc following functions: 
• Check-out of materials 
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• Renewal of Loans 
• Return of materials 
• Mentitication of overdue materials 
• Issuing of recalls for materials on loan 
• Ilandling of fines 
• Generation of reports and 
• Preparation of ofiline notices (Reynolds, 1985) 
One of the first online circulation systems had been installed in Illinois 
State Library in 1966. Another early online circulation system was 
implemented in late 1967 at Midwestern University in Texas (Reynolds, 1985). 
Atkinson described, "That the circulation system should be one which would 
speak to the problems of its users rather than simply the problems of the library 
(Atkinson, 1972). After mentioning the background information about 
circulation system. respondents of all the three surveyed libraries will be 
analyzed in the following paragraphs. 
The investigator has found all the three libraries namely Central Library, 
ITT Delhi; P. K. Kelkar Library, UT Kanpur and Allama Igbal Library, Kashmir 
University using circulation module of the respective softwares. In the 
beginning of the session, the particulars related to new members have been 
collected. Subsequently. this information is fed into the computer for further 
use. It is important to note here that all these libraries are collecting 
photographs also for putting scanned images along with the required 
information of the bonafide member. However, for existing members promoted 
to the next year of their study programs, only the updating of the information is 
done. In addition to this, the creation of the staff database is done in all the 
three libraries. Needless to say, periodical updation is not required in the 
membership file of the staff. 
Staff deployed at the circulation counter of the surveyed libraries 
reported that automation of circulation section brought a high degree of 
efficiency and accuracy. The manual method was prone to several errors for 
example the staff of all the libraries revealed that they had faced tremendous 
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amount of difficulties in filing and making arrangement of hundreds of 
borrower cards as well as book cards. Now, with the implementation of 
circulation module, staff is feeling relaxed. Furthermore, the staff of all the 
surveyed libraries has also felt that there is an increased usage of library 
collection due to automated environment. On being asked, the staff of select  
libraries was unable to estimate the exact percentage of the increased usage of 
library collection. However, they were of the view that this may range between 
25-30 percent in comparison to manual operations. This factor can be owed to 
the fact that the time taken in charging of an item in an automated circulation 	- 
system is pretty less in comparison to the manual circulation. The borrower 
reluctant to visit the library having lesser amount of time are now often seen  
going and issuing the books while having their one period vacant in the lime 
table. As a matter of fact, staff of the circulation counter of the surveyed 
libraries has reported that due to time consuming manual procedure, it was 
observed that the students were quite reluctant in borrowing the documents 
from the libraries. These students used to get bored while observing the long 
queues at the circulation counter. 
Moreover, staff of the surveyed libraries also reported that greater 
control over the issued items because of automation. In a manual circulation 
control section, sending the reminders was a tedious job. On contrary, the staff 
of these surveyed libraries have been sending reminders through e-mail which 
is quite simple and easy. 	 - 
Although. LibSys supports self check-out facility, but the facility is not 
being used by both the ITT libraries. Ifowever, Central Library, lIT Delhi has 
installed scanner machines for self issue, nevertheless, due to RFID cards in 
production process; self Check-out is yet to start in the library. Notably, the 
Drop box for returned items in Central Library, IIT Delhi is functional. While 
as it is not seen in the P. K. Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur. On contrary, self 
Check-out and Check-in facility are in use in Allanta lqbal Library, Kashmir 
University. These facilities resulted in minimum stalk intervention in issue and 
return of books. Notably, it was also reported by Allama lqbal Library that self 
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check-out has further increased the usage of library resources and also 
generated an enthusiasm among the user community particularly among the 
students. Consequently, the entire scenario has provided an opportunity for the 
Chief' librarian to deploy the circulation counter staff for other productive 
services such as reference service etc. 
Apart from these benefits ofcirculation system, the staff of the surveyed 
libraries also revealed that automation helped in the analysis of the circulated 
items. This feature further helps in examining the acquisition related policies of 
the libraries. For instance, if a book is continuously issued or being put as a 
reserved item, the staff of these libraries advise the In- Charge of acquisition 
section to start the process of procuring more copies of the same item. 
The automation of circulation system, however, has posed a problem 
before the staff. This problem is related with the fine and management of 
finances. The staff of the surveyed libraries has reported that in manual system, 
they were free to wave-off the fines. They used to do it, in case of any request 
made by the poor students. Nevertheless, they ceased this privilege in an 
automated environment. The system calculates the amount towards fine and 
staff is left with no option other than collecting the amount. Thus system 
ignores some times, the genuine requests of the user community. This 
investigator however, have suggested to the staff of these libraries to utilize the 
facility available in both the softwares regarding partial waving-off the lines. 
On being, displayed in the software, the staff felt happy and also assured its use 
in the future. 
It is also important to mention here that no surveyed library is using 
Inter-Library Loan facility. "The staff of all three libraries has revealed that they 
need a thorough training on the aspect of Inter-Library Loan. 
During the training related to circulation module, the staff have shown a 
great amount of interest in receiving the inputs with respect to the stock 
verification procedure. On the basis of these inputs from the trainer, it was 
found that staff of' these libraries is quite optimistic with respect to stock 
verification process. They are under impression that the whole process can be 
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performed with the remarkable speed. However, among the surveyed libraries, 
only Allama lqbal Library has done the process of stock verification with the 
help of Virtua software. Significantly, the persons involved in the process of 
stock verification have revealed that the process is not as simple and easy what 
they have thoughtduring the training session. 
Checklist-4 Serials control Module 
Libraries 
Checkpoints IIT 	IIT 	Kashmir 
Delhi Kanpur Universi 
ty 
Enabled easy input of serials data for check-in Yes Yes No 
Enables easy subscription of new journals Yes Yes No 
initiated by the library and avoids duplication 
Helpful in efficient renewal and cancellation Yes 	Yes No 
Enables easy accessioning of individual issue Yes Yes No 
Keeps record of missing issues Yes Yes No 
Enables 	to 	send 	automatic 	reminders 	for Yes Yes No 
missing issues 
Helpful in preparation of list of holdings with Yes Yes No 
their status 
Helps in maintenance of proper utilization of Yes  Yes No 
fund accounts for subscription and binding 
Maintains binding file Yes Yes No 
Supports printing of barcode labels for both Yes Yes No 
bound and loose issues of serials 
Supports search and retrieval facility for staff Yes Yes No 
within the module 
Helps in easy invoice processing for both new Yes Yes No 
subscription and renewal subscription 
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5.3.4 Serials Control 
Developing a module for serials control is the most difficult job for a developer 
and the use of this module is most difficult for the staff of library. Software 
vendors receive highest number of complaints 11'om the clients regarding the 
serials control. This happens because of several idiosyncrasies involved in the 
serials publications. 
In the early years of automation, the main application of the computer 
with respect to serials control was the updating and printing of serials list 
(Remolds, 1985). Historically, the concept of applying data processing 
techniques to serials began to attract attention as early as 1949 when punch-
cards were used in serials procurement at the University of Texas Library 
(Steward, 1968). Later on. during 1960s, several libraries in the US attempted 
to automate many procedures involved in serials control. One of the first to do 
so was the University of California. 
Ravichandra Rao stated that an automatic serials control should perform 
the following functions: 
• Ordering new journals 
• Renewals Ot ,jOUrnals 
• Discontinuation of journals 
• Receiving the journals 
• Sending the reminders 
• Preparation ofa list of received journals 
• Keeping track of amount spent on the subscription of journals 
(Ravichandra Rao, 1983). 
Among the surveyed libraries, Kashmir University has not yet started 
using the serials control module. While the other two libraries namely IIT Delhi 
and IIT Kanpur have been using serials control module of the software. This 
investigator has tried to know the reasons of not using the serials control 
module from the library staff of Kashmir University. The staff of the university 
library revealed that they have started using serials control module of Virtua 
only for the bound volumes. They have also revealed that in the process they 
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did not face any problem. On being asked, why other utilities of the module has 
not yet been in operation, the staff of library responded that they are in need of 
another level of training on the serials control module in order to get fuller 
understanding of the module. The staff of library also opined that the module 
will he in operation once that stage of training is over. 
11T Delhi and lIT Kanpur have started using serials control module right 
from the beginning of the automation process in their libraries. The library staff 
of both those libraries revealed that the module helped them by a way of easy 
inputting of serials data. The process has saved a lot of time and also 
minimized the labor intensive sorting, filing and other paper handling routine 
work associated with the manual of processing of serials. In this way, library is 
also able to make the issues available to the users without much delay. 'fhe 
staff of both the IIT libraries also opined that the Check-in subsystem of serials 
control module has also facilitated to avoid the duplication of issues. 
Staff of both the IiT libraries have informed about the functioning of 
serials control module. In both the libraries, the details of each journal are 
entered and subsequently purchase order is generated. A Check-in record is 
added to the bibliographic database and also the Kardex is updated with 
appropriate parameters. The inputting of details is done only once and the same 
information will be used everywhere in the serials control module. When any 
serials title is initiated, the system shows its status in the library. Thus, it 
eliminates the process of keying-in of data in case of already available serials 
titles. 
[he staff of both 1IT libraries also lbund the module helpful in the 
process of renewal as well as cancellation of any periodical. They informed that 
manual procedure was complicated and time taking in comparison to available 
utilities in an automated system. They have further informed that serials control 
module has enabled easy accessioning of individual issues. Furthermore, it also 
helped to maintain a record of missing issues. Both the 11T library staff is quite 
impressed with the facility of sending automatic reminders for the missing 
issues. These libraries have been sending reminders through electronic mails. - 
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In aI manual operation, the staff of library use to send the reminders for missing 
issues through traditional mail system. Many times, the staff have revealed that 
these reminders did not reached to the destination. Sometimes, these reminders 
have reached to the destination with an unexpected delay. Moreover, it was 
costly method particularly when the reminders were sent abroad. On account of 
all these shortcomings, the stall of these libraries have found the utility of 
sending automatic reminders quite helpful. Preparation of list of holdings along 
with their status manually was quite time consuming and tedious job. On the 
other hand, generating the list of holdings with the help of system is quite an 
easy task and saved an enormous amount of time of' stall of both the libraries. 
Features regarding bindery have been found very helpful by both the IIT 
library staff. They have revealed that earlier they were having many problems 
in maintaining binding tiles. 
As mentioned elsewhere in the chapter, the generation of barcode labels 
can be done with the in-built facility in LibSys software. The staff of both the 
Ill' libraries have been using this feature of' printing of barcode labels for both 
bound and loose issues of serials. Furthermore, the staff of both IIT libraries 
have been using the search and retrieval facility available in the serials module. 
This facility has been saving a lot of' precious time of' the state' of the library. 
This module, according to staff of the library also helps in easy invoice 
processing for the new subscription and also in case of renewal of periodicals. 
Apart from the above mentioned merits of the module, it was also 
reported by the staff of library that they often face problems in the operation of 
the serials control module. Staff of these libraries have complained to the 
LibSys about their problems and asked for the solutions. Unfortunately, the 
vendor has failed to provide solutions to the most of the problems. 
Representatives visiting for the troubleshooting purposes, nevertheless, have 
assured the library staff about providing a total solution in the next version of 
LihSv s software. 
5.3.5 Article Indexing 
It is also v\orth\ to mention that both the IIT libraries do not use the Article 
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Indexim, module available in LibSys. On being asked, the In-Charge of serials 
section opined that Article Indexing has lost the relevance in the present era 
where millions of full-text articles can be accessed via internet. Both the IIT 
libraries are subscribing a large number of full-text online database for free 
access to their users. As mentioned above, Kashmir University has not yet 
started full operation of serials control module and therefore there is no 
question of using Article Indexing which is designed as a subsystem of serials 
control module of Virtua library management software. 
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Chapter-6: Opinion of Users about Automation 
6 	Introduction 
This chapter contains the analysis of responses received from the 'Users' and 
'Library staff of Central library, IIT Delhi; 1). K. Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur 
and Allarna lghal Library, Kashmir University. The analysis of questionnaires 
has been carried out with the help of tables, graphs, statistical tools, and textual 
presentation. Despite of having significant difference in tabular form, the 
investigators took keen interest to prove the difference by applying statistical 
tools also. Notably. the Chi-Square (x2) statistical test was used for this purpose 
to get the desired results. The formula used for Chi-Square test is 
2_s- (O-E)2 
E 
To evaluate the 'Usage of different Software Packages used by the 
Central Library, IIT Delhi. P. K. Kelkar Library, lIT Kanpur and Allama lqbal 
Library. Kashmir University'. a \veil designed questionnaire was prepared for 
data collection and administered among the users of these libraries. The 
collected data is presented and analyzed as under: 
6.1 	Sample Population 
The distribution of sample size for the total population of users in the select 
libraries is presented below in table-2. Notably, the investigator has selected a 
sample of 10% of the total population. This sample was randomly selected. 
7able-2 Sample Distribution 
— 	 — 	 umber of hc'.pundciits 
III Uclhi 
('atcgorie 	h Sit 	KS 	F51 	Total 
III Kanpur 
- Sit 	KS 	F\1 	1 	total 
Kashmir t h niscrsity 
SIl Its 	FM Total 
Que'tionn•aircti 
Administered 	390 95 42 527 203 76 36 315 475 40 40 555 
Qucytionnama 	t 
Recciscd 
355 
(91 02) 
89 
(93 68) 
29 
(69 04) 
473 
(89 75) 
192 
(94 58) 
73 
(9605) 
26 
(7222) 
291 
(92 38) 
435 
(91 57) 
40 
(100) 
28 
(70) 
503 
(90.63) 
(2uestiunnaire 
\iiaIz d 
330 
(7971) 
84 
(20 28) 
27 
(6 12) 
44) 
(83 68) 
184 
(65 48) 
72 
(2599) 
25 
(902) 
281 
(8920) 
416 
(86 30) 
40 
(829) 
26 
(5 39) 
482 
(868-1) 
• SF LStudents, RS- Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
(Figures within the parenthesis represent °'page) 
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In the distribution of questionnaires, several points were considered 
such as population of users and representation of each category of users of 
select libraries. It is not feasible to collect the large quantities of data having 
each and every library user in three different libraries. Therefore, samples were 
selected by using stratified sampling method having students comprising 
(Undergraduate and Post Graduate). Research scholars and Faculty members of 
Central Library, IIT Delhi: P. K. Kelkar Library, IIT Kanpur and Allama Iqbal 
Library, Kashmir University. As mentioned earlier, a total of 527, 315 and 555 
questionnaires were respectively distributed among the users of IIT Delhi, IIT 
Kanpur and Kashmir University. Out of the total administered questionnaires. 
473 filled-in questionnaires were received from IIT Delhi, 291 from IIT 
Kanpur and 503 from Kashmir University. Of the total received 
questionnaires. 32 questionnaires from 11T Delhi, 10 from IIT Kanpur and 21 
from Kashmir University were rejected due to incomplete responses. Finally, 
441 tilled-in questionnaires from Ill' Delhi, 281 from IIT Kanpur and 482 from 
Kashmir University were considered and used for data analysis. The total 
response rate of users respectively in IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur and Kashmir 
University as depicted in table-2 is found as 89.75%, 92.38% and 90.63%. 
The data obtained from the users of libraries under study are analyzed in 
the various tables followed by their interpretation in the following pages. 
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Table-3 Frequency of Use 
IIT Delhi 	 ITT Kanpur Kashmir University 
Sit) RS 	FM Total 	STU 	' RS FM Total Sf U RS 	FM Total 
Frequency 
)=330 
	
N~4 	N=21 
48 	S 
N=441 	N=184 	N-72 N=25 
7 
N=281 
116 
N=416 
203 
N=40 	N=26 
15 	4 
N=482 
222 Daily 138 194 	71 	38 
(41.81) (57.14) 	(29,62) (43.99) 	(38.58) 	(52.77) (2S) (41.28) (48.79) (31.051 	(15.38) (46-0') 
Weekly 102 IS 12 129 	fit 15 12 88 142 16 160 
(3050) (17.85) (44.11) (29.25) 	(33.88) (20.83) (18) (31.31) (34.)3) (40) 	11.69) (33,19) 
Fortnightly 42 7 5 54 18 6 4 28 32 5 I8 3' 
12.72) (8.33) (IMI) (1224) (9.78) (833) (16) (9.96) (1.69) (12.5) (69.23) (11,41) 
Rarely 33 10 2 45 17 II 	2 30 32 3 2 37 
(10) (11.90) (7,40) (10.20) (92?) (15.21) 	(8) (]0.611 (7.69) (7.5) (1.69) (7.67) 
Don'tvisit li 4 0 19 9 2 	0 II 7 I 0 8 
[be library (454) (4.76) (0) (430) (5) (2.77) 	(0) (3.91) (1.68) (2.5) (0) (165) 
STU=Srod:ms, RS=Reseereh ScholJs and Fh1=Faualtq Members 
N~Numar 
(Figures nilhiu paremhesis mpresent °%age) 
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6.2 	Frequency of Use 
The frequency of library usage is associated with the extent of use by its users. 
'l'o find out the frequency of library usage. the frequency was divided into five 
categories such as Daily: Weekly: Fortnightly: Rarely and Do not visit the 
Library. In this regard. the data obtained in table-3 reveals that 41.81% 
students, 57. l4°/ research scholars and 29.62°%o faculty members in IIT Delhi 
use library daily. While as. 38.58% students, 52.77% research scholars and 
28% faculty members in I11 Kanpur use library on daily basis. In comparison, 
48.79°,- students, 37.05% research scholars and 15.38% faculty members in 
Kashmir Universit) use library regularly. 
It is noted that 30.90% students, 17.85% research scholars and 44.44% 
taculty members in Iii' Delhi use library weekly. In case of IIT Kanpur, 
33.88% students. 20.83° % research scholars and 48% faculty members use 
library weekly. On contrary. 34.13% students, 40°r% research scholars and 
7.69% faculty members in Kashmir University use library weekly. 
The data in table-3 shows that 12.72% students, 8.33% research 
scholars and 18.51% faculty members in IIT Delhi, whereas 9.78% students, 
8.33% research scholars and 16% faculty members in IIT Kanpur are going to 
library fortnightly. On the other hand, 7.69% students. 12.5% research scholars 
and 69.23% faculty members in Kashmir University make use of library every 
fortnightly. 
The obtained data reveals that 10% students, 11.90% research scholars 
and 7.40% faculty members in II"T Delhi are rarely using the library. On the 
other hand. 9.23% students, 15.27% research scholars and 8% faculty members 
in Ill' Kanpur are rarely visiting the library. In this context, 7.69% students, 
7.5% research scholars and 7.69% faculty members in Kashmir University 
rarely visit the library. 
Ilowever. 4.54% students and 4.76% research scholars in IIT Delhi, 
whereas 5% students and 2.77% research scholars in IIT Kanpur do not visit 
the library at all. In contrast, a lesser percentage of 1.68% students and 2.5% 
research scholars in Kashmir University do not visit the library. Nevertheless, it 
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is notable to mention that all the faculty members of the select institutes are 
visiting the library for using it. 
l'he above data related to both the IITs shows the variations in all the 
categories of' frequency i.e. daily: weekly: fortnightly: rarely: etc. to a 
considerable limit up to (5%). This similarity owes to the fact that 
infrastructural facilities as well as services in both the IITs are more or less 
same. There is no much difference in the desired collection of' the library. As 
far as Kashmir University is concerned, the highest percentage of the daily 
visitors of the library belongs to student category followed by research scholars 
and faculty members. Students require varied items and due to this reason their 
number is more in comparison to other two categories. In the weekly category, 
research scholars go on top. On being asked, majority of' the research scholars 
have revealed that they made it a habit to visit the library weekly. Some of the 
research scholars, however, have revealed that they do visit the library 
fortnightly only. In addition, it is also revealed that majority of faculty 
members visit the library fortnightly. When asked about the reasons, they 
opined that due to their tight class schedule. they are not able to visit the library 
regularly. Moreover, a small percentage from all the categories of' Kashmir 
University visits the library rarely. 
_v Fig-l. Frequency of Use  
tY 
T 
0 
• IO 
	
10 	t 	
t- 	j 	 F 	1~  O _ _ 
SIl 	IS 	FM 	S-Il' 	KS 	"1 	ti-I[ 	K 
I ITD 	 IrrK 	 K 
ID 
'F 
• DL 
ST(_1=Students, RS- Research Scholars and IM faculty Members 
II I I) III Delhi, IFI'K III Kanpur. Kt I Kashmir tnivcrsit) 
1)=1)ai1~. Vr -Weekly. F- 1 ortnight1 . M - Monhh, DV I.- i)on't Visit the Library 
Fig- I represents the column chart presentation of frequency of library usage among the users of select libraries. 
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Table - 4 Purpose of Use 
I IT Delhi III Kanpur Kashmir University 
Purpose STU RS FM Total STU RS FM Total STU RS FM Total 
N=330 N=84 N=27 N=441 N=184 6=72 N=29 N=281 N=416 N=4U N=26 N=482 
Learning 2UU 	2i 1 226 IIS 19 I 	3S 	131 9 I 	161 
(60.60) 	(2916) 3.101 161241 (62S) (2G38) fat 	(48,941 	13(,29' 	f22. 13,84( 	(33.40) 
Research I: 	1U 9 53 10 18 9 	47 	12 17 8 	37 
(4.24) 	(351I) (33,'3) 02,UI) (5,43) 138,88) (36) 	(16.72) 	1,2.88) (41.5) (30.16) 	(7.67) 
Preparation 3i U U 33 IS 0 U 	IS 66 U b 	66 
for U) U) 9) 7.48) (9.781 (U) (U) 	I6'Oi IIS,86) (U) ((I) 	(13,691 
Asigomcnt 
4S 0 9 45 22 9 0 	12U Preparatioe 0 	22 1 	I2V U 
for (13.63) (I0) (U) (I 020) (11.95) (Ul ((l 	(7.82) (23.84) (0) (0) 	(24,89) 
Exam/test 
Preperatinn U 	3 II 	14 	0 	4 	9 	13 9 	2 	II 
for class (U; 	(9.i7) (4014) 	(117) 	(0) 	(5.55) 	(36; 	(4.62) (0) 	(5) 	(2.30) 	(2.69) 
room 
Tearhin 
33 	2$ Internet 6 	64 	16 	20 	6 	42 52 	12 	6 	7D 
surfngFor (10) 	(2976) (I8SI) 	(143I) 	(8.69) 	(27.77) 	(24) 	(14.94) (12.5) 	(30) 	(23.07) 	(1452) 
databases 
Newspaper! 511 0.6 3 	I 	0 4 	15 	U U IS 
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6.3 	Purpose of Use 
With respect to the purpose of library usage, the data received in table-4 shows, 
that 60.60°%%, students, 29.76% research scholars and 3.70% faculty members in 
IIT Delhi use library for learning purpose. In comparison. 62.5% students, 
26.38% research scholars and 4% faculty members in IIT Kanpur stated that 
the\ use library for learning. In contrast to IlTs. 36.29% students, 22.5% 
research scholars and 3.84% faculty members in Kashmir University reported 
that they use library for learning purpose. 
Libraries are regarded as the hub of research and development. In this 
context, it is seen that 4.24% students, 35.71% research scholars and 33.33% 
faculty members in III Delhi. while as 5.43% students, 38.88% research 
scholars and 36% faculty members in II'1' Kanpur use library for research. On 
the other hand. 2.88% students, 42.5% research scholars and 30.76% faculty 
members in Kashmir University make use of library for research. 
The table-4 also shows that 10% students in 1IT Dclhi. 9.78% in IIT 
Kanpur, while 15.86% in Kashmir University use library for preparation for 
assignments. Similarly. 13.63% students in IIT Delhi. 11.95% in 11T Kanpur 
whereas 28.84% in Kashmir University are using library for the purpose of 
preparation for examinations and other class tests of their courses. Further. the 
table also shows that 3.57% research scholars and 40.76% faculty members in 
111 Delhi. while 5.55% research scholars and 36% faculty members in IIT 
Kanpur use lihrar,, for preparing themselves for class room teaching. In 
Kashmir University 5% research scholars and 42.30% faculty members also 
use library for class room teaching purpose. 
Since all the surveyed libraries are subscribing large number of 
databases. therefore, many users are using the library for accessing these 
databases via internet. Significantly. 10% students, 29.76% research scholars 
and 18.51% faculty members in Ill Delhi are using library for surfing on 
internet. In 111 Kanpur, 8.69% students, 27.77% research scholars and 24% 
faculty members are using library for surfing these databases on internet. 
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It is observed from table-4 that 5.45% students, 21.42% research 
scholars and 40.74% faculty members in IIT Delhi, while as 5.97% 'idents, 
12.5% research scholars and 44% faculty members in Ill' Kanpur use library 
for all the above purposes. In comparison, 8.89% students, 5% research 
scholars and 61.53% faculty members in Kashmir University make use of 
library for all the above purposes. The case is somewhat similar in Kashmir 
University. where 12.5% students, 30% research scholars and 23.07% faculty 
members are using library for accessing different databases available on 
internet. 
Besides above mentioned, all the surveyed libraries are subscribing 
many magazines and newspapers. It is noteworthy to mention here that some 
users are also using library for reading these magazines and newspapers. 
Notably, 1.51% students and 1.19% research scholars in I IT Delhi; while 
1.63% students and 1.38% research scholars in II"I' Kanpur reported that they 
use library for reading different magazines and newspapers. In case of Kashmir 
University, 3.60% students are using library for reading magazines and 
newspapers. However, there was no response received from faculty members 
of all the surveyed libraries in this background. 
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Fig-2 is the bar diagram presentation of the purpose of library usage among the users of select libraries 
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Table - 5 I ibran SoflHare iiitareness 
IIT Delhi lIT Kanpur Kashmir 1'niversiti 
STU RS Fl Total 5Th RS FM Total STU RS 	J F;11 	j Total 
Response 	i1=330 N=84 N=27 N=441 N l8M N=72 N=26 N=281 N=416 N=40 	N=26 N=482 
Yes 	301 79 22 402 165 66 21 252  334 33 	20 387 
(9121) (94.04) (81,48) (91.15) (89.67) (91.66) (84) (89.67) (80.28) (82.5) 	! 	(76.92) (80.29) 
110 29 5 5 39 19 6 4 29 82 7 6 95 
(8.78) (5.95) (18.51) (8.84) j 	(10.32) (8.33) (16) (10.32) I 	(19.71) (17.5) (23.07) (19.70) 
ST11=Students, RS= Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
N= Number 
(Figures within parenthesis represent °'page) 
Chi-Square calculated value = 26.95 
Chi-Square tabulated value = 5.991 
d.f. = 2 
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6.4 	Library Software Awareness 
The maximum and effective utilization of library softwares has a dire. 
relationship of user's awareness with them. In this context, the data obtained i 
table-5 reveals that 91.21% students, 94.04% research scholars and 81.481 
faculty members in III Delhi are aware of library soliwares. In compariso: 
89.67% students, 91.66% research scholars and 84% faculty members in II 
Kanpur are aware of library softwares. On contrary, Kashmir University lags 
behind as 80.^_8% students, 82.5% research scholars and 76.92% faculty 
members are aware of library softwares. 
Although, the users of IITs have taken lead over the users of Kashmir 
University; however, it is disappointing to point out that 8.78% students, 5.95% 
research scholars and 18.5L% faculty members in LIT Delhi are not aware of 
Library softwares. The situation is somewhat same in case of LIT Kanpur, as 
10.32% students, 8.33% research scholars and 16% faculty members are still 
unaware of library softwares. While as expectedly the number in Kashmir 
University is higher as 19.71% students, 17.5% research scholars and 23.07% 
faculty members are still unaware of library softwares. 
The obtained data revealed that a substantial percentage of users in all the 
categories are quite aware that their library is using a standard software which 
provide facility for simple and advance searches. It is observed that this learned 
community will have awareness about the software that their respective library 
is using. 
On applying Chi-Square test in table-5, it is found that the calculated Chi-
Square value is 26.95, while Chi-Square tabulated value with 2 degree of 
freedom at 5% level of significance is 5991. It is observed that the calculated 
Chi-Square value is greater than the Chi-Square tabulated value. Therefore, it is 
confirmed that there is significant difference in the library software awareness 
among the users of all the three surveyed libraries. 
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Fig-3.   Libran' Software Awareness 
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Fig-3 represents the Radar chart showing the library software awareness among 
the users of libraries under study. 
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Table-6 I npact of Aulomnflon on The Usage of I,ibroorp Resources 
Ill Delhi III Kanpr Kashmir University 
ml of S~TU RS FM Total STU RS 	[ 	M F 	Total STU RS FM 	Total 
agreement N=330 N=84 N-27 N=441 \=I84 N=72 	N25 	N=281 N416 N 4O N=26 	\4$2 
Strongly 152 57 19 228 110 48 	18 	176 213 25 12 290 
agree (46.06) 
161 
(67.85) 
25 
(70-37) 
7 
(51.70) 
OF 
(59.18) (66.66) 	112) 	(62.6320) 
22 	6 	93 161 
(62.5) 
1I 4 
(46.I5)L1,86) 
Agree 63 
1,48.78) i29.76) (25.92) (43.76) (35.32) (30.55) 	(24) 	(33.09) (38.70) (27.5) (15.38) (3651) 
Neither 12 2 15 S 2 I 8 21 2 10 33 
agree nor (343) (236) (32111 (340) (231) (2.77) (1) (2.84) (5-04) (5) (38.46) (6.84) 
disagree 
Disagree 4 0 0 42 0 0 2 13 1 0 	14 
(1.21) (0) 10) (0.90) (1,08) (0) ;G) (0.71) (312) (2.5) (0) 	(2.%) 
5trougly I 2 8 1 0 	9 (1 0 1 	2 0 0 
disagru (030) (0) (D) (0.22) (LU8) j0) (0) (0.71) (2.16) (2.5) (0) 	(186) 
STU=SIudects,RS= Research Scholars and F 1= Faculty Members 
N=Number 
(Figures wilhinpareutlds epresent%age) 
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6.5 	Impact of Automation on the Usage of Library Resources 
The application of' library softwares in different operations and services of the 
libraries has brought their resources to the doorsteps of users. Users can access 
their library resources sitting at home without the need to visit the library. 
Significantly, the automated library system has enhanced the awareness and 
usage of even otherwise unused library resources. In this regard, the data in 
table-6 shows that 46.06% students. 67.85% research scholars and 70.37% 
faculty members in IIT Delhi strongly agree that the application of library 
softwares have raised the usage of library resources. In case of IIT Kanpur, 
59.78% students. 66.66% research scholars and 72% faculty members also 
strongly agree that library softwares have increased the level of usage of library 
resources. In comparison to IITs. a relatively less percentage of users with 
51.20% students. 62.5% research scholars and 46.15% faculty members in 
Kashmir University strongly agree that the application of softwares have 
enhanced the level of usage of library resources. 
The collected data further shows that 48.78% students, 29.76% research 
scholars and 25.92% faculty members in IIT Delhi; While 35.32% students, 
30.55% research scholars and 24% faculty members in IIT Kanpur reported 
that they agree that library softwares have increased the usage of library 
resources. Similarly, 38.70% students, 27.5% research scholars and 15.38% 
faculty members in Kashmir University agree that the application of softwares 
in libraries have raised their resources usage. 
Interestingly, 3.63% students, 2.38% research scholars and 3.70% 
lhculty members in II"1 Delhi; whereas 2.71% students, 2.77% research 
scholars and 4% faculty members in IIT Kanpur neither agree nor disagree in 
this background. In case of Kashmir University. 5.04% students, 5% research 
scholars and 38.46% faculty members also neither agree nor disagree in this 
context. 
In contrast to above, a very thin percentage of 1.21% students in IIT 
Delhi and 1.08% students in lIT Kanpur disagree that the implementation of 
library soltwares in library activities has raised the usage of library resources. 
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The condition is little disappointing in Kashmir University: where relatively a 
higher percentage of 3.12% students and 2.5% research scholars disagree in 
this background. however. none of the faculty members from either of the 
select institutes responded in this regard. Furthermore, the data shows that a 
meager 0.30% students in IIT Delhi and 1.08% students in llT Kanpur. while a 
comparatively more percentage of 2.16% students and 2.5% research scholars 
in Kashmir University strongly disagree with the statement that the application 
of library sottwares in library activities have raised the usage of library 
resource. Nevertheless, none of the research scholars and faculty members in 
both the IITs and none of the faculty members in Kashmir University are of 
this opinion. 
A high majority of the users in all the surveyed libraries opined that the 
application of library sottwares have tremendously benefitted them as they are 
now more tempted to visit the library and use the resources. On contrary. they 
were reluctant to visit the library often because they used to face difficulties in 
consulting card catalogues. Often, they found that the tiling of these cards are 
not up to the mark. Sometime, even cards were missing and hooks were found 
on the shelves. Moreover, it was a tedious job. On the other hand, within a 
traction of a minute. they are able to locate any resource of the library via 
OPAL'. 
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Fig-4 represents the Cylindrical column chart showing the impact of library sotiwares on the usage of libran 
resources 
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Table-? ONCVsCard GufoIogae 
III Delhi UT Kanpur Kashmir University 
STU 	RS 	FM 1 Total 511! RS FM Total 	STU 	RS FM Total 
Means N=330 	N44 	N-27 N=441 )=184 N=72 )-25 N=281 	N=416 	NO N=26 N=482 
OPAL 	273 	71 ?? 367 1i0 60 21 231 236 	28 	17 ?81 
(872) 	(8452) (85.18) (8321) (81.62) (8333) (84) (82.20) (56.13) 	(73) 	(65.38) (5&29) 
Manaal 	12 	1 013 4 i it 5 6U'2 4 66 
(3.6) 	j~.19) (U) (2.94) (1.17) (138) (0) (171) (14.42) (i) 	(K38) (13.69) 
Both 	4S 	' 	12 4 6130 II 4 45 120 	10 	5 135 
(13.63) 	(142) (14.81) (1383) (1630) (15.27) (16) (16.1)1) (28.84) 	(25) 	(19.23) (28) 
STU—Sludenls, RS= Research Scholars and FM=Facullg Members 
N=Numbu 
(Figures w'uhir, pnnlhesis represent %cage) 
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6.6 OPAC Vs Card Catalogue 
The usage of library sofiwares has shitted the means of searching and 
retrieving information from manual to online methods. Significantly, OPAC 
has been remarkable invention in this direction. It is encouraging to describe 
that a very large population of users with 82.72% students, 84.52% research 
scholars and 85.18% faculty members in I11' Delhi use OPAC for searching 
and retrieving the information from their library. The situation is more or less 
similar in IIT Kanpur. where 81.52% students. 83.33% research scholars and 
84% faculty members use OPAC for search and retrieval purpose. In 
comparison, the users of Kashmir University are lagging behind, as only 
56.73° 0 students. 70% research scholars and 65.38% faculty members make 
use of OPAC for searching and retrieving the resources of their interest. 
It nlav, however, be noted that OPAC has not completely replaced 
manual methods, as a small percentage of 3.63% students and 1.19% research 
scholars in IIT Delhi: whereas 2.17% students and 1.38% research scholars in 
IIT Kanpur still search and retrieve the information manually. Nevertheless, 
none of the faculty members in the both IITs use manual methods. On contrary, 
a considerable percentage 14.42% students, 5% research scholars and 15.38% 
tacult-,' members in Kashmir University still search and retrieve information 
manually from their libraries. 
It is noteworthy to mention here that a fairly good percentage of users 
with 13.63% students, 14.28% research scholars and 14.81% faculty members 
in IIT Delhi use both manual methods and OPAC. While 16.30% students. 
15.27% research scholars and 16% faculty members in III Kanpur also use 
both the above methods. In case of Kashmir University. the percentage of users 
using both the above methods is high as 28.84% students, 25% research 
scholars and 19.23% faculty members search and retrieve the library resources 
both manually and through OPAL. 
The data in table-7 depicts that the majority of users are using OPAC 
for the search and retrieval process and a thin minority is still using card 
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catalogue. While as substantial number of users are using both the form i.e. 
OPAL. as well as card catalogue. 
Majority of the respondents reported that they found OPAC less time 
consuming and user-friendly in comparison to card catalogue. When this 
investigator elucidated the opinion of card catalogue user, they revealed that 
since they are used to it, they have been carrying on using the card catalogue. A 
small percentage of users have also revealed that there is no crowd around the 
trays of card catalogue; hence they directly go to use these trays. On contrary, 
OPAC terminals are sometimes busy and users are waiting for their turn. This 
category belongs to the users who can not afford to wait. 
An interesting finding of the study shows that all the surveyed libraries 
are still maintaining card catalogue. "I'his phenomenon can he witnessed in 
other libraries of the developing nations primarily due to the erratic power 
supply. These libraries have also revealed that sometime there is a problem in 
library software and during the trouble-shooting; we can not close the doors of 
the library. Card catalogue comes as a rescue during these emergency 
situations. The library staff also showed apprehensions regarding the loss of 
data due to virus or other problems in the soft version of the data; hence, they 
maintain the hard copy in the form of card catalogue. 
IITI) 	 I IT K 	 KU 
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Fig-5 represents the I ine chart distribution oI OI'A(' Vs Card Catalogue among the users ot'libraries under study. 
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Table - 8 Search Strategies in ORA C 
IIT Delhi 	 III Kanpur 	 Kashmir University 
STU RS FM Total STU RS F11 Total STU RS FM Total 
Preference N-330 N=84 	N=27 N=441 N=184 N=72 N=25 N=2S1 N=416 N=40 N=26 11=482 
Simple 	230 	57 	18 	305 	125 	49 	17 	191 	286 	29 	IS 	330 
search (69.69) (67.85) (66.66) (69.16) (67.93) (68.05) (68) (67.97) (68.75) (72.5) (57.69) (68.46) 
Advanced 	70 	20 	6 	96 	43 	16 	5 	64 	37 	5 	3 	45 
search (21.21) (23.80) (22.22) (21.76) (23.36) (22.22) (20) (22.77) (8.89) (12.5) (11.53) (9.33) 
Both 	18 	6 	3 	27 	12 	6 	3 	21 	33 	4 	4 	41 
(5.45) 	(7.14) 	(11.11) 	(6.12) 	(6.52) 	(8.33) 	(12) 	(7.47) 	(7.93) 	(10) 	(15.38) 	(8.50) 
S'I'U=Students, RS= Research Scholars and F\I= Faculty Members 
N= Number 
(Figures within parenthesis represent %age) 
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6.7 	Search Strategies in OPAC 
The search options are the most powerful features of OPACs. Generally, there 
are two broad search approaches in almost all the library OPACs - the basic 
search and the advanced search. In basic or simple search, users can first select 
a single search field like keyword and then enter the term that they wish to 
search fr. T e other broad approach of search is called advanced search or 
sometimes as guided search. This search enables the combining of terms from 
one or more fields with the use of Boolean operators such as AND, OR. NOT, 
truncation, etc. to broaden or narrow the search. With respect to search 
strategies in OPAC. The collected data in table-8 reveals that 69.69% students, 
67.85% research scholars and 66.66% faculty members in IIT Delhi prefer 
simple search in OPAC. The situation is somewhat similar in IIT Kanpur, 
where 67.93% students, 68.05% research scholars and 68% faculty members 
prefer simple search in OPAC. Likewise, the majority of users with 68.75% 
students, 72.5% research scholars and 57.69% faculty members in Kashmir 
University use simple search in OPAC. 
The table-8 further shows that, 21.21% students, 23.80% research 
scholars and 22.22% faculty members in II F Delhi use advanced search facility 
in OPAC. In case of Ill' Kanpur, a comparatively higher percentage of users 
with 23.36% students, 22.22% research scholars and 20% faculty members 
make use of advanced search facility. On the other hand, the users of Kashmir 
University are lagging behind in this context, as only 8.89% students and 
12.5% research scholars and 11.53% faculty members are using advanced 
search option in OPAC. Interestingly, a considerable percentage of 5.45% 
students, 7.14% research scholars and 11.11% faculty members in IIT Delhi 
use both simple as vell as advanced search facility. In IIT Kanpur, 6.52% 
students. 8.33% research scholars and 12% faculty members also use both 
simple and advanced search strategies in OPAC. 
As mentioned in previous table, there are still some users who are 
comfortable in using OPAC and hence use manual methods for search and 
retrieval purpose. 
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As far as search strategy is concerned, like many other studies, the 
finding of this study also suggest that a high percentage of users in all 
categories of all the surveyed libraries prefer simple search options. The vast 
number of respondents have revealed that they never used advanced search 
because what they looked for, they found through simple search. 
It is interesting to note here that a substantial number of respondents are 
formulating advance search strategy. This number is more in case of both the 
IITs as they are well-versed in using these kind of searching in other 
application softwares in comparison to the users of Kashmir University. It is 
also important to note that a small percentage of users in all the three categories 
use simple as well as complex searches. Notably, the faculty members 
constitute the higher percentage than the students and research scholars in all 
the three surveyed libraries. 
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Fig-6 is the bar diagram presentation of search strategies of users in the OPAC of 
libraries under study. 
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Table -9 Search priorilp itr Simple undArhrmcedsearch mode 
UT Delhi IITKan ur Upivrsitv  
STU R6 	FM Total STU RS FM Total STII RS 	FM 
r Priority rN=482 
 
N=330 N=84 	N=27 N=441 N=184 N=72 N=25 N=181 N=4I6 Nr40 	N=26 
6 
Author 105 32 	9 146 98 14 9 81 92 10 	6 108 
search (31.81) (38,69) 	(3333) (33,10) (3!i2) (19,44) (36) (28.82) (222.11) (2S) 	(23.07) (22.40) 
25 Subject 14 3 	2 19 7 3 2 IZ SS 3 	3 63 
r. search  (7.40) (430) (3.86) (416) (S) (4.21) 1;1322) (75) 	(19.23) (13.(17) 
Title 90 	18 ? 113 38 11 	3 S2 127 13 	4 144 
search (2727) 	(21.42) (18.51) (29.62) (165) (15.27) 	(12) (I8.50) (30,52) (32.5) 	(i5.38) 129.81) 
Boolean 94 	22 8 124 65 35 	8 108 71 8 5 84 
search 2846) 	(26.19) (29.62) (28.11) (3Sj?) (48.61) 	(32) (38.43) (17,06) (20) (19231 (1"7.42) 
V 
Phrase 8 	3 1 11 7 4 	I i2 0 2 I 3 
v search (2.42) 	(3.57) (3.70) (2.72) (3.80) (5.55) 	(4) (4.27) (0) (5) (3.84) (0.62) 
Truncate 7 5 2 14 3 4 	2 1 11 2 I 14 
dsedndr (112) (3.95) 1740 (317) (1.63) (5.55) 	(8) (3.91) (2.64) (S) (3.4) (2.90) 
1 H4 DORI 12 U I 0 6 60 	2 4 66 
useS/A (3.63) (1.19) (0) (2.94) (2.11) (138) (0) (1.77) (14.42) 	(S) (15381 (13.69) 
search 
N= Number 
'lkcler;n search is a very common seaich technique used for combinir.g the terns according to Boolean logic.'fhereare 
three types of Boolean operators such as ANI), OR and NOT which are commonly used with any of the combinations 
available in OPAL 
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6.8 	Search Priority in Simple and Advanced search 
In the background of search priorities of users, the obtained data in table-9 
reveals that a significant percentage of 31.81% students. 38.09% research 
scholars and 33.33°/' faculty members in IIT Delhi prefer to use author search 
in simple search mode in OPAC. In IIT Kanpur, 31.52% students, 19.44% 
research scholars and 36% faculty members use author field in simple search 
mode. In comparison to IlTs, a relatively low percentage of 22.11% students, 
25% research scholars and 23.07% faculty members in Kashmir University 
prefer to search by author field in simple search mode in OPAC. 
The table-9 further reveals that a small percentage of 4.24% students, 
3.57% research scholars and 7.40% faculty members in IIT Delhi; while 3.80% 
students, 4.16% research scholars and 8% faculty members in IIT Kanpur use 
subject search field in simple search mode. Contrary to IITs, more users in 
Kashmir University with 13.22% students, 7.5% research scholars and 19.23% 
faculty members prefer to search by subject search field in simple search mode 
of OPAC. 
On the . other hand, a considerable percentage of 27.27% students, 
21.42% research scholars and 18.5 1 % faculty members in IIT Delhi search by 
title search field in simple search. In case of Ill Kanpur, a comparatively low 
percentage of 20.65% students, 15.27% research scholars and 12% faculty 
members use title search field in simple search. On contrary, 30.52% students, 
32.5% research scholars and 15.38% faculty members in Kashmir University 
prefer to search by title search field in simple search. It is notable to mention 
that the OPAC of select libraries offer some other basic search options such as 
publisher field, Call no.. journal title, ISBN. etc. However, it is observed that 
these search options are very rarely used by the users. 
With respect to advanced search priority of users, the table-9 shows that 
2S.45`o students, 26.19% research scholars and 29.62% faculty members in IIT 
Delhi use Boolean search by using AND. OR and NOT operators to combine 
the terms with any of the combinations available in advanced search mode in 
OPAC. In II]' Kanpur. a relatively higher percentage of users with 35.32% 
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students, 48.61% research scholars and 32% faculty members stated that they 
use Boolean search in advanced search of OPAC by using any of the three 
Boolean operators. In contrast to both IITs, a relatively less percentage of 
17.06% students, 20% research scholars and 19.23% faculty members in 
Kashmir University make use of Boolean search in advanced search facility of 
OPAC. It is however, notable to mention here that on individualizing the usage 
of Boolean operators among the users, it was observed that 'AND' operator is 
being more used, while the other two operators namely 'OR' and `NOT' are 
very less used. 
The collected data furthermore shows that a small percentage of 2.42% 
students, 3.57% research scholars and 3.70% faculty members in IIT Delhi use 
'phrase' search in advanced search facility of OPAC. Likewise, 3.80% 
students, 5.55% research scholars and 4% faculty members in IIT Kanpur make 
use of ' phrase' search in advanced search. In case of Kashmir University, none 
among the students, while 5% research scholars and 3.84% faculty members 
make use of 'phrase' search in OPAC. 
Although less, but it is encouraging to state that 2.12% students, 5.95% 
research scholars and 7.40% faculty members in I1"T Delhi make use of 
'truncation' facility in advanced search facility of OPAC. Similarly, 1.63% 
students, 5.55% research scholars and 8% faculty members in IIT Kanpur also 
use 'truncation' search facility. Appreciably, the users of Kashmir University 
are not much behind in this context, as 2.64% students, 5% research scholars 
and 3.84% faculty members also make use of 'truncation'search in advanced 
search facility of OPAC. 
As mentioned earlier in table-7, that a small percentage of users in both 
the IITs, while a substantial number of users in Kashmir University are still 
using manual methods. The findings of this table consequently revealed that 
this category of users do not use either simple or complex search facilities in 
OPAC. 
Besides the above discussed advanced search options in OPAC, it may 
be noted that the OPAC of all the select libraries provide some other advanced 
ITT RS 
KU ST1' 
11Th FM 	 11Th RS 
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search facilities such as field specific search, year of publication, Wild cards 
and limit searches. etc. However, it is observed that these search options are 
very rarely used by the users of select libraries. 
Fig-7. ,Search priority in Simple and Advanced search 
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AS= Author Search, SS= Subject Search, TS= Title Search, BS=I3o clean 
search (AND'. OR and NOT operators), P-- Phrase Search, T= "Truncated 
Search and DIJS/AS=Do not use Simple/Advanced Search. 
IITD= IIT Delhi, IITK= IVY Kanpur and KU= Kashmir University. 
STU = Students, RS = Research Scholars, FM = Faculty members 
Fig-7 displays the Radar chart presentation of search priority of users in simple 
and advanced search options in the OPAL of surveyed libraries. 
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Table -K) ('cc of OP.1(' fi)r C1icckinl; the Status of 1 tens 
IIT Delhi IIT Kanpur Kashmir Uni►ersity 
STIR 	RS F11 fatal STU 	IRS 	FM Total STIR RS 	FM 	Total 
Status 	N=330 	N=84 N=27 N=441 N=184 	N=72 	N=25 N=281 N=4I6 N=4O 	N=26 	N=482 
267 	71 22 360 ICI 	63 	20  234 254 30 	17 	301 
Yes 	(80.90) 	(84.52) (81.48) (81.63) (82.06) 	(87.5) 	(80) (83.17) (61.05) (75) 	(65.38) 	(62.44) 
63 13 5 81 33 9 	5 47 162 10 	9 	181 
No (19.09) (15.47) (18.51) (18.36) (17.93) (12.5) 	(20) (16.72) (38.94) (25) 	(34.61) 	(37.55) 
STL=Seudents. RS= Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
N= Number 
Chi Square Calculated value=54.59 
Chi Square tabulated value=5.991 
df=2 
(Figures within parenthesis represent %age) 
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6.9 Use of OPAC for Checking the Status of Items 
The primary concern of any user of OPAC is to know the availability of any 
item in the library. With reference to above, the collected data in table-10 
reflects that the majority of users with 80.90% students, 84.52% research 
scholars and 81.48% faculty members in IIT Delhi are using the OPAC to 
check the status of books and other items of the library. In comparison, the 
users of IIT Kanpur are relatively advance as a large percentage of 82.06% 
students, 87.5% research scholars and 80%% faculty members reported that they 
frequently use the OPAC to check the status of library resources. Although 
comparatively less than II Is, but most of the users in Kashmir University with 
61.05% students, 75% research scholars and 65.38% faculty members stated 
that they also check the availability of their required resources in OPAC. 
In contrast to above, 19.09% students, 15.47% research scholars and 
18.51% faculty members in ITT Delhi are not using OPAC to check the status 
of library materials. In IIT Kanpur. a comparatively smaller percentage of 
17.93% students, 12.5% research scholars and 20% faculty members responded 
that they do not use OPAC to check the status of books. The number of this 
category of users is however, higher in Kashmir University, where a significant 
percentage 38.94% students, 25% research scholars and 34.61% faculty 
members do not use OPAC for checking the status of books and other items of 
the library. 
One of the interesting finding of this chapter is that a large number of 
users check the status of books via OPAC. Meaning thereby, this user 
community does not go to seek help from any library staff regarding the 
availability of any particular book, rather, they search on their own in the 
OPAC. Notably, both the ITT libraries have more users who use OPAC for 
checking the status of books in comparison to Kashmir University. This may 
owe to the fact that the users of both the TIT libraries are more IT savvy. 
Based on Chi-Square test used in table-O, it is noted that Chi-Square 
calculated value (54.59) is greater than the Chi-Square tabulated value (5.991) 
with 2 degree of freedom at 5% level of significance. Therefore, it is verified 
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that there is significant difference in the use of OPAC for checking the status of 
books and other items of the library among the users of both the IITs and 
Kashmir IJniversity. 
100 
	Fig-8. Use of OPAC for Checking the Status of Items 
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S1'l1=Students, RS= Research Scholars, FM= Faculty members 
Fig-8 is the line chart presentation of significant difference in the usage of 
OPAC for checking the status of books between the users of Kashmir 
University and their counterparts in both the IITs. 
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Table - II le of OP/I Cfor Loaned Ilents 
IIT Delhi IIT Kanpur Kashmir l: niversih- 
STU RS 	F11 Total STU 	- RS F11 Total STU RS  F\1 Total 
tatus 	N=330 N=84 	N-27 N=dal N=184 N-72 \-25 1=281 11=416 N=40 \=16 N=482 
242 70 	22 334 151 65 19 
235 
2
1)5 30 14 249 
Yes 	(13.33) (83.33) 	(81.48) (75.73) (82.06) 
33 
(90.27) 
7 
(76) 
6 
(83.62) 
46 
(49.27) 
211 
(15) 
10 
(53.84) 
12` 
(51.65) 
233 88 14 	5 107 
No (26,66) (16.66) 	(18.51) (2426) (17.93) (9.72) (24) (16.37) (50.72) (25) (46.15) (48.34) 
STU=Students. RS= Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
N Number 
Chi Square Calculated value=103.04 
Chi Square tabulated %'aluc=5.991 
df=2 
(Figures within parenthesis represent %age) 
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6.10 Use of OPAC for Loaned Items 
OPAC also provide users, the facility of knowing who has borrowed a 
particular item and what the due date is. The data collected against this 
background in table-1 1 reflects that the majority of users with 73.33% students. 
83.33% research scholars and 81.48% faculty members in IIT Delhi are using 
the facility to check the status of loaned items . In comparison, the users of IIT 
Kanpur are relatively advance as a large percentage of 82.06% students, 
90.27% research scholars and 76% faculty members reported that they check 
the status of loaned items. On contrary, the number of users who are using this 
facility of OPAL. is less in Kashmir University. However, a significant 
percentage of users with 49.27% students, 75% research scholars and 53.84% 
faculty members stated that they check the status of loaned items via OPAC. 
In contrast to above, the table-1 I shows that 26.66% students, 16.66% 
research scholars and 18.51% faculty members in IIT Delhi do not check the 
status of loaned items in OPAC. In case of lIT Kanpur, a comparatively smaller 
percentage of 17.93% students, 9.72% research scholars and 24% faculty 
members responded that they also do not use this salient feature of OPAC. On 
the other hand, this category of users in Kashmir University is higher, where a 
large percentage of 50.72% students. 25% research scholars and 46.15% 
faculty members do not use OPAC for checking the status of loaned items. 
The data depicted in table-11 again shows that the users of both the IIT 
libraries also use their accounts themselves in order to know the loan status. 
Nevertheless, this salient feature of OPAC is used by a comparatively small 
percentage of users in Kashmir University. When this investigator queried 
regarding this facility of OPAC, they simply showed their ignorance. On the 
other hand. it was found that majority of research scholars in Kashmir 
University are aware of this facility and seldom use this facility. 
On applying Chi-Square test in table- 11, it was found that Chi-Square 
calculated value is 103.04 and Chi-Square tabulated value is 5.991 with 2 
degree of freedom at 5% level of significance. The results clearly show that 
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there is significant difference among the users of surveyed libraries to check 
the loan status of books via OPAC. 
Fig-9. ITSe of OPAC for Loaned Items 
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IITD= [I"I' Delhi. IITK= [IT Kanpur and KU= Kashmir University. 
Fig-9 is the Bar chart presentation, showing the significant difference among 
the users of Kashmir University and IITs in the usage of OPAC for checking 
the loan status of library resources. 
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Table -12 Self Clreck-out' Check-in 
III Delhi 	 I11 Kanpur 	Kashmir University 
STE RS FM Total STE RS FM Total STE RS FM Total 
Status 	N=330 N=84 N=2' \-441 N-184 N=12 \=25 N=181 N=416 N=4O N=26 N=482 
Self check- 	 ---- 	-J~ 358 	32 	18 	389 
in/check-out 	- 	- 	- 	(86.05) (80) (69.23) (80.70) 
via soft are 
STU=Students, RS= Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
STD= Students. RS= Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
N= Number 
(Figures within parenthesis represent %age) 
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6.11 Self Check-out/ Check-in 
The self check-out /check-in feature of library software relieves the library staff 
from the laborious circulation activities of books. Significantly, it saves a lot of 
time of users as they need not to wait in long queues at circulation desk for 
issue and return of books. In this way, it enhances the user satisfaction on 
circulation control system of library. 
As mentioned elsewhere in the thesis, there is no self check-out and 
check-in done in both the libraries of IITs. However Kashmir University is 
giving the facility for self check-out/check-in through 3M machine. 
Significantly, 86.05% students, 80% research scholars and 69.23% faculty 
members in Allama Iqbal Library, Kashmir University issue and return the 
hooks and other library resources via self check-out and check-in system. 
As the data suggest, there is a great enthusiasm among the user 
community for self check-out/check-in system. Moreover, the student category 
is seen more using this facility followed by research scholars and faculty 
members. 
Fig-10. Self check-out/check-in 
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Fig-10 represents the bar diagram presentation of self check-out/check-in of library resources. 
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Table -1.? I1 'he/her Interface of OPAC is User-friendk? 
IIT Delhi I IIT Kanpur Kashmir t'ni~'ersity 
STI' JS h:1i1 Total STU RS 	F19 I 	'local STU 11S F1 Total 
Level of N=330 N=84 N=27 N=441 N=184 N=72 	N=2S \-281 N=4I6 i=all N=26 N=482 
Agreement 
Strongli 180 57 19 256 109 48 17 174 94 11 9 114 
agree (54.54) (67.85) (70.37) (58.04) (59.23) (66.66) (68) (61.92) (22.59) (27.5) (34.61) (23.65) 
Agree 102 19 7 128 49 15 7 71 t115 14 8 137 
(30.90) (22.61) (25.92) (29.02) (26.63) (20.83) (28) (25.26) (27.64) (35) (30.76) (28.42) 
Neither 12 1 0 13 5 I 0 6 108 2 8 118 
agree nor (3.63) (1.19) (0) (2.94) (2.71) (1.38) (0) (2.13) (25.96) (5) (30.76) (24.48) 
disagree 
Disagree 27 5 I 33 15 5 I 21 85 12 1 98 
(8.18) (5.95) (3.70) (7.48) (8.15) (6.94) (4) (7.47) (20.43) (30) (3.84) (20.33) 
Strongly 9 2 0 116 3 0 9 i 	14 1 0 IS 
disagree (2.72) (2.38) (0) (2.49) (3.26) (4.16) (0) (3.20) (3.36) (2.5) (0) (3.11) 
STU= Students. RS= Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
N= Number 
(Figures within parenthesis represent %age) 
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6.12 Interface of OPAC 
The user-friendliness of OPAC is most important aspect from users' point of 
view. It may be noted that user-friendly interface always enhance the overall 
utilization of library resources. In this background, it is revealed from table-13 
that the majority of users in IIT Delhi with 54.54% students. 67.85% research 
scholars and 70.37% faculty members strongly agree that the interface of their 
library OPAC is user-friendly. 'l 'here is not much difference in IIT Kanpur, 
where 59.23% students. 66.66% research scholars and 68% faculty members 
also revealed that they strongly agree that their library OPAC is friendly to use. 
In comparison, the percentage of users in Kashmir University who strongly 
agree that the interface of OPAC is user-friendly is reasonably low. Notably, 
22.5910 students. 27.5% research scholars and 34.61% faculty members 
reported that they strongly agree that their library software is easy to use. 
The collected data further shows that a considerable percentage of users 
with 30.90% students. 22.61% research scholars and 25.92% faculty members 
in Ill' Delhi agree that the interface of Ol'AC is friendly. The situation is more 
or less similar in 1FF Kanpur. \\- here 26.63% students. 20.83°,!° research scholars 
and 28% faculty members agree that the OPAC of their library is user-friendly. 
I lowever. the number of users in this regard is more in Kashmir University. 
Significantly, 27.64% students, 35% research scholars and 30.76% faculty 
members agree that the OPAC is friendly to use. 
It is interesting to state that 3.63% students and 1.19% research scholars 
in IIT Delhi; while 2.71% students and 1.38% research scholars in IIT Kanpur 
neither agree nor disagree with user-friendliness of interface of their library 
OPAC. However, no response is received in this context from the faculty 
members of the select Ills. In comparison, a considerable percentage of 
25.96% students, 5% research scholars and 30.76% faculty members in 
Kashmir University also reported that they neither agree nor disagree in this 
respect. 
In contrast to above, 8.18% students, 5.95% research scholars and 
3.70°% faculty members in IIT Delhi: whereas 8.15% students, 6.94% research 
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scholars and 4% faculty members in lIT Kanpur disagree that the interface of 
OPAC is user-friendly. On the other hand, a significant percentage of 20.43% 
students, 30% research scholars and 3.84% faculty members in Kashmir 
University replied that they disagree that the interface of their library OPAC is 
user-friendly. 
Moreover, the data also reflects that a thin percentage of 2.72% students 
and 2.38% research scholars in Ill Delhi, while 3.26% students and 4.16% 
research scholars in ll"l' Kanpur responded that they strongly disagree with the 
statement that the interface of OPAC is user-friendly. The situation is 
somewhat similar in Kashmir University, where 3.36% students and 2.5% 
research scholars strongly disagree with the above statement. however, no 
response is received in this context from the faculty members of all the 
surveyed libraries. 
Fig- 11. Whether the Interface of OPA(' is User- 
Friendly 
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Fig-11 shows the Line chart demonstration of users' opinion about the user-
friendliness of interface of OPAC of surveyed libraries. 
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Tab/c'- 14 The Overall Slums of Retrim til Ststem 
	
111 Delhi 	 li i kanpul, 	 Kashmir t:niiersits' 
Sit' 	RS 	F11 	Total 	Sit' 	RS 	Fl 	Total 	S'Fh 	i RS 	FNI 	Total 
Rating \=3311 \=84 \=27 N=44l N=184 N=72 N=25 N=281 N=416 N=40 N=26 11'=482 
Excellent 	48 	16 	4 	68 	25 	13 	3 	41 	III 	14 	7 	132 
(14.54) (19.04) (14.81) (15.41) (13.58) (18.05) (12) (14.9) (26.68) (35) (26.92) (27.38) 
1'cn' 	147 	35 	10 	192 	85 	26 	9 	120 	168 	17 	13 	174 
good (44.54) (41.66) (37.03) (43.53) (46.19) (36.11) (36) (42.70) (40.38) (42.5) (50) (36.09) 
Good 90 1 20 	9 	119 44 	20 9 73 	99 	7 	5 	135 
(27.27) . (23.80) 	(33.33) 	(26.98) 	(23.91) 	(27.77) 	(36) 	(25.97) 	(23.79) 	(17.5) 	(1923) 	(28) 
Average 	34 	12 	4 	56 	23 	1 	I 1 	4 	38 	30 	2 	1 	33 
(10.30) (14.28) (14.81) (11.33) (12.5) (15,27) (16) (13.52) (7.21) (5) (3.84) (6.84) 
Poor 	II 	I 	0 	12 	7 	2 	0 	9 	80 	0 	8 
(3.33) 	(1.19) 	(0) 	(2.72) 	(3.80) 	(2.77) 	(0) 	(3.20) 	(1.92) 	(0) 	(0) 	(1.65) 
STU=Students, RS= Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
Number 
(Figures  within parenthesis represent %age) 
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6.13 The Overall Status of Retrieval System 
In any automated library, the information retrieval system is the most vital 
subsystem of the entire library automation system. It has a direct bearing with 	- 
the users of a library. In fact, the success of whole automated library system 
rests on the effectiveness and efficiency of its information retrieval system. 
Against this background, the collected data in table-14 shows that a small 
percentage of 14.54% students, 19.04% research scholars and 14.81% faculty 
members in ITT Delhi reported that the overall status of retrieval system of their 
library is excellent. There is not much difference observed in this direction in 
ITT Kanpur, where 13.58% students, 15.05% research scholars and 8% faculty 
members replied that the retrieval system of their library is excellent. In 
comparison, the retrieval system of Allama Iqbal Library has taken a clear lead 
over the libraries of both the IlTs. Notably, 26.68% students, 3501. research 
scholars and 26.92% faculty members find the retrieval system of their library 
as excellent. 
The collected data further reveals that a large percentage of users in IIT 
Delhi with 44.54% students, 41.66% research scholars and 37.03% faculty 
members stated that the retrieval system of their library is very good. The 
number is more or less same in ITT Kanpur, where 46.19% students, 36.11% 
research scholars and 36% faculty members reported that the retrieval system 
of their library is very good. No big difference is observed between the both 
ITT libraries and Kashmir University library, as a large percentage of 40.38% 
students, 42.5% research scholars and 50% faculty members in Kashmir 
University are of the opinion that the overall retrieval system of their library is 
very good. 
Furthermore, the data reflects that a considerable percentage of 27.27% 
students, 23.80% research scholars and 33.33% faculty members in ITT Delhi; 
while 23.9L% students. 27.77% research scholars and 36%% faculty members in 
IIT Kanpur responded that the retrieval system of their library is good. The 
situation in this regard is not much different in Kashmir University, where. 
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23.79% students. 17.5% research scholars and 19.23% faculty members replied 
that the retrieval system of their library is good. 
It may. however, be noted that 10.30% students, 14.28% research 
scholars and 14.81% faculty members in IIT Delhi find the retrieval system of 
their library as average. Likewise, 12.5% students, 15.27% research scholars 
and 16% faculty members in IIT Kanpur rate their library's retrieval system as 
average. On contrary. a small percentage of users in Kashmir University with 
7.5% students, 5% research scholars and 3.84% faculty members are of the 
view that their library's retrieval system is average. 
The data moreover shows that a thin percentage of users with 3.33% 
students and 1.19% research scholars in IIT Delhi; while 3.80% students and 
2.77% research scholars in IIT Kanpur find the retrieval system of their library 
as poor. However, none of the faculty members in both IITs view the retrieval 
system of library as poor. On contrary, this number is even thinner in Kashmir 
University, where a meager 1.92% students view the retrieval system of their 
library as poor. 
The findings suggest that the retrieval system of Allama Iqbal Library 
has taken a strong lead over the libraries of both the lITs. Notably, a large 
percentage of users in Kashmir University rate the retrieval system of their 
library between excellent and very good. This owes to the fact that Allama 
ldbal Library is providing the facility of self Check-out and Check-in system 
for issue and return of the library resources. It has also been observed that the 
users are more enthusiastic in issuing and returning the library resources 
themselves via self check-out/check-in. As mentioned earlier in chapter, this 
facility is yet to be seen in the libraries of both IITs. 
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Fig-12. The Overall Status of Retrieval System 
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Fig-12 depicts the Radar chart presentation of overall status of retrieval system 
of all the three surveyed libraries. 
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Table- 15Belu MorofGtiranStaff 
ITT Delhi IIT Kanpur Kashmir Unh'ersily 
Level of 	STU RS FM Total S1'Lt RS FM Tote) 6I I RS FM 	Total 
Satisfaction 	N=330 N=84 N=2" N=441 N=184 N=72 N=25 N=281 N=416 N=40 N=26 	N=482 
Excellent 	57 I8 9 84 28 14 9 91 79 	9 10 	98 
(17.27) (21.42) (33.33) (19.04) (1521) (19,44) 
42 
(36) 
16 
118.14) (18.99) 	(22S) 
213 	23 
(38.46) 	(20.33) 
Verygood 	190 SL' IS 258 131 159 16 	252 
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6.14 Behavior of Library Staff 
I'hc beha for of library staff is an important aspect from the users' perspective. 
A helpful and cooperative library staff is always beneficial for users to fulfill 
their request promptly at their desktops. The data obtained in this backdrop in 
table-15 reflects that 17.27% students, 21.42% research scholars and 33.33% 
faculty members in IIT Delhi rated the behavior of their library staff as 
excellent. In case of' IIT Kanpur. 15.21% students, 19.44% research scholars 
and 36% faculty members reported that the behavior of library staff is 
excellent. On contrary. 18.99% students and 22.5% research scholars and 
38.46% faculty members in Kashmir University replied that the behavior of 
library staff is excellent in providing them with their requested resources. 
The data in table-15 further shows, that the majority of users with 
57.57% students. 59.52% research scholars and 66.66% faculty members in IIT 
Delhi rate the behavior library staff very good. However, there is a small 
dift' rence between the library staff of both the IIT's in this regard. Notably. 
54.89% students. 58.33° o research scholars and 64% faculty members in IIT 
Kanpur reported that the behavior of library staff in fulfilling their information 
request is very good. On contrary, 51.20% students, 57.5% research scholars 
and 61.53% faculty members in Kashmir University claim that the behavior of 
library staff in providing the requested resources is very good. 
Interestingly, 20.60% students and 13.09% research scholars in IIT 
Delhi: while 22.28% o students and 16.66% research scholars in IIT Kanpur 
view the behavior of library staff in good category. In comparison, 21.63% 
students and 12.5% research scholars in Kashmir University are also of the 
same opinion. However, no response was received from the faculty members of 
all the surveyed libraries in this background. 
The collected data furthermore shows that a small percentage of 1.81% 
students and 4.76% o research scholars in IIT Delhi, while 4.89% students, 
4.16% and research scholars in IIT Kanpur stated that the behavior library staff 
in providing them the required information is average. In case of Kashmir 
University, 5.28° o students and 5% research scholars also rated the library staff 
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in average category. Nevertheless, none of the faculty members replied in this 
context. 
Moreover, a thin percentage of users with 2.72% students and 1.19% 
research scholars in LIT Delhi: whereas 2.71% students and 1.38% research 
scholars in IIT Kanpur have claimed that the behavior of library staff in helping 
them to provide the required information is poor. However, none of the faculty 
members in all the surveyed libraries reported in this context. The situation in 
this backdrop is somewhat similar in Kashmir University, where 2.88% 
students and 2.5% research scholars also rated the behavior of library staff as 
poor in providing the required help. 
As tar as behavior of library staff of the surveyed libraries is concerned, 
the data suggests that a large number of faculty members of all the select 
libraries are either strongly satisfied or satisfied with the behavior of library 
staff in providing help to them for their requested information resources and 
other library services. This is observed as the clerks sitting on different 
counters or stack rooms will show great amount of respect towards faculty 
members. This number is followed by research scholars and students. It is also 
obvious. that the same amount of respect can not be expected towards them. 
This trend is uniform in all the surveyed libraries. 
KIT F\ 
	 IITD RS 
40 
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STU = Students. RS= Research Scholars and FM= Faculty Members 
SS = Strongly Satisfied. S = Satisfied, 'NS/ND' = Neither satisfied nor 
dissatisfied, I) = Dissatisfied, SI) = Strongly dissatisfied. 
Fig-13 is the Radar chart presentation of opinion of users about the overall 
behavior of library staff in providing them the required information promptly. 
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6.15 Satisfaction with the Overall Services of Automated Library 
System 
The effectiveness and success of any automated library system is determined 
by the satisfaction of users with the services of library provided through its 
soltware. With respect to the overall services of automated library system, the 
data collected in table-16 reveals that 26.06% students, 25% research scholars 
and 25.92% faculty members in IIT Delhi are strongly satisfied with the overall 
services of automated library system. The condition is more or less similar in 
IIT Kanpur; where 25.54% students, 26.38% research scholars and 24% faculty 
members are strongly satisfied with the services of automated library system. 
Appreciably, the automated library system of Allama lgbal Library is 
comparatively better, as 27.88% students, 30% research scholars and 26.92% 
faculty members are strongly satisfied with the services of its automated library  
system. 
The collected data; however, reflects that the majority of users in ITT 
Delhi with 59.09% students. 61,90% research scholars and 66.66% faculty 	- 
members are satisfied with the services provided by their automated library  
system. In ILT Kanpur, 60.32% students, 59.72% research scholars and 68% 
faculty members stated that they are satisfied with the overall services provided 
through automated library system. The situation is not much different in 
Kashmir University, where majority of users with 60.85% students, 61.77% 
research scholars and 67.5% faculty members replied that they are satisfied 
with the overall services provided via automated library system. 
Interestingly, a considerable percentage of 12.12% students, 10.71% 
research scholars and 7.40% faculty members in Ill  Delhi are neither satisfied 
nor dissatisfied with the services of automated library systetn. Likewise, 
10.86% students, I L.11% research scholars and 8% faculty members in 11T 
Kanpur are of the same opinion. In comparison, a moderately low percentage 
of users with 6.73% students, 2.5% research scholars and 3.84% faculty 
members in Kashmir University stated that they are neutral in this background. 
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In contrast to above, it is observed that 1.81% students, 2.38% research 
scholars in IIT Delhi; while 2% students and 2.77% research scholars in IIT 
Kanpur have shown their dissatisfaction with the services provided by their 
automated library system. In case of Kashmir University, a small percentage of 
2.40% students reported that they are dissatisfied with the services provided 
through their automated library system. Nevertheless, none among the faculty 
members in all the surveyed libraries are dissatisfied with the services provided 
via automated library system 
Moreover, the data shows that a very thin percentage of 0.90% students 
in lIT Delhi and 1.08% students in 11'1, Kanpur are strongly dissatisfied with the 
overall services provided through their automated library system. Although the 
number of student category who are strongly dissatisfied with the overall 
services provided via automated library system is more, however, there is not 
much difference in this regard between the both libraries of IITs and Kashmir 
University library. Nevertheless, none of the research scholars and none of the 
faculty members in all the surveyed libraries are strongly dissatisfied with the 
services of automated library system of their respective libraries. 
The data depicted in table-16 suggests that a majority of users in all the 
three surveyed libraries have shown their satisfaction with the services 
provided via automated library system. Notably, this number is more in 
Kashmir University than the both the IIT libraries. As an interview method, 
when this investigator queried a cross section of users about their satisfaction 
with the overall services of automated library system, they revealed that 
automated library system has speeded up the promptness of library services. 
These users opined that when they approached to the In-Charge of cataloguing 
section for their requested book, the staff within a short span of time through 
automated acquisition module generated the catalogue, book label and bar-code 
for the procured book and forwarded it immediately to circulation counter. 
Similarly, some users also opined that when they requested the staff at 
serials section counter for a list of holdings of foreign journals. The staff 
immediately generated the desired list with the help of printer attached with the 
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computer terminal in the serials control module. Moreover, they also revealed 
that the automated circulation system saved a lot of time, as the hooks are now 
quickly issued by using bar code readers against the bar-coded identity cards. It 
is notable to mention here that a large section of users in Kashmir University 
opined that they need not to wait in long queues which were seen earlier at 
circulation counter for issuing the books, as they are now issuing and returning 
the library resources by their own through self check-out and check-in system 
facility available in their library. 
m SS 
as 
■ NS N 
D 
■D 
QSD 
PG=Post Graduate. RS= Research Scholars. FC F Faculty 
IJTD= 11T Delhi, 11TK= 11"1' Kanpur and KU- Kashmir University 
SS = Strongly satisfied. S= Satisfied, NS/ND = Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. D= 
Dissatisfied, SD= Strongly dissatisfied. 
Fig-14 represents the Column chart displaying the satisfaction of users with the overall 
services of automated librar system of select libraries. 
A large number of students among the students community have also 
suggested that printing facility should also be made available in order to get 
print outs for the search results. As a point of suggestion, these libraries may 
attach at least one printer on (WAC terminal. It was also suggested from few 
users that there should be a help desk so that there queries can promptly be 
attended. 
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Chapter-7: Summary, Findings and Conclusion 
7.1 Summary 
Presentl% there are a number both indigenous and international library software 
packages available in India. I lowever, the selection of appropriate software 
package for implementing a successful integrated library system that will cater 
to the needs of academic libraries in India has been a challenging task for 
librarians. Although, a number of library softwares packages were developed in 
this direction by research and development libraries in India. But, only kw of 
those softwares survived, while the rest did not last long due to their 
shortcomings to fultill the international standards. 
Against this backdrop, many Indian libraries switched over to 
international soft\\are packages to overcome these drawbacks. Notably, the 
libraries associated with research and development centers and large academic 
libraries in India are using standard library management softwares to enhance 
their operations and services. On the other hand, the condition of services and 
operations of most of the academic libraries is unsatisfactory. Remarkably, 
during the last two decades, the College and University libraries of India with 
the financial support of UGC along with the landmark development of 
INFLIBNEI' gained the momentum towards automating their operations and 
services. Significantly, these initiatives and the SOUL software developed by 
INFI.IRNCT played a key role to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of 
Indian academic libraries. It may, however, be noted here that a lot of further 
development is required to improve the present state of automated library 
system of Indian libraries for the eftcctive utilization of their valuable 
resources. 
'I'he present study was undertaken with the intent to examine the usage 
and effectiveness of different library software packages for assessing the 
current performance of operations and services in Central Library, Ill' Delhi; P. 
K. Kelkar Library. III' Kanpur and Allama Iclbal Library, Kashmir University. 
The purpose of the study was to determine the status of awareness of' library 
sottware~. OPACs and their proper usage among the users of select institutes. 
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Besides above, the aim was to critically analyze the overall satisfaction of users 
with the present state of automated retrieval system of select libraries. 
Furthermore, this research study investigated the knowledge and expertise of 
library staff in managing the automated library system effectively. Moreover. 
the study was undertaken with the purpose to investigate the effectiveness of 
sotiwares used by the select libraries on their services and operations. 
Against this background, a sample of two libraries of' leading Ill's of 
national importance and one of the first ISO Certified University library in 
India with a good track record of automation were selected for the in-depth 
study of' the status of their library softwares and library automation. After a 
thorough review of the related literature and evaluation of the select institute 
websites. a set of two well designed questionnaires were administered among 
the users of libraries under study. '1'he survey resulted in 89.75%. 92.38°'° and 
90.63% response respectively from Ill' Delhi, II]' Kanpur and Kashmir 
University. However, due to the rejection of some incompletely filled-in 
questionnaires. the data analysis was carried out on 83.68% users in IIT Delhi. 
89.20% in I1'l' Kanpur and 86.84% in Kashmir University. 
In addition to collection of data, the investigator consulted various 
printed and electronic resources such as annual reports: pamphlets; brochures; 
newsletters: websites: etc. to cross-check the validity and authenticity of data 
provided by the respondents. 
The collected data was analyzed and coded in MS-Excel package. 
Subsequently. the Chi-Square statistical test was used to prove the significant 
difference in the data. Besides above, graphs; charts; diagrams and Cross 
tabulation were used as per the need to measure the relationship between 
variables. Based on the data obtained from the users of' libraries under study. 
following major findings were deduced. 
7.2 Findings 
'l'he data is obtained through survey method by distributing a set of two well 
designed questionnaires among the library staff and users of the surveyed 
libraries. On the basis of' analysis of collected data with respect to Usage and 
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Effectiveness of different Software Packages in the Libraries of Kashmir 
University. IIT Delhi and IIT Kanpur, some of the major findings to enhance 
the efficiency and effectiveness of their operations and services are summed up 
as follows. 
I. 	A large number of respondents among the library staff in all the 
surveyed libraries have revealed that the manual routine work had 
become boring and monotonous while automated environment has 
enhanced job satisfaction level due to variety in work. Interestingly, the 
more number of staff in IIT libraries have opined the above statement in 
comparison to their counter parts in Kashmir University. This 
investigator has found that this view of IIT library staff owes to the fact 
that institution organizes periodical training programs on fundamentals 
of information technology. Significantly, a majority of the library staff 
also have attended these training programs. After receiving these 
training programs related to information technology, the staff of IIT 
libraries was keen to work in an automated environment. Procurement of 
Library automation software and its installation in both the libraries have 
provided opportunity to work in an automated environment. On the 
other hand. Kashmir University library staff has got less exposure in the 
field of information technology. It is because of this reason the same 
amount of enthusiasm has not been found among the library staff of 
Kashmir University. 
2. 	Acquisition is the core activity in any library which requires a good 
knowledge of librarianship. Notably, the library staff faces difficulties in 
monitoring growing collections, preparing and updating supplier list, 
sending reminders and management of budget in manual acquisition. 
Of all the survveyed libraries, staff has found a complete solution to 
these problems in automated acquisition system. The staff of these 
libraries have revealed that they have never imagined that their task 
would be so simple with the help of library automation software. The 
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results of the present work also substantiate the study conducted by 
(Rajgopalan. 1981). 
3. Another wonderful findings of' the present study suggest that there is an 
increased usage of library resources, due to automation process in all the 
surveyed libraries. This finding proves the investigation carried out by 
(Peake. 1981) in his study related to Australian University libraries. 
4. Yet another findings of this study showed that IIT Delhi is way ahead in 
using, the available features of acquisition module in LibSys software 
than II'l' Kanpur. This difference in usage lies to the fact that the library 
staff of Ill Delhi has more knowledge of acquisition module through 
sell training or hit and trial method. They did it because, they were 
confident that it' their system goes down, promptly it will be rectified 
due to the close proximity of LibSys Headquarter. On contrary, the 
library staff of IIT Kanpur have never taken this kind of risk on account 
of fear related to the system being inactive. In case of' Kashmir 
University, the library staf'f' deployed in acquisition section have taken 
great amount of interest while receiving training on acquisition module. 
This interest partly owe to the fact that they were uncomfortable in 
acquisition module of SOUL software. Also, they have realized that 
acquisition is the starting point of automation process, and if they fail to 
automate acquisition section, the entire project of automation will come 
to standstill. 
5. Maintenance of budget is the cornerstone element ot'acquisition section. 
[he staff of all the libraries under study were disgusted with respect to 
management of budgets in manual methods. Now, in an automated 
environment, as the staff revealed, transfer of funds between dififerent 
heads of the budget is possible. Apart from this advantage, staff also felt 
happiness that there is almost nil probability in committing mistakes as 
tar as calculation is concerned. Some of the staffhave jokingly informed 
that they were very weak in arithmetic's and there were always errors 
committed by them in the manual calculations. Furthermore, the staff of 
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all the surveyed libraries were quite happy with the feature that contains  
a log of transactions affecting accounts which can be printed out by dale 
and item as well as by any account operator. The finding of the present 
work proves the results shown in the study of (Harrison and Summers, 
1988) related to acquisition section of the Lancaster Library. 
6. Significantly, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) standards promote the 
system interoperability and appear to the best hope for the claim 
process. Unfortunately, none of the surveyed libraries have been using 
this salient feature available in both the softwares namely LibSys and 
Virtua. 
7. Automation has affected greatly to all the surveyed libraries. It has 
influenced the cataloguing division or technical section of the all these 
libraries. The affects of library automation have been far reaching and 
profound in the technical sections of these surveyed libraries. Before the 
migration to new software (as mentioned in the chapter-5), the staff was 
quite worried regarding the import of data from the earlier used 
software. Their worry owed to the fact that a harsh experience regarding 
importing of data from one software to another. However, in all these 
libraries, as reported by the staff, the data import was smooth and free 
from any hassle. This was possible as the whole process was done in the 
presence of representatives from library vendors. This finding suggests 
that the feature related to import/export of the data in the software 
should always be done in the presence of representative from the library 
vendors. 
8. After acquisition, making the book ready for circulation is the 
responsibility of cataloguing section. Thus, the staff of cataloguing 
section carries the heavy responsibility for preparing a book completely 
for its use. In a traditional library, staff faces lot of problems in the 
whole cataloguing process. One of the interesting findings of the present 
thesis is related with the standardization. All these libraries have 
achieved standardization. Nevertheless, the IUT Delhi library has met 
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siL,nificant achievement as it has converted all its records in MARC 21 
formats. The staff of IIT Kanpur library have been found less 
knowledgeable in the various international standards. Primary reason for 
this disparity is that the stall' of IIT Delhi is keeping themselves more 
abreast of latest developments in the field of library science. They have 
achieved this efficiency through attending various workshops and 
conferences. In case of Kashmir University, the software earlier used 
was discarded simply in the pretext that it was not able to meet 
international standards and the Virtua software was procured primarily 
due to the fiict that Virtua software is fully compatible with international 
standards including MARC 21. 
9. Another interesting finding of the present work is related with Unicode 
standard. A substantial number of records available in Arabic, Persian 
and Urdu languages in Kashmir University library' have been entered 
into the system preserving their native scripts. Moreover, their retrieval 
is also done in the same script on OPAC terminals meant for bi-
directional languages. On contrary. not even a single record have been 
inputted in both the Ill's though a significant collection in available in 
Hindi language. This contradiction, has been investigated, is related with 
the disparity in efficiency with respect to Unicode feature. This 
investigator has found Virtua more effective vis-a-vis Unicode feature in 
comparison to LibSys software. 
10. In India, a large number of academic and research libraries have 
implemented automation process. However, none of the libraries 
including those which are considered as champions and leaders in 
library automation such as Aligarh Muslim University, Jamia Millia 
Islamia, Jawaharlal Nehru University, Ranbaxy, Torment 
Pharmaceutical Company, etc. have become the members of OCLC. 
Perhaps they are not aware that to what extent the membership of OCLC 
will benefit the stall of cataloguing division. It is noteworthy to mention 
here that among three surveyed libraries. IIT Delhi and Kashmir 
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University have become the members of OCUC. The staff of these two 
libraries have reported that copy cataloguing utility through OCLC 
database have made cataloguing very economical. This finding 
substantiates the study conducted by (llirshon, 1988) related to OCLC 
services. On contrary, cataloguing and its associated processes such as 
classification and subject indexing have been reported the most Cost-
effective processes in IIT Kanpur library. 
11. The staff of all the surveyed libraries have realized the potentials in 
soltsvare regarding, the compilation of Union catalogue but none of these 
thrcc libraries have so far used this salient feature available in their 
respective softwares. Notably, the stall of both the IIT libraries have felt 
more need to use the feature related to Union catalogue in LibSys 
software and also informed this investigator that may be in the Future 
they will use this feature for the compilation of Union catalogue of all 
the established IIT libraries in India. 
12. Circulation section has embraced new technology of automation because 
it enabled the surveyed libraries to improve their services for the 
convenience of user community. The introduction of bar-coding system, 
as has been reported by all the surveyed libraries, has shed their burden 
to a large extent. Moreover, sending reminders through e-mail have also 
relieved the pressure from the staff deployed at circulation counter in 
each library. Apart from eliminating the long queues at circulation 
counter, the staff has also found the use of software very helpful in 
having greater control over loaned items. Staff of all these libraries 
have revealed that sending reminder for overdue items was tedious job 
in Manual section. However, with the facility of e-mail, sending 
reminders became easier and less time consuming. This pattern of 
opinion has been found uniform in all the surveyed libraries. The study 
carried out by (Oyenlakinde and Evans. 1979) is Blond inconsonance 
with this finding of the present thesis. 
I] 
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13. One of the major emphases of the use of latest technology is to allow 
library users to go for self Check-out and Check-in. The use of this 
technology is gradually becoming very popular in the western world; 
nevertheless, it is less seen among the automated libraries of India. A 
wonderful finding of the present work is that Kashmir University is 
leading with this facility of self Check-out and Check-in as the library 
has installed all the infrastructural facilities and accessories needed for 
the above mentioned facility. On contrary, M's including the two 
surveyed ones which are considered as the premier institutes much 
ahead in reputation than a State University has failed to provide RFID 
solutions in their libraries. One research study indicates that user 
community prefer using self service process because they can control 
the services better as suggested by the data related to self Check-out and 
Check-in facility of Kashmir University. 
14. Investigation related to the use of serials control module has produced 
the mixed results. On the one hand, there is a Kashmir University library 
which has nominally used serials control module. This nominal use has 
seen in the accessioning of bound volumes. On the other hand, there are 
LIT libraries which use the module for all the available lzcilities namely 
ordering, claiming, receipt and payments. Furthermore, they may 
generate any desired report related to periodical section. "These III 
libraries have revealed that the available features, though, have lessened 
the burden involved in manual acquisition of serials. Nevertheless, the 
module has failed to provide the solution of all the problems. A study 
conducted by (Cotta, 1989) also revealed the shortcomings found in an 
existing automated system with respect to serials control module. 
15. Another findings of the study is related with the electronic journals. The 
staff of all the surveyed libraries have been found novice about the use 
of software with respect to electronic journals. 
16. This investigator has also found that none of the libraries are using the 
available Article Indexing module in LibSys software. The investigator 
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observed that the staff is reluctant to go for additional work in the 
periodical section. 
17 	One of the wonderful findings of the present study suggests that 
automation thrilled more to the users in Kashmir University in 
comparison to both the Ills. Table-3 has shown more than 90% of the 
users visit the library in Kashmir University either daily or weekly or 
fortnightly. The corresponding figures are 85% for both the surveyed IIT 
libraries. 
18. Another interesting finding of the present study is related with the 
purpose of use. In one of the major purposes namely learning by the user 
community, III Delhi comes on the top followed by II"I Kanpur and 
Kashmir University. As far as research is concerned, IIT Kanpur is on 
top followed by IIT Delhi and Kashmir University. The data can be 
substantiated with the fact that in recent times, more number of 
researches have been patented in IIT Kanpur. Nevertheless, internet 
surfing for databases is done by almost same number of respondents in 
all the surveyed libraries. 
19. Yet another finding of the present thesis suggests that automation has 
greatly influenced the use of library resources in all the surveyed 
libraries. Interestingly, around 90% respondents in all the three libraries 
have opined the above statement. The study conducted by (Kreslin et al., 
1994) and (Sajjad ur Rehman and Rehatn, 2010) also substantiate this 
finding of the present work. 
20. Another finding of the present work suggests that all the surveyed 
libraries have not yet discarded the manual cards. The study of (Mehtab 
and Amita, 2008) related with OPAC module of five libraries of Delhi 
also highlighted the same phenomenon. 
21. Notably, the performance of the library staff rated by the users is either 
excellent or very good or good. By and large this tendency is seen in all 
academic institutions. But, this tendency is seen exceptional in all the 
three surveyed libraries. As the data in table-15 shows that more than 
cL 
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901/6 of the respondents have shown their satisfaction with the behavior 
of library staff. A small number of users however, have rated the 
behavior of library staff either average or poor. This category belongs to 
those human beings who always criticize others even if they are being 
served in the best possible way. 
7.3 Tenability of Hypotheses 
The tenahilit\ of' by pothesis is verified in the light of above discussed findings 
and by using Chi-Square statistical test. 
1. There is a significant difference in the awareness of library 
sottwares among the users of Eli's and Kashmir University. 
The maximum and effective utilization of library softwares is directly 
proportional to the awareness of' users with them. In this background, it is 
revealed from table-5 that 91.15% users in IIT Delhi and 89.67% users in Il"I 
Kanpur reported that they are aware of library software packages. On contrary 
to Ills. the number of users (80.29%) who are aware of library softwares is less 
in Kashmir University. It is noted that there is a significant difference, which 
means the awareness of library softwares higher among the users of IITs than 
the users of' Kashmir University. 
On applying the Chi-Square test, it is found that the calculated Chi- 
Square value (26.95) is fairly large than the Chi-Square tabulated value (_5.991) 
with 2 degree of freedom at 5% level of significance. The Chi-Square test 
therefore, reveals that there is a significant difference in the awareness of 
library sottwares anion," the users of ll'I's and the users of Kashmir University. 
The hypothesis is therefore proved. 
2. The usage of OI':AC is higher in the libraries of IITs than in the 
library of Kashmir University. 
The OPAC is considered as the gateway of knowledge. The maximum and 
effective usage of OI'AC means the maximum utilization of library resources. 
In this context, it is revealed from the findings of table-7 that the majority of 
users in IIT Delhi (83.21%) followed by LIT Kanpur (82.20%) are using OPAC 
for search and retrieval purposes. On the other hand, this number is less in 
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Kashmir University, where 58.29% users search and retrieve the resources of 
their interest via OPAC. In this way, a significant difference in the usage of 
OPAC was found among the users of IITs and Kashmir University. 
Consequently. it is verified that the usage of OPAC is higher in the libraries of 
Ills than in the library of Kashmir University. 
he hypothesis is thus proved. 
3. The users of 11'I's are more well-versed with the advanced search 
techniques in OPAC than the users of Kashmir University. 
With reference to the usage of advanced search techniques in OPAC, it is noted 
from the findings of table-8 that 2 1.76% users in IIT Delhi while 22.77% in IIT 
Kanpur use advanced search facility in OPAC. In comparison, a moderately 
low percentage of 9.33% users in Kashmir University as suggested by the 
collected data are using advanced search techniques in OPAC. The findings 
therefore, clearly reveal that the percentage of users using advanced search 
techniques in OPAC is higher in both the IlTs than in Kashmir University. 
In addition to the findings of table-8, table-9 also reveal that a 
significant percentage of 46.61% users in IIT Kanpur and 34.01% users in II"F 
Delhi use advanced search techniques comprising Boolean search, Phrase 
search and Truncated search facilities in OPAC. In comparison to both Il"I's, 
only 20.95% users in Kashmir University are using advanced search facility in 
OPAC. It is therefore, clear from the above results; that the usage of advanced 
search techniques in OPAC is higher among the users of both the surveyed IlTs 
than among the users of Kashmir University. 
The hypothesis is hence proved. 
4. The Library staff in II"1's is more equipped in handling the software 
than their counter parts in Kashmir University. 
The expertise of library staff is the prior consideration of any effective 
automated library system. In this backdrop, it is revealed from the findings of 
checklist-4 namely serials control module, that the library staff of Kashmir 
University requires another level of training for making use of the available 
features of serials control module in Virtua software. In comparison the staff of 
0 
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both the IIT libraries through different training courses and workshops on 
automation has gained substantial competence in efficient management of 
libran software for its maximum utilization. 
The hypothesis is hence proved. 
5. 
 
All the surveyed libraries are using all the modules available in 
LibSvs and Virtua sol'twares respectively. 
t'nidoubtedly. the automated library systems have dramatically changed the 
users approach to access and retrieve the information. However; in most of the 
Indian libraries, manual systems are still in practice. In this direction, both the 
11"I libraries till date have not used the Article Indexing module available in 
I.ibSys software. On the other hand, the findings of checklist-4 i.e. serials 
control module reveal that Kashmir University library has not yet started to use 
the serials control module of Virtua software even though the bound volumes 
have been entered in Virtua database. The above results clearly reveal that none 
of the surveyed libraries is using all the modules available in LibSys and Virtua 
software packages. 
The hypothesis is therefore rejected. 
6. The user satisfaction level with respect to the overall services of 
automated library system► is higher in Ill's than in Kashmir University. 
The overall effectiveness of any automated library system is primarily 
determined by the overall satisfaction of users with the services provided by it. 
In this backdrop, the findings of table-16 reveals that 85.94% users in IIT Delhi 
and 86.47% in Ill Kanpur have revealed that they are either strongly satisfied 
or satisfied with the overall services provided by automated library system of 
their library. On Contrary to IlTs, the automated library system of Allanma Iqbal 
Library, Kashmir University has taken lead as 90.66% users are either strongly 
satisfied or satisfied with the services rendered by it. 
Besides the findings of table-16, it is also revealed from the findings of 
table-12 that .\llama Idbal library - is giving users the facility of self Check-out 
and Check-in. Remarkably. the users have shown more enthusiasm in using 
self Check-out and Check-in facility for issue and return of the library 
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resources. In the light of above findings, it is revealed that the user satisfaction 
with the overall services of automated librar,' system is higher in Kashmir 
University instead of both the surveyed Ills. 
The hypothesis is consequently rejected. 
7. 	More training is required by software vendors for the effective 
usage of all modules of both the softwares i.e. LihSyys and Virtua. 
The eitecti\e and ma\ltllul11 utilization of' library softwares requires the 
detailed training of all modules available in any library management system. In 
this respect, several findings of present study have suggested that the library 
stall' in all the surveyed libraries requires more in-depth training from vendors 
to use all the available l atures in all the modules of their respective softwares. 
i he hypothesis is hence proved. 
7.4 Conclusion 
"l'echnuloa\ has had and \v ill perhaps continue to have a dramatic impact on 
library operations and services. It is the main force for changing the core work 
culture of library situation. The trends in technology will certainly find their 
\\ay into large academic library set up. Because, the libraries must satisfy the 
expectations of their end users to sustain their goal, objective and existence in 
present teehno-oriented world. 
l'he first effort for computerization of library work started in early 1970s 
in India. I iowever, it has been seen that Indian academic libraries gained 
significant momentum during the last decade in automating their functions and 
services. Presently, the large libraries of Indian Universities and Il'l's are in a 
state of implementing integrated library systems for automating their entire 
(>lleratiotls and services. But, the library staff and user community particularly 
in academic Universities have still limited knowledge in this regard. Therefore, 
the implications ol studies for technological changes and improvements in 
academic libraries are of'ood value to the librarians and authorities for 
implementing effective and successful automated library system. 
The mission of central libraries of IM's and Universities, regardless of 
how it is stated, is to support the user community in providing them with the 
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pin pointed and exhaustive information however and whenever they can. The 
central libraries of IlTs and Universities are the heart of their intellectual output 
mainly because-, they are the corner stone of research and development of the 
nation. The present study reveals the performance of current status of 
automated library system in the central libraries of LIT Delhi, LIT Kanpur and 
Kashmir University in India. Its findings may suggest new dimensions and 
directions in providing efficient and effective access to library resources 
through modern and standard library softwares. The report of these findings 
could also be used as a roadmap for implementing successful integrating 
library systent to meet the expectations of modern and techno-oriented users. 
T he researcher assumed that the libraries particularly of IlTs had 
automated their all operations and services with appropriate capabilities. 
I lowever. contrary to expectations, the present study reveals that some 
operations and services such as self check-in/check-out. RFID installation and 
complete serials control are yet to be automated in the libraries under study. 
While the availability of OPAC is still restricted to the campus of select IITs. 
On the other hand, the condition of some operations that have been automated 
is not encouraging. 
It is hoped that the present doctoral thesis on "Usage and Effectiveness 
of different Library Software Packages" will gather interest to help the 
librarians both at State as well as at National level for implementing successful 
integrated library system. The findings resulted from this thesis are based on 
the data provided by the users and library staff of two IlTs of national 
importance and one of the first ISO Certified University libraries of India. 
Notably, the findings and suggestions of this study perhaps represent the 
national consensus needing attention and support to solve the issues that are 
associated with the implementation of successful automated library system in 
the academic libraries of India. But, this study should not be deemed as the 
only viable way out to solve all the problems related to library softwares and 
Iil~rirX automation in India. I low ever, it will serve as a guide for the librarians 
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and information managers to select the most appropriate software that will 
.erne to the needs of a librur\ and its users in a better and effective way. 
7.5 Suggestions 
On the basis of findings of the study undertaken. the following suggestions are 
listed for the surveyed libraries in particular and for other libraries in general in 
order to successfully implement automation protect. 
I. 	Selection of software should be based keeping in view the requirements 
of a particular librar\ . 
2. User friendliness should be the top most considerations in the selection 
of software. 
3. It is suggested to the librarians of surveyed libraries in particular and for 
other libraries in general that at the time of finalization of the software, 
training programs regarding both onsite and off-site should be decided 
with the vendors under the terms and conditions of the agreement 
regarding the procurement of the software. 
4. Library staff should periodically undergo for training courses on the use 
of library software. 
5. It is also suggested that more number of OPAC terminals are needed in 
11 F Kanpur and Kashmir University. 
6. A hell) desk should be procured for the efficient use of OPAC. 
7. The surveyed Il'l' libraries like Kashmir University should also make use 
of web OPAC module available in LibSys software. 
8. Like I11 Delhi and Kashmir University, 1FF Kanpur should also become 
member of OCLC. This will ease the burden of cataloguing. 
9. Although cataloguing system of the select libraries is comparatively 
encouraging. however, further improvements are required to use the 
standards like UNIG011I„ l RBR, RDA, etc. to enhance the cataloguing 
standards. Emphasis should also be given to compile a union catalogue 
of all Ills and Central Universities in India. 
10. It was observed that both the LET libraries are using the serials control 
module of' LibSys. Apparently, due to lack of exposure Allama Iqbal 
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Library is still not using this module available in Virtua. It is therefore, 
suggested that its staff should undergo a thorough training on the 
module for its use. 
11. Allama lqbal Library, Kashmir University is using RFID "Technology 
for self Check-out and Check-in. It also suggested to both the surveyed 
LIT libraries to modernize their issue and return system by installing self 
Check-out and Check-in as the one installed by Kashmir University. 
12. All the surveyed libraries should use the Inter-library loan feature 
available in their respective softwares namely LibSys and Virtua. 
13. Although, both LibSys and Virtua softwares used by the surveyed 
libraries provides an option of online reference service, which is a 
common feature of most of the American and European libraries. 
1-luwever, this service is not still in practice in the select libraries. In this 
regard. efforts needs to taken to provide the reference service to users 
via internet as per their requirement. 
14. New recruitments should be done keeping in view the proficiency in 
handling the automation project. 
7.6 Scope for further research 
I)urimz the course of this research stud, the investigator felt that following 
similar studies may be carried out on other types of libraries 
1. A similar study may be undertaken for IIMs (Indian Institute of 
Management) which carry the same reputation in India as that of IlTs. 
2. A similar study can also be conducted for all the established ll'I's in 
India. 
3. Yet another similar study may be undertaken covering the selected 
Central Universities of India. 
4. A comparative study is also suggested between the libraries of reputed 
Universities of Kashmir such as Sheri Kashmir University of 
Agricultural Sciences and Technology (SKUAS'1'), Islamic University of 
Science and Technology (IUS'l') and Sheri Kashmir Institute of Medical 
Sciences (SKIMS). 
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5. Yet another comparative study is also possible between the reputed 
College libraries of Kashmir namely Government College for Women, 
Maulana Azad Road Srinagar; Sri Pratap (SP) College; Srinagar; Amar 
Singh College. Srinagar; and lslamia College of Science and Commerce, 
Srinagar. 
6. Similar study can be undertaken between the reputed libraries of Jammu 
i.e. Jammu University, Sheri Kashmir University of Agricultural 
Sciences and technology (SKUAST) Jammu and Regional Research 
Laboratory (RRL), Jammu. 
7. Yet another study is possible between the libraries of reputed State 
Universities of Jammu and Kashmir like Kashmir University, Jammu 
University and Baba Ciulam Shah Badshah (BGSB) University, etc. 
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Appendix - I 
Department of Library and Information Science 
Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh-202002 
(Questionnaire Administered to Library Staff) 
Respected Respondent: 
I am pursuing Ph. D in Library and Information Science on the 
topic entitled `Usage and Effectiveness of different Software Packages in 
the Libraries of Kashmir University, IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur: A 
comparative study'. In this regard, I would request you to fill up this 
questionnaire and suggest additional suggestions in the space provided. I 
shall be grateful, if you could kindly spare few minutes from your busy 
schedule to fill the questionnaire. 
I highly thank your cooperation. 
Ililal Ahmad. 
Personal information: 
Name........................................Department.................................. 
Designation (student/scholar/facultylothers) ....................................... 
F-mail ...................................................... 
Part I: General information 
Qno.l Your library is an automated library: 
(a) Yes 	 (b) No 
If yes. The software used by your library for automating its operations: 
(a) CDSIISIS 	(b) LibSys 	(c) SOUL 	(d) Virtua 
(e) Any other (please specify) ............. _ .......... 
Qno.2 The software used by your library is available on major operating 
systems like 
(a) Windows 	(b) Linux 	(c) UNIX 	(d) any other 
(e) Not aware 
Qno.3 Did your library switched over to new software in recent past, if yes to 
which software: 
(a) Alice for Windows 	(b) LibSys 	(c) SOIJL 	(d) Virtua 
(c) No/Any other (please specify) ............................. 
Please mention the earlier software here ..................... 
Qno.4 Benefits out ofthe new software: 
(a)Better cataloguing & Efficient management of staff 	(b) Better 
accounts management and book management (c) User friendliness and 
better interface 	(d) All 	(e) Any other (please specify) ............... 
Qno.5 The software used by your library is multi-lingual in nature: 
(a) Yes 	 (h) No 
Qno.6 The modules of software operational in your library 
(a) Acquisition (b) Cataloguing (c) Circulation (d) Serials control 
(e) OPAC 	(f) All 	(g) any other ........................... 
Part II: Specific information regarding modules 
Qno.7 — Qno l O contains Checklists regarding module of the software, please 
tick- the most appropriate one: 
Checklist-1: Acquisition Module 
Q.No7 — 	_ 	Checkpoints  
Enabled faster 	re-order duplicate checking  
Yes No 
a 
b Facilitate easy pparation of purchase orders 
Enabled to keep up-to-date vendor database c 
d Enabled to maintain up to date fund utilization account 
e Facilitate to send timely reminder and letters for order 
cancellation 
f Enabled accurate and up to date record of orders 
<2 Facilitates easy accessioning and invoice processing 
h Facilitates downloading of bibliographic data from CD- 
ROMS, 	international 	data 	bases 	or 	vendor 	supplied 
electronic catalogues  
Enables electronic ordering and easy book selection i 
j j Supports automated request processing  
k helps in preparation of vendor performance report 
m 
Facilitated prompt notification to users 
Facilitate to send letters to banks for foreign exchange 
drafts 
n Any other function i.e. automated...... 	.... 
Reports: 
1.  Helps in Preparation of orders Yes/ No 
2.  Gives Print out of received and non-supplied document Yes/ No 
3.  Helps in displaying Status of order Yes/ No 
4.  Generates Status of requests Yes/ No 
5.  Generates Status of funds Yes/ No 
6.  Gives List of Gifts received Yes/No 
7.  Prepare Titles on order Yes/No 
8.  Prepare Vendor list Yes/No 
9.  Generate Vouchers Ycs/No 
10.  Generate Account summaries Yes/No 
Checklist -2 Cataloguing Module 
Q.No8 	 Checkpoints 	- 	- Yes No 
a Your software helps in easy cataloguing 
The cataloguing module of your software supports easy b 
and MARC based data entry 
c I Enables import and export of data 
d . Helpful to do easy copy cataloguing like downloading 
catalogue records from bibliographic databases such as 
OCLC. LC. etc. 
e Generate and maintain authority files 
f Enabled the maintenance of thesaurus 
g Produces S ine and Bar code labels 
h 	Cataloguing module supports international standards 
Reports 
1.  Generates list of new catalogue records Yes/ No 
2.  Reports list of new and dropped authority file terms Yes/ No 
3.  1-Ielps in giving Spine labels Yes/ No 
4.  1 Iclpful in generating book labels Yes/ No 
5.  IIelptul in Generating Barcode labels Yes! No 
6.  Authority list Yes/No 
7.  Bibliographic record list Yes/No 
8.  Cataloguing errors Yes/No 
9.  Item created list Yes/No 
10.  Generates Catalogue cards Yes/ No 
Checklist -3 Circulation Module 
Q.No 9 Checkpoints Yes No 
a Creation 	of membership 	database 	of different 
categories with dif Brent parameters -
I Ielpful in generating Patron 11) card with required b 
size ot'photograph and barcode number 
c Easy 	for 	staff 	to 	process 	loans, 	returns 	and 
Circulation of library resources 
d Supports automatic generation of due date slip and 
generates automatic reminders for overdue items 
e Supports 	integration 	with 	security 	system 	that 
compliments the sell' issue, self check-in/ checkout 
features  
f Generation of fines automatically 
Facilitates Inter-Library Loan and makes it easy to 
keep record of both inward and outward loans 
h 1lclptul 	in 	stock 	verification, 	calculation 	and 
printing of various types of statistical reports 
 Any other function i.e. automated...................... ____  
Reports 
1. Generates availability status of books 
2. Gives issuance history of books 
3. Gives issuance history of books member wise 
4. Generates issuance history period vise also 
5. Generates overdue notices 
Yes/ No 
Yes/ No 
Yes/ No 
Yes/ No 
Yes/ No 
6. Generates cards for patrons 
7. Gives list of patrons 
8. Collected tines 
9. Expiring Patrons 
10. Blocked Patrons 
Yes/ No 
Yes/ No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Yes/No 
Checklist -4 Serials Control Module 
QNoIO 	 Checkpoints Yes No 
a Your serials control module enables easy input of 
serials data for check-in 
b Enables easy subscription of new journals initiated 
by the library and avoids duplication 
c Ilelpful 	in 	efficient 	renewal, 	cancellation 	and 
extension of subscription 
d Enables accessioning of individual issue 
e . Keeps record of missing issues 
f Helps 	in 	invoice 	processing 	for 	both 	new 
subscription and renewal subscription 
g Enables to send automatic reminders to claim issues 
not received 
h IIelpful in preparation of list of holdings with their 
status 
i IIelps in proper maintenance and utilization of fund 
accounts for subscription and binding 
Maintains u -to-date binding file 
k The 	serials 	control 	module 	supports 	printing 	of 
barcode labels for both bound and loose issues of 
serials 
1 Enables to support union list of serials with other 
libraries 
m Supports search and retrieval facility for staff within 
the module 
n Helps 	in 	easy 	invoice 	processing 	for both 	new 
subscription and renewal subscription 
o Any other Function.. 	.......... 
Reports 
1. Generates list of serials holding 	 Yes/ No 
2. Cancelled Serials 	 Yes/No 
3. List of Serials without holdings 	 Yes/No 
4. List of Serials acquisition 	 Yes/No 
Qno.11 Your software is compatible with Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID) technology and which of the following activities have been 
integrated with Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)? 
(a) Self check-in/check-out (b) Sensor gates (c) Stock verification 
V 
(d) All 	(c) No/Any other (please specify) ....................... 
Qno. 12 The retrospective conversion of your collection is done up to: 
(a) 50-60% 	(b) 60-70% 	(c) 70-80% 	(d) 80-90% 
(e) completed 
Qno.13 The vendor of your software provides training facilities for handling in-
house activities at required intervals: 
(a) Yes 	 (b) No 
Qno.14 The software used by your library has reduced the amount of staff time 
devoted to repetitive activities and simultaneously has saved the time of 
users: 
(a) Yes 	 (b) No 
Qno. 15 The impact of your software on your library development: 
(a) Better staff management (b) Enhanced user's satisfaction 
(c) Increased number of Circulation transactions at desk (d) I lelpful in 
building appropriate collection (e) Enabled self issue/self return 
(f) Any other (please specify)............ 
Qno. 16 The software used by your library has made the level of resource 
delivery and resource use: 
(a) Excellent 	(b) Very good 	(c) Good 	(d) Average (e) Poor 
Quo. 18 You are satisfied with the customer support services of your software 
Vendor: 
(a) Yes 	 (b) To some extent only 	(c) No 
Qno. 19 The problems your Integrated Library System (ILS) faces, select that 
which applies 
(a) Lapse in service & data loss 	(b) Problems with data retrieval 
(OPAC search engine) (c) Problems with acquisition (d) Problems with 
cataloguing (e) Problems with Circulation (f) Problems with Serials 
control (g) No problems/any other problem (please specify) ............. 
Qno.20 The eficctiveness of library services by the software used by your 
library has: 
(a) Greatly improved (b) Improved (c) To some extent (d) Least 
improved (e) Not improved 
Qno.21 Your satisfaction level with your software or Integrated Library System 
(ILS) 
(a) Strongly satisfied (b) Satisfied (c) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
(d) Dissatisfied 	(e) Strongly dissatisfied 
Qno.22 You recommend the software used by your library to other 
Libraries/institutions: 
vi 
(a) Yes 	 (b) No 	 (c) Don't know 
Qno.23 Your added suggestions will highly be respected 
............................................................................................... 
................................................................................................ 
................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
............................................................................................. 
Signature with Date 	 Thank you very much for your cooperation 
Appendix - II 
Department of Library and Information Science 
Aligarh Muslim University 
Aligarh-202002 
(Questionnaire Administered to Users) 
Respected Respondent: 
I am pursuing Ph. D in Library and Information Science on the 
topic entitled `Usage and Effectiveness of different Software Packages in 
the Libraries of Kashmir University, IIT Delhi, IIT Kanpur: A 
comparative study'. In this regard, I would request you to fill up this 
questionnaire and suggest additional suggestions in the space provided. I 
shall be grateful, if you could kindly spare few minutes from your busy 
schedule to fill the questionnaire. 
1 highly thank your cooperation. 
Hilal Ahmad. 
Personal information: 
Name........................................Department........................._........ 
Designation (student/scholarlfaculty/others) ....................................... 
E-mail...................................................... 
Qno.1 the frequency of your library visit: 
(a) Daily 	(b) Weekly 	(e) Fortnightly (d) Rarely 
(e) Don't visit the library 
Qno.2 Purpose or visiting the library: 
(a) Learning 	(b) Research 	(c) Preparation for Assignment 
(d) Preparation for Exam/test 	(e) Preparation for class room Teaching 
(f) Internet surfing for databases (g) Newspaper/Magazine reading 
Qno.3 You rate yourself regarding computer literacy: 
(a) Excellent 	(h) Very good 	(c) Good 	(d) Average 
(c) Poor 
Qno.4 You are aware of library software packages: 
(a) Yes 	 (b) No 
Qno.5 You became aware of library software via: 
(a)Library staff 	(b) Teachers 	(c) Friends 	(d) Institutional 
website/Workshops 	(e) Any 	other 	(please 
specify) .................................. 
Qno.6 The software package used by your library: 
(a) CDS/ISIS 	(b) LibSys 	(c) SOUL 	(d) Virtua 
(e) Any other /Not aware 
T 
Qno.7 The application of library softwares in different library operations and 
services has affected your information seeking behavior: 
(a) Yes 	 (b) No 
Qno.8 The application of softwares in library operations and services has raised 
the level of usage of their resources: 
(a) Strongly agree 	(b) Agree 	(c) Neither agree nor disagree 
(d) Disagree 	 (e) Strongly disagree 
Qno.9 !Means you employ in searching and retrieving the information: 
(a) Manual (b) On-line Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) (c) Both 
Qno. 10 The interface ofyour library OPAC is User-friendly: 
(a) Strongly agree 	(b) Agree 	(c) Neither agree nor disagree 
(d) Disagree 	 (e) Strongly disagree 
Quo. 11 The place you access the library OPAC: 
(a) Within the library 	(b) Within the hostels/anywhere in the 
campus (c) Both 	(d) Outside the campus 	(e) Do not use 
OI'AC 
Qno.12 In the On-line Public Access Catalogue (OPAL), the search facility 
you prefer: 
(a)Simple search mode 	(b) Advanced search mode 	(c) Both 
(U) Don't use the OPAC 
Qno. l3 In Simple and advance search node, your search priority is: 
i) Simple Search 
(a) Author search 	(b) Subject search 	(c) Title search 
(d) Call No. (e) Publisher/ISBN. 
ii) Advanced search 
(a) Boolean search (such as AND, OR and NO"I') (b) Phrase Search 
(c) Truncated Search 	 (d) Year of publication/Range search 
(c) Don't use Simple or advance search 
(Example: Author ANI) Title, Title NOT Subject, Subject OR Title) 
(Truncated search (* & ?), like Comput* will retrieve Computer, 
computerization, computing or any other word starting with 
Comput. Similarly, Psycho? will retrieve all records that comes 
after the word Psycho). 
Qno. 14 You are checking the status of books/information resources either 
available in the library or currently on loan to someone else. through 
Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAL): 
(a) Yes 	 (b) No 
Qno.15 The rate of your satisfaction with the search response time of OPAC. 
Please indicate the level of agreement 
(a) Strongly satisfied 	(b) Satisfied 	(c) Neither satisfied nor 
	
dissatisfied 	(d) Dissatisfied 	(e) Strongly dissatisfied 
Qno. 16 The status of Check-out/check-in of books/information resources in 
your library: 
(a) Self Check-out/check-in via software 	(b) Check-out/check-in 
by Staff 	 (c) Not aware 
Qno. 17. "l'he behavior of library staff in providing the required resources: 
(a) Excellent 	(b) Very Good 	(c) Good 
(d) Average (e) Poor 
Qno.18 You rate the overall status of retrieval system of your library: 
(a) Excellent 	(b) Very good 	(c) Good 	(e) Average 
(e) Poor 
Qno. 19 Please indicate how Much you agree or disagree with the following 
statement? 
Level of Agreement 
Statement Strongly Satisfied Neither Dissatisfied Strongly 
satisfied 	 satisfied 	 dissatisfied 
nor 
dissatisfied 
The rate of 
your 
satisfaction 
with the 
overall 
services of 
automated 
library systenm 
of your library 
Suggestions: 
Your added suggestions will highly be respected 
............................................................................................... 
............................................................................................... 
................................................................................................ 
............................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................................... 
............................................................................................. 
Signature with Date 	"Thank you verb much for your cooperation. 
